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Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

There are three primary satellites of KWCH-DT which simulcast most of the 

programming. KBSD-DT, KBSH-DT, and KBSL-DT do insert local segments and are 

listed in the Supplemental Issues and Programming report for each station.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on 

Sunday, ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 

12 viewing area as well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just 

a few of the stories that were included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its 

viewing area, with the assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 

viewing area  and are aired regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as 

possible of the latest in  Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and 

the Channel 12 News Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe 

weather warnings, school closings, fire safety, disaster preparedness and emergency 

situations.  And, with severe weather season, storm spotter training meetings are held 

several times a week in locations throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the 

state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers the issues and decisions by city, 

county and state government can affect them.     
 

 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 5:00 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 

programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 

related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 

two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service 

announcements of varying lengths throughout its broadcast 

schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on 

one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the 

American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different 

topic each program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue 

stories as well as human-interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:30am - 4:30am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, 

health tips and general interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:30am – 5:00am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and 

general interest items. 

 

CBS This Morning  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

CBS Saturday Morning Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 

 

 
 



 

 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon and 

morning Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, pet care, plant 

care, and home economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the birthday 

person‟s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning Newscast coffee 

mug is awarded to one of the birthday persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer‟s comments and answering viewer‟s questions 

about programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers‟ 

economic livelihood. 

 



 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations.  

 

Does It Work 

10pm Wednesdays 

 

Locally produced reports on retail items and if they work as advertised. 
 

 

 



 

 

CRIME 
 
7/2/13  6am 

In the crimewatch, Dodge City police are on the lookout for this man.  Dorian Capers is one of two people 

police believe was involved in the shooting outside a convenience store. Two people were shot early 

Monday morning outside the store on east Wyatt Earp Boulevard.  Both victims are still in the hospital. 

Police haven't said what led up to the shooting. 

 

7/3/13  12pm 

Today in crime watch, local vandals have been attacking cars across Wichita.  Wichita police say windows 

were shot out of at least 14 cars around the 1400 block of north armor.  Investigators say the vandalisms 

were done using bb or pellet guns.  So far no connections have been made in the vandalisms from 

yesterday.  If you have any information...you're asked to call Crimestoppers at 2-6-7 2-1-1-1. 

 

7/4/13  5pm 

A thief stole an unusual assortment of items from a Salina woman's house earlier this week eyewitness 

news reporter Samantha Anderson has more. When Sarah Crouse came home on Tuesday night she noticed 

something different. Crouse's thought she locked her front but when she got home it was open. That‟s when 

she realized her apartment had been broken into. Someone went through her closet, stole her personal 

undergarments, socks, television and a number of other things. Crouse says she doesn't know why anyone 

would want such personal items. Police say their still investigation the crime, in Salina Samantha Anderson 

eyewitness news. 

 

7/5/13  6pm 

Now the latest on a story that was breaking news last night, Derby police still haven't found a man accused 

of stabbing his girlfriend.  Here's who they're looking for Jared Woosypiti. Investigators say he stabbed his 

girlfriend. During a Fourth of July party.  She was taken to a Wichita hospital where she remains in critical 

condition.  The suspect may be in a light blue dodge caravan with "Woodbridge home exteriors" on the 

doors.  If you know where he is... Call Derby crimestoppers at 788-tips. 

 

7/6/13  10pm 

A man tries to break into a liquor store - by cutting a hole through the roof.  When officers were called to 

the Lamar‟s liquor store on west Pawnee - they could hear strange noises coming from the roof. Police 

called in a fire truck so they could get a ladder to check it out.  However, before officers got onto the roof, a 

20-year-old man jumped off and tried to run away.  He didn't get far.  Officers arrested the man and 

charged him with burglary. 

 

7/8/13  12pm 

The Wichita teacher fired for bringing a gun to school will be in court today.  Dan Nagel was the white 

elementary school teacher was fired last Wednesday for carrying a concealed gun on school property.  

Nagel even gathered supporters who signed a petition for him to keep his job. He's in court for a 

misdemeanor gun charge. 

 

7/9/13  5am 

  A former Wichita teacher is going to trial next month for carrying a concealed gun at school. Dan Nagel 

was arrested at white elementary in May - he told us last month that he took a gun to school to protect 

students if needed.  Nagel is no longer with the Wichita school district.  The charge is a misdemeanor and 

his trial will be in Wichita municipal court -- it's scheduled for august 19th. 

 

7/10/13  5pm 

  A man is in jail...over a fish sandwich.  Wichita police say a man walked up to this mc-Donald‟s drive-

thru around one this morning.  He ordered a fish sandwich and got upset after being told he couldn't have 

one. The restaurant employee said the man then threatened to kill and held up a knife at the drive-thru 

window. No one was hurt - the suspect ran away - officers found him booked him into jail. 

 



 

 

7/11/13  10pm 

Could an end be imminent to a 30-hour stand-off?   Swat teams have been on the scene all day.  Breaking 

news right now as we hear explosions. Let's go to Michael Schwanke who's been out there monitoring the 

latest. As long as you don't live in building 6 - 7 or 8 you are able to head back home tonight. People in 

those building are still out of luck. Residents i talked to this evening say it's been a bit frustrating. For those 

who are displaced there is a shelter set up at Ruth ??? Elementary school off of 55th. They have 30 beds set 

up and are ready to fill them all. Free food, water, and a cool place to sleep tonight for those displaced by 

this standoff. 

 

7/12/13  5am 

As a standoff in south Wichita is over this morning, after 32 hours.  Police say Jared Wooyspiti was shot 

and killed by officers late last night. Pilar Pedraza is live from Southlake village apartments this morning 

where many loves have been affected by this. This morning... Residents in building six are allowed back 

home.  Residents in building 7 and 8 can *not* go back yet as officials are still on scene investigating the 

deadly shooting and standoff.  Jim Grawe has more on last night's events. For a day and a half, life at this 

Wichita apartment complex was turned upside down. This is where 24 year old Jared Woosipidy ended up 

after police say he demanded prescription drugs at a Wichita Kmart and then fired several shots. Swat 

teams surrounded the building with armored vehicles and guns drawn. They tore down the deck outside the 

second story apartment. Miranda mock lives in a nearby building. Police say they exchanged gunfire with 

Woosipidi and it was over. Police say they'll likely remain on the scene here for several more days 

processing the scene and investigating. It will likely be some time before the damage to the building can be 

repaired and some of the residents will be able to move back in.  In Wichita Jim Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness 

news. 

 

7/13/13  10pm 

A 76-year-old man tells police his caregiver's boyfriend beat him up.  The man showed up at Wesley 

hospital just after midnight with several broken bones in his face.  There were also open wounds on his 

arms, and his right eye was swollen shut.   Police did not say whether any arrests have been made. 

 

7/14/13  10pm 

We expect to learn more tomorrow about a deadly 32 hour stand-off in south Wichita. The new details will 

come during Monday morning's police briefing.  We'll carry it live on kwch dot com.  Jared Woosypiti died 

late Thursday night... After the two-day stand-off at this apartment complex.  During it, police say they 

exchanged gunfire with the suspect. It all began Wednesday afternoon, after an attempted robbery at a k-

mart.  Officers say Woosypiti then drove to the apartment complex where he hid in a unit during the stand-

off.  He was also wanted in connection to a stabbing of a derby woman on the fourth of July.  Residents in 

three buildings at the apartment complex were displaced during the 32 hour stand-off. 

 

7/15/13  6pm 

Wichita police identify the man who died after a shooting near downtown Sunday morning as James Gray. 

Gray was one of *five people shot during an after-hours party outside an auto shop at 11th and mead.  Two 

victims are still in the hospital.  Police tell us about one hundred people were in the parking lot, when rival 

gang members got into a fight.  Investigators are still looking for the shooter.  They believe they know who 

he is, but are not releasing his name right now because police don't want him to go into hiding 

 

7/16/13  6am 

Wichita police say they repeatedly asked him to surrender.  But in the end the order was made to take-out 

Jared Woosypiti after a 32 hour standoff. That order was made based on threats he made and shots he took 

at officers.  The stand-off started Wednesday afternoon after police say Woosypiti tried to rob a K-Mart 

pharmacy.  Police say they knew he was on drugs, and learned he was making bombs. During the two day 

standoff...police used tear gas.  They also used a water cannon to knock down walls.  The investigation of 

the deadly stand-off will be handled by Reno county sheriff Randy Henderson. 

 

 

 

7/17/13  12pm 



 

 

We now know the name of a little girl who died Sunday from injuries she suffered in a house fire last week.  

Wichita police say 6 year old Jakara Tioria Lashon Dickson was home alone with her two sisters... When 

she was hurt in the fire, investigators say the child was lighting trash on fire.  The child's mother was 

arrested the day of the fire...but is no longer in jail.   Wichita police say they are still investigating to 

determine if a crime occurred. 

 

7/18/13  10pm 

New details in a stabbing that left one man critically hurt.  Police now say the victim of the stabbing may 

actually be an armed robbery suspect.  The man was dropped off at Via Christi hospital yesterday 

afternoon.  Police say he got into an argument during an attempted robbery at an apartment complex.  The 

victim is a known gang member.  So far no arrests have been made in the stabbing. The victim will likely 

be booked when he's released from the hospital. 

 

7/19/13  5am 

Wichita police need your help identifying two men seen in this surveillance video. They're accused of 

stealing 15-hundred dollars‟ worth of alcohol from a Wichita liquor store at 29th and Broadway. The men 

broke into the store Wednesday night...loaded two trash bins full of liquor then drove off.  They also broke 

in Tuesday night.  Police are looking for a white mercury villager in connection to the crime. 

 

7/20/13  10pm 

A late night garage sale leads to a shooting in south Wichita. Police say two men were having a garage sale 

just before midnight on south Hiram. That's when a group of six teenagers showed up and both sides started 

exchanging gang signs. That's when one teen pulled out a gun and fired several rounds. When police 

arrived, the teens were gone.  No one was hurt 

 

7/22/13  12pm 

We're following two different breaking news stories this noon, the first in Cheney, where firefighters are 

working to put out a house fire, eyewitness news has a crew on the way to the scene, we're also on the 

scene of a shooting in Goddard.  Anne Meyer is there.  We know someone is in critical condition.  What 

else can you tell us? 

 

7/24/13  6pm 

We're following more breaking news, Kansas attorney general Derek Schmidt is asking governor Sam 

Brownback to call lawmakers into a special session to re-write the state's "hard 50" sentencing law. That 

law allows people convicted of first degree murder to be sentenced to 50 years in prison before they can 

seek parole.  But a recent u-s Supreme Court decision questioned its constitutionality.  We're following the 

developments. Watch for more at k-w-c-h dot com and tonight at 9 and 10. 

 

7/25/13  5pm 

  An overnight shooting in the small town of Pratt, a pregnant woman is dead and a man may be paralyzed 

from his injuries.  Pilar Pedraza explains what happened and has reaction from friends. They say the 

hardest part about this... Is they knew everyone involved both victims and the alleged shooter.  Today, 

much of their concern is for the children of both victims. Friends of the victims... Struggle to describe their 

feelings hours after the shooting. Eyewitnesses say it started as fight laced with racial expletives. They say 

a pregnant woman tried to stop the fight.  That's when one of the men came out with a gun.  Eyewitnesses 

say he shot the woman...and a man who tried to protect her. Police arrested the man they say fired the gun.  

In a small town like Pratt, everyone knows everyone. The injured man is now at a Wichita hospital.  Now, 

the worry is for their families. Those who know the victims are still trying to understand how this could 

happen.  The brother of the man hurt in the shooting... Tells us he was shot in the back four times.... And 

has a bullet lodged near his spine that surgeons can't remove.  He says the man will most likely be 

paralyzed from the waist down and could also lose the use of one arm.  He was there - hear what he says 

happened - coming up on eyewitness news at six.  Investigators have already made an arrest in this case.  

They booked 21 year old Bryant see-bah into jail this morning... On second degree murder and aggravated 

battery charges.  We expect to hear more from police about this case later this week. 

 

7/26/13  5am 



 

 

A shooting Thursday morning is gang-related.  We told you yesterday a man died from a gunshot wound to 

the chest.  It happened near 15th and green.  Police say the victim is a documented gang member. 

Authorities say he was walking with two other men when an s-u-v pulled up and called them over.  When 

they got to the vehicle the victim was shot.  No arrests have been made. 

 

7/27/13  10pm 

We now know the name of a pregnant woman who died in a Pratt shooting.  22-year-old Alexadria 

Martinez-Duran and Brandon Wright were shot while walking in front of a house Wednesday night.  Duran 

died at the scene.  Wright is in a Wichita hospital.  Witnesses say... Racial slurs were exchanged before the 

shooting. Officers arrested 21-year-old Bryant Seba in connection with the crime.  He's in jail on second 

degree murder charges. 

 

7/28/13  10pm 

In the crime watch, an overnight argument lands to men in the hospital. Wichita police were called to the 

21-hundred block of north park place early this morning.  They say the two victims got into an argument 

with two unknown suspects when one of the suspects pulled out a gun and started shooting.  Both of the 

victims are expected to survive. 

 

7/29/13  5pm 

Wichita police are trying a new strategy to combat gang violence and it involves you.  Starting today, 

Wichita police will release 2 photos of their most wanted gang members.  They're releasing the photos to 

the media and posting them on Facebook. Their hope... Someone will see a face they recognize and contact 

authorities. 

 

7/30/13  12pm 

Breaking news now, Army private-first class Bradley Manning is found guilty of  21 counts, including 

espionage, computer fraud and theft charges.  The former intelligence analyst admitted to sending U.S. 

Government secrets to Wikileaks while in Iraq in 2010. The website published most of the material online.  

The most serious offence is aiding the enemy, which carries a possible life sentence. 

 

7/31/13  6pm 

Two deputies accused of falsifying time sheets are out of jail tonight. Their arrest was breaking news last 

night. Pilar Pedraza spent today looking further into the case against them.  Pilar, what did you learn?  The 

two deputies made their first court appearance today.  That's when they learned the specifics of the charges 

against them.  We have the formal written complaint.  It lays out the charges against Brenton Johnson and 

David Spears.  It says the two falsified time sheets twice in the last month with the intent to defraud.  That's 

a felony charge.  Assuming they have no previous convictions. It carries a probable sentence of probation.  

The complaint says Johnson also used a sheriff's vehicle sometime in July for his own benefit.  That's a 

misdemeanor with a penalty of up to a year in jail.  The sheriff says the investigation began earlier this 

month. It ended Tuesday night... When investigators arrested the two men at a y-m-c-a near where one of 

them lived.  The two men bonded out of jail the same night. The sheriff says investigators are now looking 

into how long this was going on.  No other deputies are involved.  He won't release any more details at this 

time.  Johnson and spears will be back in court in a couple of weeks to determine if the case will go to trial.  

We could learn more details then. 

 

8/1/13  6am 

A man accused of shooting a Sedgwick county deputy will go to trial. Jason Perez had a preliminary 

hearing Wednesday.  Deputy Lucas Powell testified he was shot in the face.  He says 25 percent of his field 

of view is now black.  Perez is accused of leading authorities on a high speed chase through three counties.  

Powell says he warned Perez his k-9 would bite.  Powell says he fired nearly ten shots at Perez before he 

fell to his knees. Perez is also accused of shooting at a butler county deputy.  His trial is set for the end of 

September. 

 

 

8/2/13  5am 



 

 

Wichita police find the car involved in a deadly hit and run last month.  An anonymous tip to crime 

stoppers helped officers find the car hidden in a garage on north Coolidge.  Lloyd Ferguson and a child 

were riding a horse along 21st street when a car hit them and left the scene. Ferguson was killed.  No arrest 

has been made, but police say they are close. 
 

8/3/13  10pm 

Police need your help finding an escaped inmate. Here's what he looks like.  Mark Edward Lucas escaped 

from the Hutchinson correctional facility this afternoon.  He's from the Shawnee county area, and was in 

jail for aggravated burglary and theft.  Guards say Lucas walked out of a minimum security area of the 

prison around one thirty this afternoon.  Anyone who sees him should call 911. 

 

8/4/13  10pm 

Brett Seacat will be sentenced tomorrow.  In June, Seacat was found guilty of killing his wife Vashti then 

setting fire to their home.  He faces life in prison without the possibility of parole.  But will not get a hard 

50 sentence. Vashti's family is expected to give victim statements.  Seacat could also choose to talk to the 

judge. We'll stream the sentencing live on kwch dot com.  We'll also break into programming on kwch... 

When the judge reads the sentence. 

 

8/5/13  5pm 

For now, Seacat will be in administrative segregation at the El Dorado correctional facility.  We can show 

you what that looks like.  It's an "8 foot by 10 foot" cell where he'll be locked-up for 23 hours a day.  His 

hour out will be spent in shackles on both his hands and feet with two officers by his side.  Other convicts 

isolated in segregation at El Dorado include Dennis Rader and the Carr brothers.  Seacat is in segregation 

because he is a former deputy and law enforcement trainer.  It's not known yet if El Dorado will be where 

he spends his "life sentence."   He could be transferred to another state.  It's just another way for prison 

officials to protect someone who used to put people behind bars. 

 

8/6/13  12pm 

New at noon, this inmate is back in the custody of the Kansas Department of Corrections.  Mark Lucas 

turned himself in to the U-S Marshals office in Topeka this morning.  The convicted burglar escaped 

Saturday from a minimum security wing of the Hutchinson prison.  Lucas has 10 years left on his original 

sentence. 

 

8/7/13  6am 

Charges are filed against a Winfield teacher accused of having sex with a student.  Ashley Eck was arrested 

in May.  She was released yesterday without posting bail. The Cowley County school district says she 

remains on paid administrative leave.  Eck is due back in court October second. 

 

8/10/13  10pm 

We're learning more about an officer involved shooting out of Sumner County.  Police say it started in 

Norwich, when officers from Kingman tried to serve an arrest warrant.  The man they were after fled in a 

vehicle and nearly ran over two officers.  Police shot at the car, and followed it into Sumner county.  The 

chase eventually ended near Conway springs.  The driver was went to the hospital and was treated for a 

gunshot wound, he is now under arrest 

 

8/11/13  10pm 

That breaking news coming out of north Wichita tonight.  A man is critically injured after a shooting at the 

boys and girls club.  Anne Meyer joins us now with the details. If we get any more details we'll be sure to 

bring them to you tonight. We'll also have them online at kwch dot com. 

 

8/12/13  6am 

  A gunman is still on the loose this morning after a shooting at the boys and girls club.  Wichita police tell 

us the shooting may be gang-related. It's the latest to breaking news we brought you last night at ten. A 

fight broke out during a basketball game around 8-30.  That's when police say someone pulled out a gun 

and started shooting.  Two people were hurt.  One person was taken to the hospital in critical condition.   

Police plan to release more details later this morning. 



 

 

 

8/14/13  12pm 

The Sedgwick county sheriff's office recovers a lot of stolen mail. Including checks and credit cards taken 

from about 150 people ... Officers found it all in one home. Most of the items belong to people living east 

of rock road, from 13th to Kellogg, but there are others from across the county. Most of the recovered 

documents were taken from mailboxes or cars.  A 23 year old woman has been arrested.  Sheriff's 

detectives say the investigation will take several weeks, and they're working to contact the victims. 

 

8/16/13  5am 

An identity theft ring is uncovered in east Wichita.  Victims appear to mainly live east of rock road 

between 13th and Kellogg.  Sedgwick county deputies say they searched a home to find... Mail, credit 

cards, and other personal documents belonging to 150 people.  The sheriff's office says there could be more 

victims. Deputies arrested a woman for outstanding warrants.  More arrests are expected. 

 

8/17/13  10pm 

Police say a shoplifter used a stun gun on a loss prevention officer at Towne East mall.  Officers say three 

guards followed two women from j-c Penney into the parking lot Friday.  When they stopped the women, 

one pulled out a stun gun and hit a guard.  The 2 other guards took the two women into custody.  Both 

women went to jail.  The guard did not need medical treatment. 

 

8/18/13  10pm 

A former Sedgwick County Jail deputy charged with having sex with an inmate is expected to be in court 

tomorrow.  A preliminary hearing for David Kendall is scheduled to begin tomorrow.  That's where a judge 

will determine if there's enough evidence to move the case to trial.  Kendall is charged with sexually 

abusing six inmates between April and June of last year. 

 

8/19/13  6pm 

Wichita police are asking for your help tonight in identifying two men. Take a look at these pictures - they 

want the men for two unrelated sex crimes - and police turned to social media for help. Live tonight...  Pilar 

Pedraza joins us with the latest on the request.  Police turned to twitter and Facebook to get their message 

out today.  And in the last hour we've gotten new information about one of the two crimes from a police 

incident report.  Again, these crimes are somehow sexually related offenses. We're at one of the two 

locations where police say these crimes happened.  They say one of the two incidents happened here in the 

55-hundred block of east harry.  The other one happened in the 77-hundred block of east Kellogg.  An 

incident report connected to one of the crimes says someone reported a man exposing himself sexually in 

the parking lot of town east square. That case is connected to this picture that police tweeted earlier this 

afternoon.  It's a good, close up shot of his face and looks to have been taken while he was in a car. Then 

police tweeted two pictures of a second man... In what they tell us is an *unrelated* case in another area of 

the city.  Although they say it does involve a sexually related crime as well.  From the blurry condition of 

the photo it appears to have been taken from surveillance video. The second of the two is a slightly closer 

up look. Police say both crimes happened sometime in the last two weeks.  And they're asking that if you 

recognize either man... You call police. On Facebook and twitter... They provide the name and number of 

the officer handling each case.  Cindy? Roger? Both officers are members of the department's sex crimes 

division. 

 

8/20/13  6am 

Wichita police need you help looking for these men.  Officers say they may have been involved in two 

separate sex- related offenses.  One happened in the 55-hundred block of east harry in the last couple of 

weeks.  The second in the 77-hundred block of east Kellogg.  Police aren't releasing any other details about 

the incidents at this time.  

 

8/21/13  12pm 

Wichita police identify at least one person believed to be involved in a shooting Tuesday. An 18 year old 

man was shot in the arm in the 26-hundred block of North Ash.  Officers say that it appears the shots fired 

into a home -- from the street.  Police say at least two shooters were involved.   The victim was taken to the 

hospital.  Police say he'll survive. 



 

 

 

8/22/13  5pm 

New at five, a Wichita man accused of killing a pit bull puppy makes his first appearance in court. Brian 

Jackson is charged with cruelty to animals.  Prosecutors say Jackson beat a puppy to death with a baseball 

bat on Monday.  His bond is set at 25 thousand dollars.  Jackson is expected back in court in September. 

 

8/23/13  5am 

  Augusta police arrest the head of the city's chamber of commerce.  Executive director Robert Kent 

Overaker is accused of felony theft.  Police say he stole thousands of dollar from the city.  The 

investigation started Tuesday, after chamber's board members sat down for their monthly meeting.  The 

board realized the numbers didn't add up. Overaker was fired Thursday -- and arrested by police. He has 

worked at the chamber for about two years.  Eyewitness news tried to reach Overaker but he has not 

returned the call. 

 

8/24/13  10pm 

An attempted carjacking in east Wichita - leads to a shooting tonight.  Police tell us one man is in serious 

condition after being shot in the upper body near Harry and Oliver. Officers say three teens tried to steal 

that man's car... Two were armed.  Officers are still trying to find those suspects.   The man went to the 

hospital; his injuries are not considered life threatening. 

      

8/25/13  10pm 

Two semi-trucks crashed into this mess of metal in Ellsworth County.  The Kansas highway patrol says... 

One semi-truck rear-ended the other... Around three a-m.  The westbound lanes of eye-70 were closed... 

While crews cleaned-up the mess.  They're now back open.  Both drivers walked away with minor injuries.     

 

8/26/13  6pm 

Wichita police arrested three people for breaking into a sick man's home.  The man says... He recognized 

one of the intruders. Hannah Davis joins us live from the newsroom to tell us who it was. Ricky fanning 

has a weak heart... And his health is so bad it's hard for him to leave the house.  He says he can't afford in 

home health care... So he depends on friends. But police say it was one of those friends who broke in 

Sunday night.  Fanning was sitting in his living room when he heard people prying open his front door.  

When they finally got it open fanning says three people walked in, one man and two women.  One of the 

women was a friend who fanning says helped take care of him from time to time.  He was shocked to see 

her breaking in.  Fanning isn't alone.  Millions of Americans live with health problems and can't afford in 

home care... So they depend on friends and family... But that can make them more vulnerable.  Health 

experts say there are things these patients can look out for. Watch your medications and valuables. If 

possible put them away before people come inside. Also try to figure out as much as you can about the 

people in your lives before your trust them with your health. If you suspect anything, call police.  A 

neighbor heard the commotion and called police. Officers arrested the three people before they could make-

off with any of fanning's belongings. 

 

8/29/13  6am 

After 30 years in prison ... One of two women who killed a Wichita mother will be set free.  Now that's 

victim's daughter is reacting with frustration.  She says she does believe in the justice system and that her 

fight is not over yet.  In 1983- a jury convicted Regina Baldwin and Yvonne pink in the murder of Julie 

Rosenhamer.  The two were sentenced to life in prison *with* the possibility of parole after 30 years.  The 

Kansas prisoner review board granted that parole for Baldwin yesterday.  Wichita police say the two 

women shot and killed Rosenhamer while robbing a church's chicken at closing time.  Kelley Malone says 

she's forgiven the women for killing her mother ... And she prays they've changed.  Malone plans to 

continue her fight by asking the board to keep pink in prison.  Pink is up for parole sometime next year. 

 

 

8/31/13  10pm 

Concerns grow after a fight at a neighborhood bar...leads to a bouncer being shot.  Hannah Davis...is live in 

west Wichita tonight, to tell us what happened.   The drunken Monkees bar here on west maple - is small in 

size.  But it was the scene of big trouble overnight.  That's when gun shots woke up neighbors. They tell me 



 

 

this is a "family" neighborhood...with many kids living just 30 yards away from this location.  Tez Crockett 

spent Saturday afternoon like many 13-year-old boys trying to beat his little brother in video games.   But 

unlike most teens, he spent the night before worrying about his grandma and little brother. Crockett's 

grandma can see "Drunken Monkees" from her bedroom window. That's where a fight broke out early 

saturday morning.  A group of men got into an argument. Two left and came back with guns.  When a 

bouncer tried to break the fight up... He got shot twice in the leg. Sandy Heiman has lived in the area for 

more than 20 years.  She says "Drunken Monkees" is in the middle of a residential neighborhood.  She's 

had problems with the bar before... But after Saturday night... She's *really* worried about safety. Heiman 

says her biggest fear is a stray bullet hitting her house where her grandchildren sleep.  Many parents i 

talked have the same fear.  Police are still looking for the men involved in last night's fight. The bouncer 

went to the hospital with critical injuries - but at last check, he is doing better and listed in stable condition. 

 

9/1/13  10pm 

That breaking news out of Derby tonight where a murder suspect is in custody.  It's a story we've followed 

all day...a woman was murdered, and her teenage son stabbed in the neck.  Police were looking for this man 

- he is 40 year old Charles Beck Junior--but we are getting word in the last few minutes he has been 

arrested.  Anne Meyer is live at the scene in derby... Anne what do we know about the arrest?  Mike, he is a 

convicted felon.  I checked his criminal record.  And Charles Beck was paroled in 2011 after serving five 

years in prison for drug possession and battery.  That sentence expired four days ago.  Now, police want 

beck back in jail for what they say he did inside this home. Bags of evidence from the master bedroom. A 

crime scene investigator covered up from head to toe - taking pictures of the floor.  All indications of the 

violent scene that happened inside this derby home Sunday morning.  But derby police Chief Robert Lee 

won't tell us how the boy's mother died, he's waiting on the coroner's report.  Chief Lee did say this about 

Charles Beck. Jordan Voss worked with beck, and lives across the street from the house.  Now his 

neighborhood is the scene of a violent crime, and a man he knows is accused of murder.  Neighbors tell me 

the victims moved into this house a few months ago.  Mike, chief lee has not release their names yet - Beck 

was last seen driving a 2001 white dodge caravan, with the license plate 8-6-6 -- f-a-x.  If you see him or 

the van, call derby police, or 9-1-1 

 

9/2/13  12pm 

Police arrest this man in Missouri Sunday night -- Charles Beck Junior was wanted in the murder of a 

Derby woman -- Police were called out to the woman's home on North Nixon...Sunday morning. That's 

where they found the woman...and her 15 year old son.  He'd been stabbed in the neck.  Both were taken to 

a hospital...the woman died...her son was released.  Police say Beck and the woman were friends and lived 

together.  Beck does have a criminal past...he was paroled in 2-thousand-11. Those charges expired last 

Wednesday. 

 

9/3/13  5pm 

Thieves steal almost 150 gallons of aviation fuel from the Salina airport. Flower aviation called police after 

discovering someone stole from their fuel trucks.  The business says about a thousand dollars of jet fuel 

was taken.  It thinks the fuel was stolen between June 20th and august 14th. 

 

9/5/13  6pm 

Wichita jc-penny stores lose thousands of dollars in sales---and police say it's because shoppers used phony 

vouchers to buy clothes.  Now police are looking to make arrests. Sia Nyorkor explains what you need to 

know so you don't fall for it.   Cindy, police say shoppers have been coming into the stores and cashing in 

vouchers to buy clothing. The vouchers looked like they were from the department for children and 

families... But police say they were fakes.  J-c penny stores at both town east and town west malls have 

been hit-- shoppers ripped the stores off in July and got away with more than $5,000 in clothing. Police say 

there are about 16 suspects who exchanged the vouchers for clothing   investigators believe there is a ring 

of people who are handing them off to others.  D-c-f tells us, it does give vouchers to help clients prepare 

for job interviews but these were not valid. The agency works with several different stores around Kansas 

and will only fax or e-mail the vouchers.  They say store clerks should be suspicious if a customer comes in 

with a voucher in hand. Police believe there could be a ring passing the phony vouchers.  Right now, they 

are still investigating. 

 



 

 

9/6/13  5am 

Continuing the crimewatch this morning, police in dodge city are looking for this man.  He's wanted on a 

warrant for crimes that included aggravated criminal sodomy and indecent liberties with a child. Anyone 

with information on Luis Arrendondo's whereabouts is encouraged to call the Dodge City police 

department. 

 

9/7/13  10pm 

Now to allegations of an assault inside and elementary school classroom.  A Kansas City school district 

says a meeting between a parent and a teacher turned violent -- now that mom is in trouble with the law. 

School leaders say the parent stormed down to the teacher's classroom... Where according to a police 

report. She hit the teacher in the face several times... Grabbed her by the hair and hit her head against a file 

cabinet. Then she ran out of the school. Police say the woman was upset about an altercation between her 

child and the teacher.  Her son reportedly had a scratch on his neck. Other parents at the school say they're 

shocked...  But not everyone disagrees with the mom's actions.  The teacher was treated and released from 

the hospital.  School leaders say they will pursue charges against the parent.  After the attack, the school 

district says the child has come forward telling administrators and police that the teacher did not hurt him.      

 

9/8/13  10pm 

One person is injured... And two southeast Wichita homes are hit in a drive by shooting.  Officers were 

called to the scene in the 16-hundred block of south green just after 2 o'clock this morning.   The victim 

tells police a red SUV pass by him while he was walking in the area.  He says it turned around... Then the 

driver fired several shots, hitting the man in the leg.   He was taken to the hospital in serious condition. No-

one else was hurt.  Police are still looking for the suspect.  Anyone with information about the crime is 

asked to call police. 

 

9/9/13  5pm 

Wichita Police still don't have a motive for a Sunday morning shooting. Witnesses say... It happened near 

13-th and Oliver. The 19-year-old victim was shot in the stomach while riding in a car.  The woman driving 

says... She stopped in the 11-hundred block of north Dellrose when a man walked up and fired shots. She 

drove the 19-year-old to a hospital.  No one has been arrested. 

 

9/10/13  12pm 

  An Illinois man is dead after a late night shooting in Hutchinson -- here's a photo a viewer sent us from 

the scene.  Police say 26 year old Sem Adrien was found around east eighth street last night -- he'd been 

critically shot...he was taken to the hospital where he later died.  Police records show Adrien had had 

several run-ins with the law. The manager for the Kansas state fair tells us Adrien had helped set up the 

grand stage for the fair last week...his last day on the job was Friday.  Hutchinson police say they do 

suspect foul play in Adrien's death. 

 

9/11/13  6pm 

A woman is hospitalized in critical condition after a beating in north Wichita.  A neighbor called police 

after hearing a woman screaming in the 600 block of north Broadway late last night.  The neighbor found a 

59-year-old woman lying on the floor -- badly injured and without clothes.   A man was there, unclothed 

from the waist down. While the neighbor was calling police, he left.  But then came back and tried to beat 

his way back into the apartment while the neighbor was trying to help the woman and waiting for police.  

The woman was taken to a nearby hospital with multiple injuries to her face and a possible head injury.  

The neighbor said the man left the area on a bike.  Anyone with information on the crime is asked to call 

police. 

 

 

9/12/13  6am 

We could learn more today from Hutchinson police about an arrest in a homicide case.  A man from Illinois 

was killed earlier this week.  Police say Sem Adrien was shot at this home at eighth and plum late Monday 

night. 

 

9/14/13  10pm 



 

 

Police say two men MET UP in the 800 block of south mission at about 3 o'clock this morning for a drug 

deal - that led to a shooting.  Police say the suspect tried to rob the victim. He Pulled out a gun AND Shot 

the victim before running away. The victim went to Wesley Medical Center with critical injuries.  Police 

are still looking for the suspect. 

 

9/15/13  10pm 

A Hutchinson mother says... She no longer feels safe in her own home.  Officers say... A man broke into 

her family's home and touched her 9 and 10 year old daughters and their 9 year old friend. Hannah Davis 

sat down with the mother.   How is she doing tonight?  She's terrified and so are her girls.  We decided 

*not* to show her face... Or use her *real* name to help protect her family, after what they went through 

early Sunday morning. Early Sunday morning, this mom says one of those "sick people" broke into her 

family's home.  The mom, we'll call Katy, says her daughter said the man touched her leg.  Katy assumed 

her daughter was having a nightmare... But when she went to check on her two young daughters and their 

friend... She realized the threat was real. Katy saw a man's shadow outside her daughters' bedroom window.  

She ran to grab her husband... That's when she says the intruder opened their back door and walked back in.  

Her husband and teenage son chased the man outside and down the street.  Police arrested Tyler Lee Ford a 

few blocks away on suspicion of burglary and three counts of indecent liberties with a child.  Katy still 

doesn't feel safe...because her daughter says ford wasn't the only man in her room. Until police make 

another arrest Katy is keeping her children close. Katy says... Ford's mom stopped by her house earlier 

today and apologized for her son. 

 

9/16/13  6pm 

Terrifying moments at a naval yard in Washington d-c this morning, when a shooter opened fire.  

Tonight...12 people dead.  Three others -- including a police officer-- are expected to recover.  The 

shooting locked down buildings all over the d-c area.  It's still not clear whether a second gunman is still on 

the loose - but one gunman was killed. He was 34-year-old Aaron Alexis...of Texas.  He was a full time 

reservist until early 2011...as a petty officer third class. It's not clear why he left - he had worked for a fleet 

logistics support squadron in Texas.  C-b-s reports he'd been arrested at least twice previously, once in 

Seattle for "malicious mischief" and once in Fort Worth in 2010 for discharging a firearm. Immediately 

after the shooting happened this morning... We called McConnell air force base here in Wichita. They told 

us... They did not increase security....and everything at the base is business as usual. 

 

9/17/13  5pm 

An armed robbery leaves two crime scenes across Wichita tonight.  Police say it started when four men 

robbed a smoke shop near harry and eye 1-35 this afternoon.  Officers then tracked suspects to a Quik trip 

on hillside near Kellogg. That's where we find Pilar Pedraza with the latest details. Police are still here at 

the q-t on hillside... Where they say they caught up with the men they believe robbed that smoke shop at 

gunpoint. Police say an officer spotted a vehicle in the area of the smoke shop that matched the description 

of the car involved in the armed robbery there.  The officer called for help and began following the car.  

Just as other units were responding... And were ready to set off their lights and sirens... The car pulled into 

this Quik trip.  Officers made what they call a felony arrest with weapons drawn because they had a report 

of handguns being used in the robbery.  Police took four suspects downtown for questioning and are 

searching the car. Police did say however that they have found evidence in the vehicle that appears to be 

related to the armed robbery at that smoke shop.  The robbers had gotten some unknown property and cash. 

 

9/18/13  12pm 

  An infant is found to have meth and cocaine in its system at a Wichita hospital.  Police say the baby's 

mother took the child to the hospital for seizures -- when doctors ran blood tests they found the drugs in the 

infant's blood. The child is still in the hospital recovering.  Three other children were removed from the 

home during questioning. They have since been released back to the mother.  No arrests have been made. 

 

9/21/13  10pm 

Also in the crime watch, the swat team ends a standoff in south Wichita.  It started yesterday afternoon... 

Near south Washington and Wassall, a woman called police - saying her boyfriend was high on drugs and 

threatened to kill her.  She got out of the home... But the man refused to leave.  After several hour, the swat 



 

 

team used tear gas to get him out.  He was arrested... And faces charges of domestic violence and 

aggravated assault 

 

9/22/13  10pm 

Also in the crime watch, a man is recovering from surgery after being stabbed near college hill this 

morning.  Police say the man was stabbed near the 300 block of east victor at around 4-30.  He was taken to 

the hospital with the blade broken off...still in his head.  Neighbors tell us they've never seen anything like 

this.  Police arrested a 36 year old man in connection to the stabbing.   He was also treated for stab wounds. 

 

9/23/13  5pm 

  That gunman remains at large tonight - after killing a man and shooting six others in old town this 

weekend.  While police look for help in catching the killer - we're also learning more about the man who 

died. 25-year old Kolby Hopkins died after being shot in the head, he went to north high school, and 

graduated from fort Scott community college.  Jim Grawe spoke with his father this afternoon, and is live 

with more.  The young man whose life ended here early Sunday morning....had a promising future.  That's 

according to his father...who we talked with a short time ago.  Eric Hopkins showed us these photos of his 

son Kolby.  One is Kolby's north high graduation photo.  The other is his graduation photo from fort Scott 

community college.  His dad says Kolby was working to save up money so he could go back to school and 

get a four-year degree in criminal justice.   This weekend he says Kolby was just in the wrong place at the 

wrong time.  Kolby's dad will be among those gathering here tonight in old town for a candle light vigil.  

It's a way of paying tribute to this young man's life...and calling for an end to this kind of gun violence. 

       

9/24/13  6pm 

A scene...immediately after a shooting in old town -  you can see...there were dozens of people there over 

the weekend when gunfire broke out -  the question tonight is...why isn't anyone coming forward with new 

information? Wichita police say...they need your help.  Officers say... There's evidence out there... 

Including cell phone video... That may have clues to what happened. Before this man, 25-year-old Kolby 

Hopkins, was shot and killed. Six others were hurt that night.  Live from "old town" tonight... Sia Nyorkor 

looks at why police need your help. Police tell me they have surveillance video with people standing 

around recording the action before and after the shooting happened. Those cell phone videos could give 

clues to help solve this murder. Wichita police are searching for any clues that could help identify the 

gunman in Sunday‟s shooting. Police say a fight broke out in old town early Sunday morning---the violence 

led to 25 year old Kolby Hopkins death and six others being hospitalized. Police believe cell phone videos 

may have recorded some of the crowd. They know people are reluctant to come forward with any evidence. 

Social media experts say people may fear retaliation.  Police have been scanning social media sites like 

Facebook, twitter and YouTube but so far their search has turned up empty.  They are hoping anyone who 

has anything---even if it's just a small clip or a snapshot will come forward to help solve this man's murder. 

Live in old town, Sia Nyorkor, eyewitness news.     We also checked with Wichita crimestoppers, which is 

offering up to a one-thousand dollar reward in the case.  So far, it has received one tip. But we're told... 

That's not necessarily unusual... Since sometimes people need more time to decide what to do. 

 

9/25/13  12pm 

A Sedgwick county sheriff's deputy is cleared of wrongdoing...and has been returned to full duty at the jail. 

The sheriff's department says it's been investigating possible mistreatment of an inmate for several months.  

The original complaint was filed by another jail employee in June.  Since then, the sheriff's department has 

interviewed seventy witnesses and presented its findings to the district attorney last week. The district 

attorney chose *not* file charges and the employee was cleared.  The jail deputy was on limited duty and 

had no contact with inmates during the investigation. 

 

9/26/13  6am 

  A Wichita man catches burglars on his home security system.  It happened ion area South Hydraulic & 

53rd. And now you can help police arrest the thieves.  Michael Alford shared his home surveillance video 

with eyewitness news.   You can see a man appearing to stake out the home Tuesday afternoon.  Alford 

believes he was making sure the place was empty before his partners pulled their car into the driveway.  

Alford says... The thieves made-off with some t-v, jewelry, and cash. In minutes, Alford filed a police 



 

 

report.  He says officers told him they've had a lot of theft in the area this year. We've put a picture of the 

suspected thief on our Facebook page so you can share it. 

  

9/27/13  5am 

  Opening statements begin today ( Friday) for the trial of this man.  Antonio brown senior is charged with 

first degree murder and child abuse.  He‟s accused of killing 14-month old Clayden Urbanek in saline 

county two years ago.  His trial is being held in riley county after a judge granted a change of venue. Brown 

is also facing escape from custody charges after he walked out of the saline county jail in February.   He 

later turned himself in to a u-s Marshall. Police say Clayden died from injuries relating to internal bleeding 

and broken ribs. 

 

9/28/13  10pm 

  It's a new look at a deadly shooting in old town.  Nearly a week since shots rang out. Killing one man... 

And hurting 6 others...we have new video which shows the deadly violence. 

 

9/29/13  10pm 

Funeral services will be held this week for the victims of a deadly house fire in Hutchinson. 11 year old 

Aubrey Vonachen and her mother Karla died after their home caught fire last Thursday.   Funeral services 

will be held this Thursday morning at the church of holy cross in Hutchinson.  14 year-old Sam Vonachen 

is accused of starting the deadly fire.  He's charged with two counts of first degree murder - one each for his 

sister and mother.  His father made it out alive.   The boy is also charged with attempted first degree murder 

for trying to kill him as well.  Vonachen is being held in the juvenile detention facility in Hutchinson. 

 

9/30/13  5pm 

A teenager accused of setting a fire that killed his mother and sister waives a detention hearing.  14-year-

old Sam Vonachen was scheduled to be in court this morning.  The hearing would have determined 

whether he would be moved to a youth shelter.  Vonachen is charged with two counts of first degree 

murder.  Prosecutors say he poured an accelerant in several rooms before setting his house on fire.  

Vonachen's mother and eleven year old sister died.  His father was home at the time, and was not hurt. 

     

 

 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
 
7/1/13  5am 

Several new laws take effect today in Kansas.  But one of them won't be enforced in every county or city.  

Changes to the concealed-carry law begin today.  It allows gun owners with concealed carry permits to 

bring firearms into public buildings that don't have adequate security measures.  Previously guns were 

banned in court houses, state offices and other public buildings where notices were posted.  Several towns 

and counties have filed a six month exemption to come up with new security measures. 

 

7/2/13  6am 

The rate proposal comes as customers are upset at having no power this weekend.  Westar's website reports 

19 power outages in Sedgwick County.  That's a huge improvement from last week.   More than 20-

thousand were in the dark.  Westar crews worked around the clock since then.  Crews were brought in from 

four surrounding states to help with the damage. 

 

7/3/13  12pm 

Sedgwick county residents who still need to get rid of storm debris to 63rd and meridian.  There's no charge 

to dump your tree and brush debris.  No household waste or trash is allowed. 

 

7/4/13  5pm 

Fireworks are one way to have a good time around the 4th of July and for a growing number of charities, 

schools and churches fireworks stands are becoming fundraising machines.  Brian heap shows us how. 

Whether it's the big fountain, the firecrackers, or the novelty cars, every basket is filled with some sort of 

fun and for churches, schools and charities, fireworks can be difference makers. "a way out ministry" has 

operated this stand at Hillside and Douglas for eight years.  Pastor John Radig says it makes enough money 

to fund the entire youth ministry program. The same stand helps big brothers, big sisters of Kansas match 

children with a mentor.  For customers it's a simple way to have fun and give back. In east Wichita, Brian 

Heap, eyewitness news. Firefighters remind you all fireworks must be sold and used by midnight in 

Sedgwick County and midnight tomorrow night in Wichita. 

 

7/5/13  6pm 

New at six, no one's hurt when a gust of wind catches a plane landing at the hays airport.  The highway 

patrol says wind caught the left wing this afternoon as the pilot rolled to a stop.  It lifted a landing gear off 

the ground and turned the plane sideways.  When the gear touched back down, it collapsed. 

 

7/6/13  10pm 

A Hutchinson teenager is critically hurt after a car crash. The Reno County sheriff's office says 18-year-old 

Jesus Valtierra was beaten up at a party. He was going to the hospital for those injuries - when the truck he 

was riding in crashed into a tree... And investigators say that truck was also involved in another crash.  The 

driver ran away from the scene.  Valtierra was found lying in the grass.   He was flown to a Wichita 

hospital with a broken ankle, internal injuries and cuts to his face.   A 14-year-old who was also in the truck 

- was also taken to the hospital with leg injuries and cuts to his forehead.   

 

7/7/13  10pm 

  Westar energy customers get another chance to raise concerns about a proposed rate increase. Another 

public hearing is scheduled for Thursday in Topeka.  Customers in Hutchinson, Salina, and Pittsburg... Can 

Tele-conference with the meeting.  Westar is asking regulators to change its rate scale. The average home-

owner will see a nine-percent increase under the plan. That's about 7-50 a month for most people. Small 

business bills will go up about six-percent. Large industrial contractors will see their rates decrease 

between 8 and 15 percent.  You can find more information about the proposal... And Thursday‟s hearing on 

our website... K-w-c-h dot com. 

 



 

 

7/8/13  12pm 

  City officials say brown lawns are good because it means people are conserving more water.  Wichitans 

used almost 500 million gallons of water from June 30th to July sixth. That's down from last year‟s 660 

million gallons.  This is the first time the city has released weekly totals.  Head to kwch dot com to learn 

more about rebate offers to the water conservation program. 

 

7/9/13  5am 

Continuing coverage this morning of Wichita‟s downtown parking experiment.  The three month trial 

ended two weeks *early*.  Electronic pay stations at century two allowed people to pay with a credit card 

instead of using coins in individual meters.  But they led to complaints about long lines at pay stations 

before events.  The city will take what it learned to shape how it moves forward with parking changes.  The 

trial cost the city more than 15-thousand dollars.  For now, it's back to the traditional coin-operated meters. 

 

7/10/13  5pm 

Two men die after they're poisoned at an oilfield in Claflin. Family members went looking for, Curtis 

Hoffman and his son and law Kebby Myers when they didn't come home from an oil field on Monday.  The 

two were trying to fix a   leak in an underground saltwater disposal system.  The sheriff's office believes 

that they were poisoned by hydrogen sulfide which was coming out of the leak. 

 

7/11/13  10pm 

A Salina dog needs a new home, or she may be put down.  Many other animals face the same fate.  But 

belle's story is unique. Belle has lived at the animal shelter for almost a decade. But workers say... That's no 

longer a safe place for her. Samantha Anderson explains why. The Salina animal shelter is trying to find a 

new home for a dog that's been with them for over seven years. Over the past few years bell's lost both her 

hearing and her sight, making it difficult for her to live in the shelter..... And unless the shelter can find bell 

a new home they may have to euthanize to her. That is why the shelter wants to move bell to a new, quieter 

home. They think an older couple or person without kids living at home would be a great match for bell. 

Again, the shelter wants to make sure they find a good fit for bell... They her new home needs to be quiet 

and slow paced... Her new owner will have to make sure bell gets eye drops for her cataracts three times a 

day as well as her other medicine. If you think you have the right home for bell and would like to ask 

questions about adopting her, the shelter says to come in or call at 785- 826-6535. 

 

7/12/13  5am 

The state shuts down four more Taco Tico restaurants...because of unpaid taxes. The restaurants are at 505 

south Broadway, Central and west, and 13th in Tyler in west Wichita.  The Taco Tico on north Baltimore 

in derby is also closed. The state says... The company owes the department of revenue more than 400 

thousand dollars in back taxes. The state seized the company's assets back in march...because of unpaid 

sales tax.  At the time, company officials planned to file for bankruptcy to help re-pay the state. 

 

7/13/13  10pm 

Runner's got together this morning to support south high school's athletics program, and a popular teacher 

at the same time. The titan 10-k is held in honor of Jim Quick.  He's taught at the school for 20 years.  

Quick is battling cancer. Money raised at this run, will help pay for a new gym in quick's name.  We're told 

more than 250 people signed up for the 10-k run and even more signed up for the mile run. 

 

7/14/13  10pm 

There is a protest of the verdict planned for tomorrow night in Wichita.  The rally organized by the Kansas 

justice advocate will begin at five on either side of 21-st and hillside. 

 

7/15/13  6pm 

  A six year old girl burned in a fire last week, dies of her injuries.  The girl and two sisters were alone at a 

home near harry and hillside, when the fire started.  Investigators say the six-year-old was playing with a 

lighter.  The two other children were released from the hospital last week. Police arrested the mother for 

child endangerment. The children are in protective custody, until police present the case to the d-a. 

 

7/16/13  6am 



 

 

Protests are being held in Kansas too. Hundreds of people gathered Monday in Wichita.  They want federal 

and state lawmakers to take action. Jim Grawe explains.   Offended....outraged....these Kansans take the 

acquittal of George Zimmerman personally.   Believing Zimmerman should have been convicted of 

murdering Trayvon martin. This group rallied for an hour and a half in north Wichita....calling for federal 

action....to charge Zimmerman for violating martin's civil rights. They also say Kansans need to wake up 

and demand legislative action.   Similar to Florida, Kansas state law allows people to use deadly force....if 

they feel their lives are threatened. Some here say the Florida verdict has put their own families here in 

Kansas on alert. Their hope is that not guilty is not the end of the story....but the start of real change across 

the country.  In Wichita, Jim Grawe eyewitness news.  The woman who organized the rally says she was 

pleased with the turnout.  About 200 people showed up. The group is also planning to protest outside the 

federal courthouse downtown hoping to get the attention of the u-s attorney general. 

 

7/17/13  12pm 

Millions of gallons of water are missing from Junction City.  About 30 percent of the city's water is 

unaccounted for...that's a about ten million gallons a week and so far police don't know where it went.  The 

city says it's putting meters on the hydrants.  And authorities are asking residents to call crime stoppers if 

they see anyone taking water from a hydrant. 

 

7/20/13  10pm 

A plane makes an emergency landing on a Kansas highway. Take a look.  Emergency crews were called to 

highway 54 east of Augusta this morning. They say the plane was damaged during the hard landing, but the 

pilot walked away without injury. Some lanes of highway 54 were shut down while crews moved the plane.  

The cause of the accident is still under investigation. 

 

7/21/13  10pm 

Westar wants to raise rates for homeowners and small businesses. That includes churches.  They say the 

increase will put a strain on their budgets and their ability to help others.  Reverend Kent little gave this 

Sunday‟s sermon at college hill United Methodist.   But on the other six days of the week, he helps run the 

church's business affairs.   Reverend little says... More than 10-percent of the church's budget goes to the 

energy bill.   It would be even more if Westar‟s plan is approved.   Reverend little says... College hill 

United Methodist will make do, but he's worried about low income families in the area.   The plan hasn't 

been approved yet.  The "Kansas corporation commission" will vote on the proposal in September. 

 

7/23/13  6am 

Good morning.  Here's what's going on this weekend from fetchtoto-dot-com. 

 

7/24/13  6pm 

Ervin Santana is planning to start on the mound against Baltimore - you can take it as you will - he's won 

four of the nine games he's started against the orioles in his career.  Santana was 3-5 to begin the season 

through 10 starts, but has since won three of four in his last nine outings.  He is looking to build on perhaps 

his best performance of the season.  Another strong showing could also make him an attractive option for a 

postseason contender this month. The series is tied at one-and-one - with Kansas City earning the 3-to-2 

win last night. Game three's first pitch is scheduled for tonight at seven.      

 

7/25/13  5pm 

We were there this morning as employees left...after they found out they were laid off.  Jade DeGood 

talked to one man...who explained what happened.  It started unexpectedly.   He had a one-on-one meeting 

with his manager. Employees that were laid off were escorted out by either a manager or a supervisor. 

Many over that walk-over bridge… some directly to their vehicles.   360 employees here in Kansas and 

also in Oklahoma laid off without notice. Dennis has been in the aero-space industry for the last 30 

years…and says layoffs are nothing unusual. But with such short notice… he says the move puts him on 

edge. Jade DeGood eyewitness news. 

 

7/26/13  5am 

  Some members of the Wichita community hold a candle light vigil. They're calling for an end to gang 

violence.  The shooting at 15th and green is the second gang related murder in less than two weeks.  Many 



 

 

held signs with pictures of people who died because of gang-related violence they say it's getting out of 

hand.  It was just last week when Wichita police announced gang violence was up over last year.  Since the 

beginning of the year, more than 500 gang members have been arrested. 
 

7/27/13  10pm 

A car accident in Hodgeman County leaves two men in the hospital.  It happened on U-S 2-83 this morning 

south of Jetmore.  Authorities say... A pick-up truck crossed the center line... And hit an on-coming semi-

truck starting a fire. Investigators say. The driver of the pick-up truck was not wearing his seat belt.  He 

was taken to the hospital in critical condition.  The semi-truck driver was also taken to the hospital. 

 

7/28/13  10pm 

Not getting our c-w station?  A viewer in Salina isn't and wants to know why.  And another viewer is upset 

about something our storm team 12 department is blocking. Roger explains in tonight‟s answerback.  As 

you may know we operate several television stations in Kansas in addition to the mother ship...KWCH. 

For instance, there's our c-w station...KSCW.   You've seen that, right? Actually, you should be able to see 

KSCW in the Salina area.  But in order to help you, we need to know if you're trying to watch by antenna, 

converter box, cable system. So let us know and one of our technical people who are much smarter than me 

can maybe help you out. We do need more information. Here at KWCH we continue to celebrate our 60th 

anniversary.  We have some old pictures and information on our website...we also rebroadcast some of our 

flashback 12 programming last night. People really seemed to enjoy that. Let's take another call. Okay...but 

wherever they stand they are going to block some part of the map. They are right-handed and most of our 

coverage area is in the west half of the state...but I‟ll ask if they can dance around a little bit more and not 

cover up your area. If you have other questions or comments, you can dance around and call us at 838-

1212, our toll free number from anywhere is 888k-12-news, you can contact us on-line at news at KWCH-

dot-com, Or by Facebook and twitter. Have a great week.   

 

7/29/13  5pm 

The man behind Wild West World is now a free man.  Thomas Etherege is now out of prison. He had most 

recently been at a work release facility in Wichita.  He was convicted of securities fraud for misleading 

investors after the amusement park failed.  Wild West World was open for only three months in 2007.  We 

caught up with Dee Stuart, who was mayor of park city when the park came to town. She says he hurt a lot 

of people.  Although she believes he started with good intentions, she believes he'll do it again.  Etheridge 

will serve his parole in New York.  We don't know what he plans to do there.  

 

7/31/13  6pm 

Places affected by flooding this week are finally drying out.  But the break from rain may not last long.  

And the chance for *any* more rain has people in the hard-hit town of Lindsborg concerned.  Samantha 

Anderson shows us how the city's making sure it's prepared for anything. Neighborhoods have been 

working on cleaning up their houses but more rain may be in the forecast. The town is already saturated as 

it is.... People in the community say the extra water is not welcome. The city is trying to get everyone 

prepared...in case there's more rain.  Crews will make more sandbags to put out around town. The silver 

lining if it does rain, the forecast shows it's unlikely so much will fall in a short period of time.  In 

Lindsborg Samantha Anderson eyewitness news.  New now, the city of Lindsborg says early estimates 

show about 3-point-8 million dollars‟ worth of damage.  The city is planning a public meeting tomorrow 

night at seven for people affected by the flood. That will be at smoky valley middle school. 

 

8/1/13  6am 

Remember you can always find more events going on this weekend at fetch-toto-dot-com. 

 

8/3/13  10pm 

A Preston teenager is dead following a head-on crash this morning. The highway patrol 16-year-old Drake 

Evert was driving north on k-61, when he crossed the center lane.  He hit an on-coming semi.  Evert was 

taken to the hospital where he later died.  The driver of the semi was not hurt.  Everet played baseball and 

football at Pratt high school.  He was going to play quarterback for the greenbacks this fall. 

      

 



 

 

8/5/13  5pm 

No trespassing signs go up on the property where this massive sink hole opened up.  He says the sink hole 

hasn't changed in size, but there have been some problems with people trying to get up close.  We saw 

people hiking down to the bottom of the hole while we were there Friday.  It's at least 90 feet down.  The 

hole is also about 200 feet wide.  The owner of the land has put up signs hoping to keep people out. 

 

8/7/13  6am 

Wichita comes together for national night out.  The idea behind the annual event is to encourage crime 

prevention programs, including neighborhood watch groups.  Participants say it's a great chance to get to 

know your neighbors.  The first national night out took place nearly 20 years ago.  Police programs like this 

build solidarity and help discourage criminals from targeting those neighborhoods. 

 

8/8/13  6pm 

It's down to the super six at the NBC World series.  The first game of the night - Wellington faced 

Hutchinson - to advance.  After a Tony Piazza unearned run in the second inning - The Heat lead one to 

nothing in the sixth. 

 

8/10/13  10pm 

New at ten, a 6 minute long movie made in just 24 hours. That was the goal for dozens of Wichita 

filmmakers in the "down to the wire 24 hour film race".  Teams had to turn in their films at seven tonight.  

The event is put on as part of the tall grass film festival.  All films need to include four pre-selected 

elements including a randomly selected theme... Prop... A location... And line of dialogue. This year more 

than 30 teams entered the race.  The top 10 films will be screened tomorrow night at seven at the Orpheum 

theatre. Tickets are 8 dollars.  The winning team gets a prize pack including one thousand dollars and they 

get their movie screened at the 11th annual Tallgrass Film Festival later this fall. 

 

8/11/13  10pm 

A piece of European history was in Wichita today.  Hundreds of people took advantage of the nice weather 

to attend the Highland Games and Celtic Festival in Sedgwick County Park this morning.  The event 

featured Scottish, Irish, and Welsh dancing and music, along with traditional Scottish games.  More than 60 

athletes participated in competitions. This is the third year Wichita has hosted the festival. 

 

8/12/13  6am 

A piece of European history was in Wichita this weekend.  Hundreds of people attended the Highland 

Games and Celtic Festival at Sedgwick County Park.  The event featured Scottish, Irish, and Welsh dancing 

and music, along with traditional Scottish games.  More than 60 athletes participated in competitions.  This 

is the third year Wichita has hosted the festival. 
 

8/13/13  5pm 

Many parents will have to re-arrange their schedules to get their kids to school in time.  Sia Nyorkor is 

outside college hill elementary ... She talked to parents and students about the change. I spoke with some 

parents who say they came up here as soon as they heard about the fire. One student tells me her it was her 

3rd grade teacher's classroom that was damaged.  The student says she's devastated her teacher lost 

everything. Nine-year-old Ashley Duntz is still shaken.  When she heard there was a fire at her school, she 

asked to be taken there so she could see the damage for herself. She saw smoke and firefighters near her old 

classroom window. The fire started in a closet in an empty classroom where a microwave and small 

refrigerator were plugged in. Investigators are still looking into the exact cause---no one was hurt in the 

fire. College hill elementary is shut down during the investigation. Parents know the building isn't safe and 

are making alternate plans even it if it means going out of their way.  That mother says her daughter was 

supposed to meet her new teacher last night but that open house was canceled.  Her daughter Ashley was 

disappointed but says, she's relieved all the teachers are okay. Again, here's the plan for college hill 

elementary students.  School will not start tomorrow.  It will start Monday, and it won't be at college hill. 

Students will attend school in the old Bryant magnet building on west ninth     the district is working on 

transportation.  We'll keep you updated. 

 

 



 

 

8/14/13  12pm 

Bryant elementary school is getting ready for college hill students after the fire Monday.  Investigators are 

still looking into what caused the fire at college hill.  Police say it could have been electrical. Later 

today...we'll be at Bryant elementary school where crews are preparing for those additional students.   We'll 

keep you updated on air and online. 

 

8/15/13  6pm 

Three months ago... It was the last thing anyone expected an end to the drought here in central Kansas.  But 

today the u-s drought monitor shows weeks of heavy rains have done exactly that. Pilar Pedraza spoke to 

the experts to get a better idea of just how this happened so quickly.  The how is pretty straight forward... It 

rained, and rained, and then rained some more.     And that's how we got from this map... Almost all red 

with drought conditions across Kansas last august.  To this map, with about half of Kansas now drought 

free.  But how long will it stay that way? One of Janet Salazar's jobs at the national weather service is to 

watch the moisture levels.  And things are looking a lot better. In the last few weeks. The rain has steadily 

pushed drought conditions farther west. Now...the u-s drought monitor says there's no more drought in 

central Kansas.  But will things continue to improve?  It's hard to tell. But on the other hand, whenever 

drought conditions return. They probably won't come as fast as they left. 

 

8/16/13  5am 

The Kansas African American museum gets a large award from a federal grant.  They received nearly 150-

thousand dollars.  Officials with the museum say they were a bit surprised to get the funds early.  They 

come through a competitive grant program.  Money will help maintain the building, art, and the youth 

program.  The Kansas African American museum was one of 11 awards handed out totaling more than one-

point-three million dollars. 

 

8/17/13  10pm 

KWCH turns 60 this year, and we're out celebrating with you. Today Ross Jansen was in Ellsworth for 

Cowtown days.  Ross rode in the parade, but the event also featured children's games, food, and even a 

rodeo.   We'll be out in the community celebrating the rest of the year as well.  To find out when we'll be 

near you, just head over to our website, k-w-c-h dot com slash 60. 

 

8/18/13  10pm 

How should we address the president?  And a viewer isn't happy about what we've been calling a river that 

we've mentioned a lot of late. Roger has those in tonight‟s answerback. 

 

8/20/13  6am 

Remember you can always find more events going on this weekend at fetch-toto-dot-com. 

 

8/21/13  12pm 

We now know the location of Sedgwick county's second driver's license office -- The new bureau will open 

in derby this fall. It will be at the Bristol Square retail center.  That's just northeast of Rock Road and 

Madison.  Despite being the state's second largest county, Sedgwick County has had one driver licensing 

office since 2-thousand-3. 

 

8/22/13  5pm 

We're following another breaking news story out of Wichita.  Emergency crews are working an injury 

accident near Kellogg and 1-35.  You can see one car has spun out, and another is against the barrier.  

Police have east bound Kellogg down to one lane.  Dispatchers say one person has minor injuries.  We'll be 

sure to update you as we learn more. 

 

8/23/13  5am 

For the last year we've been following the progress of derby native Colby Liston.   The k-u freshman was 

hurt last fall after he was struck from behind by a suspected drunk driver in Lawrence.  Liston lost both of 

his legs after they were pinned between two vehicles.  Since then he's gotten prosthetic legs...and has 

learned all over again, how to walk and even run.  Cindy Klose shows us another big step in his recovery. 

It's a familiar feeling once again for Colby Liston.   This week his family helped him move back to 



 

 

college...into his dorm room at the Jayhawk towers.  This school year Colby will have a familiar face as his 

roommate...his cousin gage.  Colby and gage will be on the first floor...and they do have a fire escape plan. 

Colby says the biggest challenge this past year hasn't been learning to walk or run again.  Instead it's been 

trying to have a normal life.   For this school year Liston says he has only one goal.  The man accused of 

hitting Liston will face trial next month in connection with the accident...including d-u-i and possession of 

marijuana...both misdemeanor charges.  Colby will be pursuing a degree in petroleum engineering.  You 

can look back at all the stories we've done with him at kwch dot com. 

      

8/24/13  10pm 

  Hot weather and hot cars in downtown Wichita this weekend... For the "blacktop nationals classic car & 

bike show".  Organizers expect more than 150-thousand people to turn out for the two-day event. 

  It features live music, food, and of course the cars. Blacktop Nationals wraps up tomorrow night.  You can 

find a full schedule of events at fetch-toto-dot-com. 

 

8/25/13  10pm 

The state is adding-up the damage from last month's flooding.  Tomorrow... State officials will meet at the 

Reno County courthouse with local officials... To go over the costs to fix roads, bridges, buildings and 

equipment damaged by the flood water.  The meeting is not open to the public. 

 

8/26/13  6pm 

First... Customers complained and Wichita cab drivers got a lesson in customer service from the city of 

Wichita.  Now, they have new rules and regulations they must follow at mid-continent airport, or they 

could be kicked-out.  And some drivers aren't happy about it.  Lauren Seabrook joins us live at the airport 

with a look at the new rules.   Some customers here at the airport weren't happy with their service.  And that 

prompted their airport to put formal expectations into writing for the first time.  After years of complaints 

... The airport authority made new rules for those getting paid to pick up customers from mid-continent.  

The regulations - spelled out in 33 pages - were given to the airports frequent drivers.  Some drivers don't 

agree with all the expectations.  The rules also define customer service and how the inside of a commercial 

vehicle should be kept.  If those rules are broken ... Drivers could be kicked out. The airport authority is 

doing a *soft enforcement until the end of the month - meaning they're only giving out warnings.  Drivers 

are expected to be courteous to customers and to keep their cars clean.   Ground transportation companies 

that rent counter space inside the terminal are allowed to wait inside. 

 

8/27/13  5pm 

If you're taking a Labor Day vacation, expect to run into extra traffic. Triple -a predicts... About a six-

percent increase in holiday travel over last year.  Experts say... The increase is due to an improving 

economy, and an early labor day.  Another factor: gas prices.  Prices are about ten-cents lower than last 

month and 25-cents lower than last year.  To find the cheapest gas prices near you, just head over to our 

website.  You can find our gas tracker at k-w-c-h dot com slash gas prices. 

 

8/28/13  12pm 

Many of the fire victims only escaped with the clothes on their back --   now, a church that was setup as 

temporary shelter is becoming a place where those who lost everything --   will at least have *something* 

to wear --  Pilar Pedraza continues our coverage from Sharon Baptist church. Sharon Baptist church has 

become the center of aid for those who lost their homes to the fire. It's just across the street from the 

complex. Right now they're organizing what they already had, clothing, shoes, hygiene items, etc. For those 

who lost everything. But even before they started getting that stuff together, they were getting calls from 

people not even related to the church asking if they could help out. It's actually very easy to help. You can 

bring your items straight to the church here on south Oliver, or, you can offer your time and help. They 

need lots of help getting this stuff organized and laid out so the victims can come in and get some new 

clothes. In Wichita, Pilar Pedraza, eyewitness news.   The owners of the apartment complex are refunding 

the security deposits and august rent to residents in those burned out apartments.  They'll hand out those 

checks and share the latest information with the burned out residents at a meeting later this afternoon. 

 

 

8/29/13  6am 



 

 

Today's does it work device promises to cut the calories so you can still enjoy the food you love.  This is 

the "big boss oil-less fryer" claims to do.  It says... It's the "healthiest fryer."  if you use it... You can eat 

your favorite fried food without the grease.... That's if it works.  Fried chicken.  If only there was a way to 

enjoy this comfort food without feeling uncomfortable about all those calories.  But wait.  The big boss oil-

less fryer claims to cook with halogen, convection, and infrared heat.  It says it can prepare crispy fried 

food with little or no oil.  Denise Dias from the Sedgwick county extension office is helping us fact-check 

this fryer.  We bought the big boss oil-less fryer for almost 110-dollars (graphic shows $107.14).  That 

includes shipping.   Denise starts to make the breading for the fried chicken... She found in the oil-less fryer 

recipe book.  It includes milk, bread crumbs, and seasoning. Next, the recipe calls for two squirts of olive 

oil from the sprayer that came with the oven. Denise puts on the lid and sets the oven to 375 for 35 minutes.  

We watch the chicken get gold, then brown, then really dark brown. Despite its appearance,    Denise 

follows the French Fry recipe next.  But doesn't like turning each one over half-way through baking.  Were 

they worth the wait? Denise says... This would be great for people... Who don't want to cook a lot and don't 

want to heat-up an oven.  However, she says you can do what this oil-less fryer does in a regular oven. 

Check out kwch dot com to see all of the does it work products we've tested through the years. There you 

can also submit new ideas and sign up to become a tester. 
 

8/30/13  5am 

Here's this week's hot fare provided by Wichita‟s mid-continent airport. 

 

8/31/13  10pm 

It‟s been a few days since a fire went through Ashley Lane apartments, and the work is far from done, 

Samantha Anderson got a look inside to see the damage.  it was an emotional day for fire victims - as some 

got their first look inside their apartments, to see what was left.   A few were lucky, others found very little 

in the debris.  All of Greg Murrells belongings are now in the parking lot of the Ashley apartments. He‟s 

one of the many residents who are cleaning up what's left of their apartments after Tuesday‟s fire. Richard 

Gore spent some of the day trying to save pictures and other memories. Residents got a lot of help from 

volunteers and even the owners of the complex. Murrell says even though he's lost most of what he had, he 

knows it could be worse. the apartment manager told me that about half of the people who lost their 

apartments, have found a new place to live,  Samantha Anderson, eyewitness news. 

 

9/1/13  10pm 

  Friends and family say Dan Heimerman did just that. You're watching an interview he did in April 2009. 

Heimerman died this weekend, when a dump truck hit his car on highway 59 just north of Moran.  

Heimerman and his wife owned "Carl's bar," a Hutchinson landmark that's been in business since the 

1940's.  "Carl‟s" is closed tonight... And people in hutch say they've lost "a great man..."  Hannah Davis 

shares his story.  Many of you reached out to us to tell us about Dan Heimerman and Hutchinson‟s loss.  I 

spoke with friends and family who described Heimerman as "warm...friendly... And hard working.  But i 

also found an interview Heimerman did with a blogger in 2009.  And it was his words that taught me the 

most.  But they also moved back to keep a Hutchinson landmark alive.  That's Dan Heimerman in 

2009...talking with blogger Becky McCray about "carl's bar..." a Hutchinson institution since 19-45. By his 

own admission, Heimerman wasn't afraid of hard work.  Former resterraunture Ben Murray says 

Heimerman helped transform downtown hutch.  But Heimerman's priority was family.  His wife and son 

also run "carl's bar."  Together they made every customer feel at home.  'Carl's bar' is closed while 

Heimerman's family deals with their loss. 

 

9/3/13  5pm 

Now the latest on breaking news we first brought you at four. One person is killed, another hurt after a roll-

over accident on north meridian near i-235.  South bound lanes of 235 were closed while emergency crews 

cleared the crash. Witnesses tell police a van ran a red light as a car was making a left turn.  The van hit the 

car and spun around, partially ejecting the driver.  That driver died at the scene.  The driver of the other car 

was taken to the hospital for observation. 

      

 

9/5/13  6pm 



 

 

They are looking for what they call "ground disturbance*… so foot prints in the dirt… or grass that's been 

pushed down. It's a meticulous process. Combing each area for a sign someone's been there. But this is 

what the Cowley County tracking team is trained for. Kilbourn is wanted by Butler County for shooting a 

deputy Monday morning. But no matter whom it is… they say people in northern Cowley County should 

be cautious. Cowley county authorities say if you see a man walking by himself… that looks like he's in a 

hurry and possibly a bit rugged looking… call 9-1-1 immediately.  
 

9/6/13  5am 

Deputies in butler and Cowley County will resume their search today for a man on the run. Authorities still 

haven't found Jan Tracy Kilbourne.  The butler county sheriff says Kilbourne shot and hurt a deputy 

Monday during a traffic stop.   The search started when someone found a footprint Thursday. They think it 

may have belonged to Kilbourne. The search focused on an area near a creek.  Wednesday authorities 

started searching another area, after a man broke into a nearby home... They think that might have been 

Kilbourne.  Investigators say Kilbourne is a skilled survivalist.  A 5-thousand dollar reward has been issued 

for information leading to kilbourne's arrest and conviction. 

 

9/7/13  10pm 

  Temperatures dipped to the 70s early this morning in Wichita... Perfect conditions for runners in the race 

for freedom 5k run/walk.  The event helped raise awareness and money to stop human trafficking in 

Wichita. Organizers say this is a good opportunity to get the word out about a crime most people may not 

think about happening in Kansas. Runners ran a three-point-one mile course through the Indian Hills area.  

After hitting the finish line participants were treated to all-you-can eat pancakes. 

 

9/8/13  10pm 

The accident in Connecticut comes in the middle of the State fair here in Kansas.  Factfinder12 looked into 

what safety regulations are in place for rides here. Owners or contractors of the rides have to meet about 

half a dozen requirements in order to operate in Kansas.  State law says rides in permanent locations must 

be self-inspected at least every 12 months.  For rides in temporary locations, it's every 30 days.  The state 

also does random inspections.  Back in July after another carnival ride accident, we spoke with the Kansas 

State fair's general manager who says he hires a company that self-inspects every day. 

 

9/9/13  5pm 

Emergency crews closed eye-70 this afternoon after someone jumped-off an overpass. The interstate was 

closed at the rest stop near Solomon.  Crews closed the west-bound lanes briefly, but they're back open 

now. The incident may also have caused a crash as traffic slowed down.  The woman who jumped was 

flown to a Wichita hospital. 

 

9/10/13  12pm 

The city approves a 20-thousand dollar claim for one family whose apartment was destroyed in a standoff 

last July.  A 32-hour police stand-off with suspect, Jared Woosypiti lead to damages in the south-lake 

village apartments.  Police killed Woosypiti but also left families in six apartments without homes.  This 

20-thousand dollars is the first of possibly many claims - filed from the tenants - expected to be approved. 

    

9/11/13  6pm 

Fact Finder 12 shows you, the Lord's Diner opened in downtown Wichita 11 years ago. It has since 

expanded to a second location in Planeview. About 700 people eat at both locations each night.  

      

9/12/13  6am 

This week's does it work product promises to keep you from falling. Well, at least from slipping on your 

loose rug.  Here's Melissa Scheffler from the fair. Just listen to Phillip Holmes.  He can tell you whatever 

you need to know about the hundreds of rugs inside "rug studio."  That‟s why we asked him to help us test 

Ruggies. Www.buyruggies.com. We bought 16 online for almost 26-dollars (graphic shows $25.90).  That 

does not include shipping and handling. Phillip pulls back one corner of a "heavy rug" and starts to put-on 

the Ruggies. But it doesn't stick to the rug. The directions say, if that happens use the removable tape that 

comes with the product.  With all four corners down, Phillip does a "foot test." next, Phillip tries the 

Ruggies on a not-so-heavy rug.  First,*without* the removable tape.  So he goes for the rug reinforcement.  



 

 

Phillip adds the washed Ruggies to a heavier rug but this time without the removable tape.  Since the 

Ruggies were so good at sticking to the hardwood floor, Phillip checked to see if they left any kind of 

residue behind on the floor.  And they didn't.  Phillip does have some advice if you want to keep your rugs 

in place.  He says... Go for a "rubber rug mat" underneath your rug.  He says... It will keep your entire rug 

where you want it... And protect your floors.  For does it work, I‟m Melissa Scheffler.  Melissa called and 

emailed the makers of Ruggies about the results of our test.  But they never got back to her. 

 

9/13/13  5am 

 The state's transportation department denies one group's request to adopt a highway.  "fire-it-up Kansas" 

applied to clean up the road along i-235 but the state said no.  The group wants to legalize marijuana in the 

state.  Organizers say the group wants to do some community service.  But k-dot says the group's message 

is illegal and doesn't want it promoting the message on Kansas highways. 

 

9/14/13  10pm 

A retired marine major rolls through Kansas to raise awareness about fallen soldiers. Jennifer Marino is on 

a cross country bike tour to honor those who have paid the ultimate price serving their country.  Sia 

Nyorkor met her at veteran's memorial park today. Sia, what was the event like?  Anne, there were people 

on motorcycles, holding flags. Many just wanted to get a glimpse of them woman who's been riding across 

country for 36 days now - and all of it is to raise awareness about their loved ones who died serving our 

country. They came from near and far. To support the woman who's been supporting them. Retired marine 

major Jennifer Marino is on a journey across the u-s.  She's riding her bike to remember fallen soldiers. She 

calls it gold star ride, in memory of those mothers who have lost a son or daughter in service. Gold star 

mother, Donna Temple says most people don't know the significance of a gold star. She lost her son in 

2007. Marino says she too has lost friends but this journey isn't about her. Marino's trip will culminate with 

her riding through 17 states in 77 days. Her goal is to make it to camp Lejune in North Carolina, before 

heading back home to California. Marino plans to write a book when she's done with her bike journey. It 

will be a collection of stories from all the gold star mother's she's talked with. 

 

9/15/13  10pm 

Rain caused a delay... but the show must go on.  And it did!  Country music star Toby Keith took the stage 

at the Kansas state fair grandstand at about 8-15 tonight... about 45 minutes late. Our own Michael 

Schwanke and Lauren Seabrook had the tough job of introducing the country sensation. 

      

9/17/13  5pm 

A new study from the department of transportation shows some Kansas bridges are at risk of collapsing.  

The report found 350 bridges are in poor condition or lack a safe guard against a collapse.  Saline County 

has been dealing with bad bridges for the past six years, closing down 38 of them.  Samantha Anderson 

talked with the county's engineer to find out what's the matter with Kansas' bridges. Construction crews are 

hard at work repairing the grand avenue bridge. Saline county engineer Neil cable has dealt with old 

bridges like this for years.  Saline County once had bridges every mile.   But now the county's trying to 

main the bridges every *other* mile. The county engineer says that he believes one of the reasons Kansas is 

having so many problems with its bridges is because how many roads we have in the state.  Cable thinks 

the bridge closings in *saline county should slow down... As crews either close or replace the oldest 

bridges. Samantha Anderson eyewitness news 

 

9/19/13  6am 

No one wants to lose their best friend. That's why many pet owners rely on tags or micro-chips in case their 

dog gets lost.  This week's does it work product looks at a high-tech tag... That promises to contain 

everything about your pet.  Melissa Scheffler checks-out the "fur code."  Eight-year-old cooper is pretty 

grounded now.  But cooper's owner, Adrian Fox, says his name and phone number are printed on cooper's 

tag. We asked Adrian if he would consider another tag called fur code.  It claims to keep all your pet's 

critical stats and your contact information on this little tag.  You're supposed access it all using the QR code 

or the website printed on the tag.  We bought one fur code tag for almost eight dollars (graphic shows 

$7.99).  Adrian sits down at a Kansas humane society computer and creates a fur code account. He answers 

several questions.  From cooper's vaccine history and vet information... To Adrian‟s phone number, twitter, 

and Facebook information even a picture of the two. Next, Adrian puts on cooper's new tag.  Then cooper 



 

 

"disappears" across the room.  Jennifer scans the tag's QR code with her smartphone.  We check to make 

sure cooper's fur code web address works online too.  And, it takes Jennifer right to cooper's page.  But 

Jennifer worries this high-tech tag misses-out on a simple way to reach-out to an owner.  What does 

cooper's owner think?  Now Adrian can have more than one way to make sure cooper stays by his side.  For 

does it work, I‟m Melissa Scheffler.  The Kansas humane society recommends a visible tag with an active 

number on it.  It says getting your pet micro-chipped should be a back-up. 

 

9/20/13  5am 

The Kansas food bank unveils its latest program.  It's a mobile hygiene pantry.   Wichita residents who 

have trouble paying for some of the basic household necessities can use it.  The mobile hygiene pantry will 

be deployed monthly in Wichita beginning next month. 

 

9/21/13  10pm 

Delano residents are reacting to a decision not to drill for oil in that neighborhood.  City leaders say an 

application to dig for oil through fracking has been withdrawn. That is a victory for the Delano 

neighborhood association, who fought against the move since it was first introduced a few months ago.  

The plan now is to make the space into a park and plaza to hold community events. 

 

9/22/13  10pm 

One person is dead after a motorcycle crash in Butler County.  The crash happened around five tonight on 

highway 400 just west of Leon.  Two others were hurt.  The accident involved a motorcycle, but no other 

details have been released. 

 

9/24/13  6pm 

  Is this man a saint?  The investigation into father Emil Kapaun's possible canonization takes another step 

this weekend. That's when an official from the Vatican will visit Wichita to investigate a possible miracle.  

Doctor Andrea Ambrosi was last in Wichita in 2011.  He's in the suit and tie.  This weekend... Doctor 

Ambrosi will investigate.  The story of a Hutchinson community college student.  She says... She recovered 

from an auto-immune disorder after praying to father Kapaun.  Kapaun died in 1951, while he was a 

prisoner of war in Korea.  Earlier this year... He was honored after his death with the "medal of honor." 

 

9/26/13  6am 

Good morning.  Getting a spot far away at a concert can be tough. Or maybe you can't see the game up 

close.  The makers of Zoomies say they have the solution. They want you to wear these. Melissa Scheffler 

finds out if "Zoomies" really zoom in. Jim mason has always admired nature. Jim is a naturalist at the Great 

Plains nature center.  He uses several tools to watch wildlife... No matter how far away his sight is set. 

That's why we wanted him to test Zoomies.  We took advantage of a "two for one" offer... And received 

two pairs of Zoomies for almost 26-dollars (graphic shows $25.90). Jim was able to slip on a pair of 

Zoomies over his glasses.  Next... He finds the focus. But can he see at a distance? We take a look at what's 

behind the maker's claims of a "super zoomed-in view." Jim tries to zoom in on some geese about a 

hundred feet away. We also asked Jim to try reading with the Zoomies on... Like the commercial says you 

can do. A decent pair of binoculars costs anywhere from 50 to 100-bucks. You don't need a pair of Zoomies 

to find our special does it work section at kwch dot com. There you can see past products we've tested and 

sign up to become a tester and also pass on future does it work ideas. 

 

9/27/13  5am 

Losing things is something many farmers are accustomed to.  When one Harvey county farmer lost a 

goat...he thought nothing of it.  That is until now.   Lauren Seabrook shares the story along photojournalist 

George Taylor. If you were ever looking for a little peace, you could find it in rural Harvey County. If you 

ever lost something, you might not be able to find it in rural Harvey County. Down this road lies a tale of 

survival. That David Rodenberg family had given up on almost a year ago. A few weeks ago this picture 

caught everyone's attention. Almost a year ago Rodenbers Billy goat, they had just bought...took off 

thought not to be alive. It was only noticed because the goat had been doing what goats do best. And the 

goat has made the most of it shacked up in a broken down single wide. Underneath a walnut tree, 

Rodenberg‟s goat lives free. The Harvey county sheriff is still trying to figure out what to do with this 

squatter. It‟s not every day you have to relocate a goat to get this nameless goat a home and to save the 



 

 

cities trees from the destruction of a goat with freedom on its mind. Right now they do have someone 

trying to catch the goat. They're using something they call the grain method where they first try to gain the 

goat's trust. 

 

9/28/13  10pm 

A rainy start to the day couldn't keep away the dedicated supporters of the Susan g Komen... Race for the 

cure.  Organizers expected about seven-thousand people at this year's event. Rain did push back start times 

for the races at Towne east square.... But didn't dampen spirits of people determined to help prevent... And 

find a cure for breast cancer.  75-percent of the money raised stays in Kansas to pay for mammograms. The 

other 25% of the money raised by the walk will go toward cancer research.  The eyewitness news team was 

at the race for the cure today, along with our friends at fetch toto dot com... They've posted this photo 

gallery of the event on their website. 

 

9/29/13  10pm 

New at 10, an international company cutting jobs could have an impact in Kansas.  German engineering 

company "Siemens" says it will cut up to 15-thousand jobs worldwide by the end of next year. Siemens has 

four facilities in Kansas including one in Hutchinson.  No word on if the Hutchinson plant will be 

affected... The plant was forced to cut 60 percent of its workforce last year. 

 

9/30/13  5pm 

Fact finder 12 takes a look at some services that are not affected. Social Security and Unemployment 

checks are still mailed. The programs are considered an essential service.  Mail will still be delivered. 

That's because the u-s postal service acts as an independent business unit. You can still get a passport, but 

not for long. The agency has some funds outside the budget it receives from congress. Most food safety 

inspections will continue. The F-D-A will limit its activities but continue to monitor recalls and 

investigations. 

 



 

 

 

ECONOMY 
 
7/2/13  6am 

Westar customers voice their concerns about a proposed rate increase.  The company wants to raise rates 

for residential and small businesses, and lower rates for big business.   Last night's meeting was packed... 

27 people signed up to talk.  Westar says it needs more money to pay for everyday operations.  Plus, make 

improvements to its plant to meet new federal guidelines. Homeowners are upset.  Westar has raised rates 

18 times in four years for a total of almost a half billion dollars.  The company says customers pay about 15 

percent less than the national average.  We told you about the proposed rate increases yesterday. You can 

see the estimates at kwch dot com. 

 

7/3/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 56 at 14-9-

88, and the nas-daq is up 10 at 34-43.  We‟ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

7/6/13  10pm 

The triple seven is made by Boeing, but many of the parts were built here in Wichita. Spirit aerosystems 

makes the forward fuselage for the airplane. The company has made more than one thousand of them for 

Boeing. Those parts have been made in the city for the last 18 years. 

 

7/8/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is up   75 at 15-2-

11.  And the nas-daq is up 1 at 34-79.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

7/9/13  5am 

She calls herself a "troublemaker" and says you should be too, unless you want to pay more for electricity.  

A 94-year-old Wichita woman has likely helped save you a lot over the years helping to form a group to 

stand up for homeowners.  Her efforts began three decades ago.  Factfinder 12 looks at her efforts now as 

Westar proposes another rate hike.  More than two dozen people signed up to talk at this electric rate 

hearing--Margaret Miller's name was first on the list.  Miller isn't afraid to speak her mind-- and at 94--she 

has passion and has spent much of her life fighting for who she calls "the little guy."  That‟s why--30 years 

ago--she and a friend started driving to Topeka.  Her goal: to give homeowners and small businesses a 

voice in the utility rate fight.  Her efforts led to curb--the citizens utility ratepayer board--an organization 

that miller says no doubt has saved you money over the years.  Curb was at last week's Kansas corporation 

commission meeting...the state is considering another proposed rate hike by Westar energy--under the plan 

homeowners and small businesses would pay more...large industrial customers would pay less. Miller 

says...now is the time to speak up. Curb has two attorneys and a staff to lobby for homeowners and small 

businesses. The k-c-c will make a decision this fall. If the rate hike is approved the average homeowner 

will see their bill go up about 7-50 a month.  Small businesses would pay about six-percent more. 

 

7/17/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 20 at 15-4-

22 and the nas-daq is up 11at 36-10.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

7/18/13  10pm 

Residents of a Kansas town voice their frustrations tonight about a city code on home business.  Some 

argue the code forces them to get a permit to sell things from their home, even when they're doing so over 

the internet.  They gathered at a planning and zoning meeting in Anthony.  Eyewitness news reporter Jim 

Grawe was there with what happened.  It's new at 10. What used to be Susie Young's garage is now her 

quilting and embroidery shop.  For the past decade, this has been her way of earning money in a small town 

where job prospects can be limited. Young says hers is one of at least 75 home-based businesses here in 

Anthony. She says many of them just wouldn't be viable if they had to face the added expenses of having to 



 

 

have a separate location on main street or some other commercial area.   Now many of Anthony‟s home 

business owners say they're concerned and confused.  New city staff members have started to enforce the 

ordinance restricting home businesses that's been on the books for years.  It requires a city permit for home 

occupations that qualify. And to qualify there are several stipulations. Some home business owners say 

they've been warned and threatened with fines. The Anthony planning commission got an earful from some 

who worry they could be shut down. The city's planning consultant Dave Yearout says this has become 

issue largely because.... More and more people are now working at home.  An issue more cities and towns 

will have to consider....as more and people like Susie Young discover the possibilities and necessities of 

working out of their homes.  In Anthony, Jim Grawe eyewitness news.  Anthony planning commission will 

reconsider the issue and it will be taken up by the city council. 

 

7/22/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 15 at 15-5-

58.  And the nas-daq is up 11 at 35-99.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

7/24/13  6pm 

Some may question the timing of these expected layoffs - spirit is rolling out the first forward fuselage 

section of the new "kc-46 a" tanker Friday. That's just the latest project for the company...which has been 

growing since it opened, less than 10 years ago.  Michael Schwanke continues the aviation watch from the 

newsroom. Roger... Spirit Aerosystems opened in 2005...after Boeing‟s commercial division moved out of 

Wichita.  Since then...the company has been getting more work. Take a look - right now...spirit's Wichita 

plant builds parts of the fuselage for all Boeing planes ...as well as other parts for those planes.  Employees 

here also work on parts for Bombardier and Mitsubishi - and for the Sikorsky helicopter. This was the 

scene back in 2010...when spirit celebrated a milestone...unveiling the first fuselage for the helicopter-- 

made for the marine corp.  Back then...company executives told us they felt fortunate - Spirit was the only 

major plane maker in Wichita to survive the recession without any significant layoffs. Spirit is Wichita‟s 

largest employer with more than 10-thousand employees. We plan to be there tomorrow...after spirit 

handouts the notices. Get the latest reaction on the air and at kwch-dot-com. 

 

7/26/13  5am 

Spirit did release this statement Thursday about the layoffs.  Saying they're making a "strategic move to 

make the company more competitive."  It says spirit remains a strong company. You can see more of 

spirit's answers to questions about the layoffs at kwch dot com. 

 

7/27/13  10pm 

Oil drilling was the topic at this morning's "coffee with constituents" in downtown Wichita. Texas-based 

"trek a-e-c" wants to drill for oil in the Delano district.  City and county leaders discussed the proposal with 

residents. They say... It's going to be a tough sell.  City leaders are inviting people to talk about the issue in 

a series of public meetings.  The "district six advisory board" will meet august 5-th.  On august 8-th, there 

will be a meeting with the "metropolitan area planning commission."  The "district four advisory board" 

will meet on the 12-th.  Recommendations will be presented to the city council.  It will make the final 

decision. 

 

7/30/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 14 at 15,536.  

And the nas-daq is up 22 at 36-21.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

8/3/13  5am 

Also in the aviation watch, Beechcraft gets ready to start work on a potential billion dollar order.   The 

company has contracted to build up to 105 "king air 350-i" airplanes.  The deal is with a new membership 

based aviation program called "wheels up."  There will be nine deliveries this year and 26 more by mid-

2015.  The order comes five months after Beechcraft emerged from bankruptcy.  Nearly 800-million dollars 

will go into building the planes.  Maintenance costs make up the rest of the contract. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

8/6/13  12pm 

 Spirit aerosystems says it plans to get rid of its Oklahoma operations -- the announcement was made in a 

morning teleconference. The company says it plans to sell operations in Tulsa and McAlester...where the 

company employs nearly three thousand people.  Last month, spirit laid off 3-hundred-60 employees in 

Wichita and Tulsa.  The company also says it was postponing the release of its second quarter 

earnings...because auditors have not completed their review. 

 

8/8/13  6pm 

In some flooded areas, roads have been underwater for nearly a week now and with more rain in the 

forecast. They could stay that way even longer.  Pilar Pedraza joins us from western Harvey County... With 

just how much damage water can do.  Hundreds of thousands of dollars‟ worth... Here in Harvey county 

alone. When the water floods the roads... It has so much power it can literally pick up pieces of the road 

and rearrange them.  These may just be rural roads... But with so many of them flooded.... The cost to fix 

them will add up quickly. The water is slowly moving off Harvey county roads. Every drop that leaves 

takes with it a few tax dollars. From dirt roads to paved. It's been a tough month. The county may get some 

state aid... If there's enough damage. But it will be awhile before it finds out because first the roads have to 

dry out.  In addition to the damage to roads, the county and townships are having to deal with cleaning up 

downed trees from the high winds in some of those storms.  That cost will go into the total, as well. 

 

8/14/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is down 81 at 15-

3-70. And the nas-daq is down 6 at 36-78.  We‟ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment. 

 

8/20/13  6am 

The state's unemployment rate rises slightly in July.  It's now at five point nine percent. That's up one tenth 

of a percentage point from last year at the same time. The rate increase is a result of fewer people working 

in Kansas...at the same time there are more people in the available labor pool. 

 

8/21/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is down 54 at 14-

9-49 and the nas-daq is down 9 at 36-05.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

8/28/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is up 81 at 14-8-

57.  And the nas-daq is up 28 at 36-06.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

9/9/13  5pm 

Koch industries buys electronic components maker Molex for more than seven-billion dollars. The 

Wichita-based company will pay 38-50 for each share of Molex.  That's about 31-percent more than 

Friday‟s closing price.  Koch will operate molex as a subsidiary, keeping its own name.  Molex will remain 

headquartered in Illinois... And keep its current managers.  The deal now waits share-holder approval--

which is expected by the end of the year. 

 

9/10/13  12pm 

  For our eye on your money this noon...we're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is up 97 at 15-1-

60.  And the nas-daq is up 17 at 37-23.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

9/16/13  6pm 

How much did you pay last time you filled up with gas? Probably more than you like right? As gas prices 

in Wichita hover around 3-dollars 50 cents a gallon...triple a says...it's been a while since prices have been 

under 3-dollars.  Tomorrow marks 1-thousand consecutive days...of three dollar gas in the u-s. 

 Kansas will hit that mark on October 7th. Look at this -- the first time drivers in Kansas paid 3-dollars was 

in September 2005-- just days after hurricane Katrina.  Prices went up and down for a while. They even hit 

4-dollars and two cents in July of 2008 - but then the recession hit...and gas prices dropped a lot to around 

one dollar 50 cents (1.53) by the end of 2008.  That didn't last long... Prices started climbing in 2009. And 



 

 

by early 2012...the average in Kansas was 3-dollars and 12 cents...and we've been counting the days since. 

Triple-a says...the reality is- expensive gas is here to stay.  It says...the government needs to make policy 

changes to address it.  Don't miss out on finding the cheapest gas prices near you - just go to kwch-dot-

com... There you can find a map with prices all over Wichita ...as well as some tips on how to save on fuel. 

 

9/25/13  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is down 6 at 15-3-

28.  And the nas-daq is up 10 at 37-78.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

9/30/13  5pm 

Some local banks are offering special programs for government workers who might be affected by a 

shutdown. Meritrust credit union is offering payment extensions, forgiveness on specific fees, and waiving 

some early withdrawal fees.  Banks are asking customers to call them so they can work on their specific 

case and situation, and help them gain access to money during the shutdown. 

 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 
7/1/13  5am 

Interest rates on some student‟s loans double today.  This comes as congress was unable to reach an 

agreement on a deal to prevent the increase.  Rates for the government subsidized Stafford loans will jump 

to six-point-eight-percent. Many lawmakers say they hope to finalize a deal shortly after returning from the 

July fourth recess.  They want the deal to apply retroactively so students aren't hurt by the temporary hike.  

The hike hits about seven million new loans this year for middle and low income students.   It does not 

apply to existing loans. 

 

7/9/13  5am 

New this morning...the Wichita school board extends the contract for Superintendent John Allison. The 

Wichita Eagle reports the board unanimously approved a two-year contract extension. Board members 

increased his financial package by seven-percent.  However, his salary will stay the same at nearly 225-

thousand dollars.  Allison has been the superintendent for four years.  He tells the paper he enjoys Wichita. 

 

7/11/13  10pm 

A deal that would lower student loan interest rates is taking shape in congress. Lawmakers are considering 

a plan that would peg interest rates on new loans to the 10-year-treasury note, plus an additional percentage 

for administrative costs. That would place rates for this fall around 4 percent.  The deal would also cap 

rates at 8 point 2-5 percent. Interest rates on subsidized Stafford loans doubled to 6 point 8 percent last 

week after congress failed to reach a deal. 

 

7/23/13  6am 

The Wichita school board lays out its budget for the upcoming school year. The 639 million dollar budget 

is nearly two percent higher than last school year. It does not include any tax increases, or layoffs. The 

budget will be approved next month. The Wichita school district is the third largest employer in the metro 

area.  It's the largest district in the state, with roughly 10-percent of the students. 

 

7/25/13  5pm 

More priests who speak Spanish. That's what the catholic diocese of Wichita says they need.  Marielkis 

Salazar tells us what they are doing to make sure the message of god is delivered "en español"  in a story 

that's new at 5. But this isn't the only church. At the cathedral, more than half of its parishioners speak 

Spanish. This is why, 3 years ago the diocese started a Spanish immersion summer program for its 

seminarians. Here, besides learning Spanish, these future priests like Drew Hoffman, also get to learn about 

the Hispanic culture. Knowledge he says will help him serve god. The diocese pays for the classes these 

seminarians take at Pittsburg State University... An investment they say will help them in the future in other 

parishes like this one. In north Wichita, Marielkis Salazar, eyewitness news. 

 

7/29/13  5pm 

Wichita goes "old school" for student enrollment.  This was the first day of registration for the 2013-2014 

school year.  And for parents it was a return to the days of paper, pen and standing in line.  Brian heap tells 

us a delay with the Wichita school district's new computer system forced it to suspend online enrollment. In 

the age of computers, there sure is a lot of paper around.  Parents at Mayberry middle magnet looked like 

they were back in school. Once the paperwork is done, it's time to stand in line.  Even teachers like Kerri 

Vaughn don't get a break from that. Vaughn says she usually enrolls in person, but she understands what a 

hassle it can be for other parents. The Wichita school district says its updated computer system isn't ready 

to handle the online enrollment load.  It's been working to inform parents of the change for months. Derek 

Keller used up most of his morning hitting three different schools for registration. The school district says 

wait times can vary depending on the time of day.  Brian Heap, eyewitness news.  Student registration 

continues through Thursday. 

 



 

 

 

 

8/1/13  6am 

President Obama plans to sign a bill to roll back interest rates on student loans.   The bill affects "federal 

subsidized Stafford student loans."  It would allow undergrads to borrow money at 3-point-9 percent.  In 

the future, rates would climb as the markets improve. The bill puts a ceiling at just over 8-percent. 

 

8/3/13  10pm 

Thousands of Wichita kids will have head back to school with free supplies, thanks to a special event this 

morning.  The urban league of Kansas partnered with Rusty Eck Ford, Westar energy and several other 

companies to hand out 25 hundred backpacks this morning.  Each one was full of scissors, glue, and other 

supplies needed for school.  Organizers say it's important kids start the year off right.  On the other side of 

town, thousands of Wichitans lined up for the convoy of hope.  The event gave away groceries, shoes, and 

free hair cutes.  The organization say 63 hundred people turned out. 

 

8/13/13  5pm 

As the school year begins across Kansas, many parents are focused on security.  That's part of the reason 

for changes at a west Wichita pre-school, from state of the art security technology to an above ground 

storm shelter. Factfinder 12 investigator Brian Heap shows what it's doing to keep kids safe. While the 

children at honey tree and branches academy are focused on lunch...owner Kim Fielding stays focused on 

protecting them.  Fielding is proud of her new technology. She shows off a computerized check-in system 

that gives parents control of who picks up their child. The program also sends parents a text alert when the 

child is checked out.  And fielding's cell phone allows her keep tabs on the school even when she's away.  

Surveillance cameras in every room can be viewed in real-time. If needed an emergency could lead them 

here. Fielding says the tornado tragedies at schools in Oklahoma showed the need for an above ground 

shelter. Fielding says this can also double as a safe room with 12 inch thick concrete walls. A lot of 

safeguards she hopes to never need.  Brian Heap, Factfinder 12 investigators. 

 

8/14/13  12pm 

It was back to the books...for Wichita Public Schools  --   A half-day orientation was held Tuesday for 

freshmen and sixth graders.  Today, everyone was back in class.   Changes included...more choices at 

breakfast and lunch for elementary school students.  They will also have a different way of going through 

the lunch line.   

 

8/15/13  6pm 

This was the scene on Monday after a fire breaks out at the college hill elementary school.  Bryant 

elementary will be the site of a temporary school for those students.  Some parents are complaining about 

the length of the drive to that school.  Now a plan is in place.  Lauren Seabrook joins us now from Bryant 

with the details.  Because college hills kids live on the east side of town and Bryant is on the west side ... 

That drive could be around 20 minutes. So superintendent john Allison says the district will bus any kids 

who need a ride.  Parents should drop their kids off at college hill before school and the busses will bring 

the kids back there after school to be picked up.  The district also setup an unaffected classroom at college 

hill for students in the latchkey program ... So parents will still drop off and pick up their kids as usual at 

college hill.  Principal dr. Kathy Patterson says teachers will spend the next few days preparing their 

classrooms for the first day of school.  We also learned today that students in pre-k will go to Price-Harris 

magnet school ... Also starting Monday. 

 

8/16/13  5am 

The transition as a temporary school continues at Bryant elementary.  Next week this will be the temporary 

home for students of college hill elementary.  A fire at the school Monday caused extensive damage to the 

building.   School has been delayed for the students until the Bryant building is ready to go.  Sunday night 

college hill students will have the chance to meet their teacher at the temporary building. 
 

8/17/13  10pm 

Blue skies and cooler temperatures made for a great day to move into the dorms at Wichita State 

University. Students spent the day setting up their new home for the year. Many sororities and fraternities 



 

 

and other student groups were on hand to help students find their buildings, and offer advice.  Most said it 

was a great place for newbies to get helped from more seasoned students.  Classes are set to start on 

Monday. 

 

8/18/13  10pm 

It's finally back to school for students of college hill elementary. Tomorrow, teachers have been hard at 

work transforming a vacant elementary school into one ready for class. Last week a fire broke out at 

college hill elementary.  The school has since been shut down until further notice so crews can make 

repairs.  Today students and teachers got a sneak peek of their temporary classrooms.  Hannah davis joins 

us now.  Hannah what did they think of Bryant?  Parents and students alike were blown away by the 

transformation.  Hundreds came out to check out their new school, before class starts tomorrow. Teachers 

like Becky Howard say they've been working 10 hour days at Bryant since a fire damaged college hill 

elementary.  Name tags are ready... And posters are hung... Now it's just needs some students.  The ones 

that came to the open house approved of their teachers hard work.  The parents i talked to say it's been 

difficult finding child care... And the drive to Bryant isn't a short one.  But they all say the same thing... 

They're happy no one was hurt in the fire... And they're blown away just how good Bryant looked today.  

While the extra summer vacation was difficult on parents, students have a different take.  Getting the 

school ready wasn't easy.  This week school staff did a top to bottom cleaning.  They brought in new chairs 

and tables and computer equipment.  Everything they'll need for another year of school.  School officials 

are trying to help parents with the extra-long commute.  Starting tomorrow they'll be bussing students from 

the "old college hill" to Bryant.  A teacher will be on every bus... To help student with the transition, a 

make them feel more comfortable. 

 

8/19/13  6pm 

These Wichita kids were excited to get back to school -- a few days later than normal.  They're students of 

college hill elementary, which was damaged in a fire last week.  Students moved into Bryant magnet 

school...the teachers spent the last few days making if feel like home but it's been an emotional week. 

Tasha harper teaches third grade -- she says the fire damaged her classroom and believes she lost many 

things she collected over the years.   Teachers and students will stay at Bryant -- or as they now call 

it...college hill west -- until damage to their school is repaired. 

 

8/22/13  5pm 

  New developments in the college hill elementary school fire...  Investigators can't specify an exact cause, 

but are calling it accidental.  The fire started in a storage closet with a microwave and refrigerator inside.  It 

caused about 4 hundred thousand dollars in damages.  The district doesn't know when the building will 

open again.  Classes are currently being held at the old Bryant elementary building. 

 

8/23/13  5am 

  Wichita state looks at ways to redesign its scholarship program.  University president John Bardo wants to 

increase scholarship dollars and the number of awards handed out.  Bardo says the plan is still a few weeks 

away. The plan will give more money to top scholarships recipients, and to students left Wichita for school.  

The change in the scholarship model coincides with an overall look at the ways the university recruits 

students. 

 

8/26/13  6pm 

Fire damaged this Wichita elementary school.  Tonight... The school board will begin the process of 

cleaning-up.  The district doesn't know exactly how much it will cost to fix the damage at College Hill 

elementary.  School board members will vote tonight on whether to spend 50-thousand dollars to hire a 

company that will begin the process. 

 

8/27/13  5pm 

Police question a Haysville teen, after a threatening statement appears on twitter. Campus high school says 

they were notified of the threat early this morning.  Police were able to identify and detain the student who 

sent the message.  Investigators say the threat is not credible.  The school is considering disciplinary action 

against the student. 

      



 

 

 

 

9/11/13  6pm 

Today marks twelve years since the 9-11 attacks.   For students in a southwest Kansas community...it was a 

chance to learn about what happened...and honor those they call heroes.  Janeth Vazquez takes us to Liberal 

for the story. It's an annual celebration at cottonwood intermediate school. Ten year-old AJ Ramirez wasn't 

even born when the twin towers went down. Firefighters, veterans and police officers visited the 

school...students and staff recognized them for their work. This celebration has taken place at this school 

for the past 11 years.  Many students say even though they were not born at the time of this tragic event, it 

still affects them in many ways. Kids asked questions - first responders talked about safety and shared 

stories.   Learning about a moment in history - remembering 9-11 and thanking those in the community 

who they call heroes.  In Liberal, Janeth Vazquez, eyewitness news. 

 

9/19/13  6am 

Fact finder 12 uncovers more about a suspended garden plain high school principal.  And what we find is 

an arrest for driving under the influence. We first told you Tuesday night troy McChristian was suspended 

with pay.  The district said it had started investigating a personnel matter. A police report shows 

McChristian was arrested in December for a d-u-i.  The report says McChristian was arrested after an 

accident on private property.  However, the school superintendent won't say when the district learned of the 

d-u-i, or *if* it has anything to do with the suspension. According to the report, McChristian's blood 

alcohol content that night was (.187).  That's more than twice the legal limit. 

 

9/24/13  6pm 

A change in policy tonight... At schools in one southwestern Kansas district -- liberal is now allowing 

students to do something...they couldn't do for years...  Cindy Klose joins us to explain.  Roger, the school 

board in liberal now supports the use of prayer during extra-curricular activities. The liberal school district 

discontinued prayers in their school activities several years ago - but last night... Board members voted 

unanimously in favor of allowing student-led prayers before school activities.  A member of the liberal 

redskin's soccer team says he is excited- because prayers give him more inspiration during his games.  The 

school district says it doesn't know how it will implement this new initiative...but the students must lead it.  

That's because federal law specifies that school officials do not initiate prayers. 

 

9/27/13  5am 

A federal lawsuit is filed to block Kansas from using new science standards.  The group...citizens for 

objective public education argues the standards promote atheism and violate students and parents religious 

freedoms.  The Kansas board of education adopted standards that treat both evolution and climate change 

as key scientific concepts. 

 

 



 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 
7/1/13  5am 

Last week's storms toppled many fireworks tents.  We told you about this one at 29th and rock that was 

raising money for a girl with a rare form of cancer.  They lost more than 20-thousand dollars‟ worth of 

fireworks and their tent.  Now, they're back open.  Crystal green says they lost four days because tent 

companies were swamped doing repairs.  Insurance covered the fireworks they lost. 

 

7/5/13  6pm 

  People continue to line up to dump limbs... More than a week after the wind storm that caused them to 

fall.  This free dump site near Haysville has only been open since Wednesday afternoon.  But it already has 

hundreds of truckloads of debris.  Curtis Luttrell had some help from his grandkids today.  Again, the site 

at 63rd and meridian is *free.  It's open all month long.  Other landfill and transfer station sites will charge 

a fee.  You can find all of the locations at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

7/9/13  5am 

A hot day usually has people looking for things to do *inside... Where it's cool... Like seeing a movie.  But 

it *wasn't as cold at Wichita‟s Orpheum Theater.  It showed a Harry Potter movie... But on Facebook 

warned people its air conditioner wasn't working.  To help, volunteers set-up fans and offered free drinks 

and refills. 

 

7/10/13  5pm 

You'll need to find a way around Broadway near Mount Vernon for at least the rest of the week.  This is 

why.  A water main break buckled the pavement across all four lanes.  It's impassable right now for cars or 

pedestrians, the water main should be fixed today, ... But the city says the earliest the road could be fixed is 

this weekend. 

 

7/14/13  10pm 

Storms early this morning cause some damage in parts of south Wichita. A viewer posted this photo on our 

Facebook page of a tree hit by lightning this morning near 13 and ridge.  Parts of Wichita were also without 

power after the storm.  More than a thousand residents were affected at its peak.  Those outages have since 

been restored. 

 

7/22/13  12pm 

It's been a rainy Monday morning, here's video of earlier rainfall right outside our station. We're not the 

only ones taking picture of the rain; take a look at some storm shots viewers sent us.  Sophie sawyer from 

Kingman sent a picture of the storm clouds and a viewer sent us a picture through email of the pretty prairie 

clouds.  Merrill, is the rain something we're going to be dealing with throughout the day? 
 

7/23/13  6am 

Afternoon storms also caused damage in Reno County.  This was the scene in Arlington last night.  The 

storms brought 60 mile per hour winds to the area and damaged power lines.  Sumner county officials also 

reported some power lines down.     

 

7/24/13  6pm 

  Your storm shots showed us just how large the hail was comparing it to golfballs and baseballs.  But it 

takes a lot for hail like that to form.  Meteorologist Rodney Price explains for factfinder 12. Cindy/roger,  

hail forms and then grows as a thunderstorm updraft carries raindrops in an up and down cycle, through 

below freezing and above freezing layers inside the storm. We'll enlist the help of a blow dryer to simulate 

the storm updraft.  This ping pong ball will stand in for our hailstone.  A less intense updraft will allow 

fewer trips through the growth cycle so it falls to the ground before getting too big.  However, if we crank 

up the speed, that hailstone spends a longer period of time within the storm and gets much larger before 



 

 

falling to the ground. Within the storm's updraft, wind speeds of around 65 mph are needed to support the 

formation of golf ball size hailstone.  If updraft speeds reach 80 mph, tennis ball size hail can form and 

with 100 mph or greater, softball size hail or larger can form.  In the case of the Vivian, South Dakota 8" 

hail stone, the updraft was estimated at 160 to 180 miles per hour! 

 

7/28/13  10pm 

Many of you are sending in photos of your rain gauges from across the state.  Linda sent us this one from 

one mile north of Medora.  And Megan snapped this photo of her rain gauge near Buhler. She says... They 

had more than three inches in it Saturday afternoon through this afternoon. 

 

7/29/13  5pm 

It's flooding in Lindsborg. Check out these storm shots that just came into our newsroom.  Jerry hall sent us 

this one.  You can see a car stalled in the water.  Ashley Foley sent us this shot from Lindsborg. The town 

got four and half inches today. We want to see your storm shots. Send them to storm shots at kwch dot com 

or upload them with the kwch app. 

 

7/30/13  12pm 

Take a look at this flooded park in McPherson.  City officials tell us the city parks have some of the worst 

flooding - there are a few homes with water damage. There's a pond in this park which is also contributing 

to the flooding.  They want people to stay out of the water because there could be currents.  This area has 

received three inches of rain in the past two days. 

 

7/31/13  6pm 

They may have popped up on your lawn this week.  We even have them outside the station... Mushrooms.  

We're seeing more of them right now because of the wet weather.  Extension experts say the best thing to 

do is mow them down.  One thing you should *not do... Is eat them.  Experts say there are so many 

poisonous varieties of mushroom in Kansas. It's best to treat any one you find as if it were toxic. 

 

8/1/13  6am 

Mcpherson makes debris and tree removal a priority.  City leaders say- many limbs and branches are still 

on the ground from the recent storms.  People with debris still in their yards will get a notice.  Officials say 

if nothing is done...the city will clean it up at the property owner's expense. The city officials say 

McPherson has programs to help people with debris.  You can learn about them at kwch dot com. 

 

8/2/13  5am 

A massive sinkhole opens in far western Kansas.  The viewer who first told us about it thinks it's 250 feet 

wide and maybe 70 feet deep.   Jim will bring you that story tonight (Friday) on eyewitness news at five 

and six.  In the meantime check out all the pictures of the sinkhole at kwch dot com. 
 

8/3/13  10pm 

Storms are developing across Kansas tonight.  Right now parts of western Kansas could see locally heavy 

rains...and it's all moving toward Wichita. We're joined now with storm team 12 meteorologist Rodney 

Price.  Rodney, what can we expect from these storms? 

 

8/4/13  10pm 

It's hard to find a dry road inside the Creekside village mobile home park south of Hutchinson.  This place 

sits alongside cow creek.  It broke its bank early Sunday morning, sending several feet of water into the 

park. John Bradshaw was one of about a dozen residents who decided to take shelter at the trinity united 

Methodist church.  This wasn't the only temporary shelter set up in hutch - 115 people were evacuated from 

an assisted living center overnight, when water came into the facility.  The ground is very saturated around 

Reno County - so any more rain will add to the flooding problems here.  Back at Creekside village - we 

learned power was restored to several homes, but others will have to wait until the flood recedes. They've 

got reports of high water north of here, all of that will come through this way. Plus there is more rain in the 

forecast, so it's unclear how long these streets are going to be flooded out in hutch, am eyewitness news. 

 

 



 

 

8/5/13  5pm 

Another thunderstorm watch... More rain on the way.  It's not what people in Hutchinson or anyone in 

south central Kansas... Really want to hear tonight.  Pilar Pedraza is in Hutchison where many are still to 

drying out. We'll head there next, but we begin our weather coverage tonight with Ross.  Ross, you're 

standing in front of that radar again. 

 

8/6/13  12pm 

Last week,...we showed you this huge sinkhole in Wallace County --   Now the property owner says it's 

getting "too much" attention. The owner of the property says people have ignored signs to stay out of the 

area.   Now he's put up barricades.  The hole was found last Wednesday in a pasture, north of Sharon 

Springs.  It's about 90 feet deep...and more than two hundred feet wide.  A Kansas geologist says the 

sinkhole occurred naturally and is not caused by groundwater depletion or oil or gas drilling. 

 

8/7/13  6am 

The town of Ellinwood continues to deal with flooding.  Several inches of rain fell there last weekend. And 

Heather Williams says folks are preparing for another downpour. 

 

8/8/13  6pm 

For farmers in southwest Kansas, this kind of rain is just what they've been waiting for.  Kyle parker is a 

farmer in the Dodge City area.  He says, because of the rain. He's now excited for fall harvest and looking 

forward to a good crop. The rain is also good news for recreation.  The national weather service says areas 

of Clark County had nearly seven inches of rain raising the level of Clark state lake by more than nine feet. 

 

8/9/13  5am 

Sedgwick puts up more barricades in town.  It's the second time this week. The barricades keep people 

from driving on flood prone roads.  City officials say they don't want to take any chances. 

 

8/11/13  10pm 

You can stay ahead of the weather with the storm team 12 app.  If you look here you can see just some of 

the things you can do with it including interactive radar to follow the storms or get a personal forecast for 

your zip code.  The app is free to download for apple and droid devices. 

 

8/12/13  6am 

More rain is falling over Wichita this morning.  It's causing a new round of flooding concerns. Water levels 

along the Arkansas River are still above normal.  Whether rivers and creeks overflow depends on how 

much rain falls and where. Streets are dry at the "creek-side village mobile home park" in Reno County.  

This time last week, it was flooded out and several residents were forced to stay at a near-by shelter.  All 

are back home. 

 

8/13/13  5pm 

Most of us don't need this rain any longer.  Many will probably tell you it's time for it to stop, including 

Sedgwick.  It's been dealing with problems for the last couple weeks, storm team 12 reporter Jim Grawe 

joins us live from there tonight. 

 

8/14/13  12pm 

Check this out, this road has given way in Hutchinson.  A viewer posted this picture on our Facebook page 

today.  We just had to head that way to see it for ourselves. Pilar Pedraza is there.  What can you see?  The 

first thing you see when you drive up is this barricade.  Not only does it say road closed... It expressly 

warns neither cars nor people are allowed beyond this point.  That's because of that big hole in the road 

back there. It's not a sinkhole, exactly.  Eyewitnesses tell me what happened is the flood waters rushing 

through the culvert underneath the road dragged out so much dirt the culvert itself fell between four and six 

feet.  That is what caused such a large part of the road to fall into the now empty space beneath it.  There's 

also a large pond of water several feet deep on both sides of the culvert that didn't used to be there.  All of 

this damaged caused by nothing more than water.  This is exactly the kind of damage the harvey county 

emergency management office warned me about last week.  Roads like this that were under flood waters 

for long periods of time or repeatedly... Are most likely going to see at least some damage.  And the cost of 



 

 

repairs is going to start adding up fast. This was the scene just last week at 56th and Pennington.  Water 

rushed over the roadway.  The county shut the road down to keep people from driving through the water.  

Authorities even had to do at least one water rescue here last week.  They were worried then about the road 

washing away. 

 

8/15/13  6pm 

The drought may be over here in central Kansas.  But take a look... A large part of western Kansas is still in 

exceptional to extreme drought.  Although experts say things are starting to get better there, as well.   

We've shown you the maps...what does the drought really look like here -compared to out west. Jim Grawe 

shows us coming up on eyewitness news at 10. 

 

8/16/13  5am 

The past week many roads in Reno County have been underwater.  This is what the flooding has done to 

one of those roads.  When the water was finally gone...so was a huge chunk of the road. The public works 

director believes it wasn't just the amount of water that caused the problem but also how long it was there.  

Barricades have been placed around the area. 

 

8/18/13  10pm 

As the water continues to fall in the Arkansas River, city officials are looking into why a wall failed near 

the Lincoln Street Bridge.  A piece of the wall that should have held water out...washed away.  While city 

officials have put rock in the void for a temporary fix as they wait for water levels to go down enough for a 

permanent fix. 

 

8/19/13  6pm 

In Wichita...police warn people to stay out of the Arkansas River - saying it's dangerous and you could get 

arrested. After the recent rains, the water is high...and more people are swimming in it. You may remember 

this scene earlier this month --this man refused to get out and was arrested.  Swimming, wading and 

bathing in the river is illegal - two others were also arrested recently. Police tell us...they want people to use 

common sense on when to use the river. The city of Wichita also has the authority to shut down the river 

altogether, depending on how high or dangerous the water gets.  The city would close the boat ramps...and 

signs would prohibit canoeing or kayaking.  That hasn't happened yet... But it's a possibility if we get more 

rain. 

 

8/26/13  6pm 

Now that the rain has stopped, the survey of the damage has started.  State and federal officials from FEMA 

were in Reno county today... to look at damage left behind from storms and flooding. some of the roads in 

the county are still impassable,  and many areas in the county can use the help to fix them.  if FEMA 

doesn't pay... some roads may have to close for good...   in Reno County... the worst damage is in the north 

and east parts of the county.  In all, 62 counties are dealing with some storm damage. 

 

8/27/13  5pm 

Recent rain has helped Wichita get out of a drought.  But city leaders are preparing for more dry times 

ahead.  This morning's city council workshop focused on water management.  The Public works director 

told the board... Cheney Lake is at 120-percent right now.  And overall water usage is down 22-percent 

since last year.  However, the city may consider water restrictions and charging fines to heavy-users... if 

drought conditions return. The city wants to develop a drought plan by early next year. 

 

8/30/13  5am 
There will be plenty of sunshine and heat again this afternoon.  Areas along and west of I-135 should easily 

get to 100 degrees or hotter.  Eastern Kansas should reach the upper 90s.  A Heat Advisory is out for 

northeast Kansas this afternoon where the heat index will exceed 105. The heat will persist into Saturday.  

Highs again will top out in the upper 90s to just over 100 degrees.  A cold front will work southward across 

Kansas late Saturday afternoon and Sunday, sparking isolated showers and storms during this time.  A cool 

down is in order by Sunday and Labor Day with highs in the upper 80s to the low and middle 90s.  The 

heat will start to build back in toward the middle of the work week. 

 



 

 

9/7/13  10pm 

Triple digit temperatures even had animals at the Sedgwick County zoo trying to keep cool.  The zoo 

posted this picture this morning of their mamma tiger taking a dip in a tub.  The only problem is the water 

was meant for her cubs. You can see them in the upper right CORNER... Not looking too happy. Keepers 

say mom did eventually let her babies take a turn in the pool. 

 

9/8/13  10pm 

Record-tying heat is sending some to the hospital, but tonight we've got tips to keep you out of the 

emergency room. Today in Wichita, we hit 101 degrees.  That ties a record set 28-years ago.  With more 

heat on the way - Anne Meyer found out the best ways to stay safe in the summer sun.  When the 

temperature heats up in Wichita, the fountains at riverside park fill up.   Especially in September, when 

most pools are closed for the season. Julie Boyle knew the water would keep the kids cool.  But she also 

packed extra water to keep them hydrated.  Staying hydrated is key.  So is avoiding direct exposure to the 

summer sun during peak hours.  Doctor Jacob Ott has seen an increase in heat exhaustion cases this 

weekend, and told me the symptoms to look out for.  If that doesn't help, doctor Ott says head to the 

emergency room right away. Like to work out outdoors - try waiting until the sun goes down on the hotter 

days and keep that water handy. The institute of medicine says men need to drink at least 3 liters a day to 

stay hydrated - that's at least 5 of these 20-ounce bottles - women need to drink less - about 4 bottles. Anne 

Meyer, eyewitness news. Triple digit heat sent at least 110 people to hospital during the Missouri-Toledo 

game in Columbia yesterday. 

 

9/13/13  5am 

A health watch alert out of Butler County this morning, where a puppy has tested positive for rabies.  This 

is the second confirmed case in butler county this year and the 44th in Kansas.  The county says the puppy 

was not vaccinated against rabies....something that is encouraged by health officials. 

 

9/14/13  10pm 

A Dozen Red Cross volunteers from Kansas are in Colorado tonight to help flood victims.  We caught up 

with two volunteers from Wichita... As they packed up an emergency response vehicle and headed out.  

Their job will be to provide food for those who have bigger things to worry about.  Go to KWCH -dot-com 

for information on how to donate to the Red Cross relief effort. 

 

9/15/13  10pm 

  The rain came down so quickly... It flooded streets in Hutchinson. This is what it looked like near fourth 

and plum.  You can see several cars driving right through the standing water in the road.  Some storms are 

sticking around tonight.  Meteorologist Ross Jansen is here tracking them for us. 

 

9/17/13  5pm 

Not only has the wet weather led to flooding, it's also causing some concerns for pets.  That's because 

insect populations are flourishing this year.  Anne Meyer talked to a vet today, to find out more, Anne.  

This sunny weather is a great time to get your pet outside, to play at places like this dog park.  But vets say 

the sun also helps fleas reproduce at a rapid rate.  Adding to the problem, we've had warm, dry winters in 

Kansas the past few years.  That means insects haven‟t died off from a freeze like they typically do.  Pet 

clinics are seeing even more flea infestations this year.  And tick bites.  Doctor Martin says there are a lot 

of different pills and topical ointments on the market to protect your pets from fleas and ticks.   Keep in 

mind - for fleas - their lifecycle is 3 months long, so that's how long you have to treat your animal with 

preventatives to keep them safe and insect free. The flea and tick season usually slows down in September, 

but this year's season may go longer because of our wet, warm weather.      

 

9/19/13  6am 

  Continuing coverage this morning of a story we first brought you last night. We have received a lot of 

feedback from viewers who want to help a Wichita woman with her tree problem. Jean Olsen got a letter 

from the city of Wichita saying her trees are blocking a sidewalk near her home.  And the city says she 

needs to do something about it.  But at 81 years old on a fixed income. There isn't much she can do.  After 

the story aired, many of you are talking about what you can do.  And you're doing it on our Facebook page.  



 

 

More than 500 comments since ten last night. Viewers say they just have to do something after seeing the 

story she told Sia Nyorkor. 

 

9/26/13  6am 

Facebook users make a new feathered friend. Kathy Inlow discovered a half-grown heron in the yard of her 

rural Sedgwick home.  She says he was squawking in pain....from a shattered wing. Inlow captured the 

bird...and took him the Hutchinson zoo. The vet said the bird would need a 300 dollar operation to 

amputate the wing.  But the zoo had no money in the budget for that. So she turned to Facebook for help. 

Friends from as far away as Germany chipped in and raised more than enough money for the surgery.  Now 

the bird is recovering at the zoo...where he'll become a permanent resident of the aviary. 

 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

7/2/13  6am 

Safety procedures could be changed for air traffic controllers.  It comes after several recent near-collisions 

in the air.  Federal transportation officials wants new regulations for incoming and outgoing planes.  Lately, 

incoming planes have been forced to delay their landing because of close calls with departing planes. 
 

7/3/13  12pm 

One person is killed -two other hurt in a fire in Sumner County. The fire broke out earlier this morning in a 

home in Caldwell - it‟s not out and the state fire marshal is investigating what happened. We have a crew 

on the way to Caldwell...expect the latest on this fire on air, and online at kwch-dot-com. 

 

7/4/13  5pm 

You may be getting out and enjoying the sun this holiday weekend. But parents...make sure your kids aren't 

getting burned. Holly firfer tells us why getting sunburns as a kid has lasting effects. Sunburns happen to 

people of all ages.  But these burns in childhood are of special concern. According to the centers for disease 

control and prevention, a few serious sunburns is all it takes to increase a child's risk of skin cancer later in 

life. Parents can start taking good sun protective measures for their kids early on. For babies younger than 

six months, sunscreens are not routinely recommended.  Instead, 

-avoid direct sunlight. 

-seek shade. 

-and only use sunscreen on the baby's face and the backs of their hands  if other options aren't available. 

For all others, remember this phrase: slip- slop- slap- and wrap. 

Slip on a shirt and pants 

Slop on some sunscreen 

Slap on a hat 

Wrap on some sunglasses 

Also, wear sun protective clothing with ultraviolet protection factor, or u-p-f, 50. Avoid the sun between 10 

and 4. Follow the same rules on cloudy days. Just remember that   sun damage is cumulative. Even 

moderate sun exposure can have negative lasting effects. For today's health minute, I‟m Holly Firfer. 

 

7/5/13  6pm 

A fireworks malfunction leaves several people hurt in northeast Kansas, two seriously.  They were helping 

set-up a public fireworks display in valley falls.  Investigators believe fireworks stored in an uncovered tote 

detonated... That caused all of them to go off at once.  Meantime, a Hutchinson man's in good condition 

after being hit in the leg with a mortar shell last night.   Investigators think the fireworks tube fell over, and 

the shell shot out at him.      

 

7/6/13  10pm 

Some pilots call the Boeing triple-seven - the Cadillac of the skies. Including Wichitan Calvin Kissick - 

he's helped land the plane at San Francisco‟s airport before tonight - he gave us more insight about the 

crash.  Calvin Kissick has been watching coverage of the crash in San Francisco with vested interest.  He's 

flown into the airport before, and knows the conditions. That's why Kissick doesn't understand why the 

pilot flew in so low. But he knows the f-a-a will take its time, and look at every small detail to find out 

what caused the crash.  Still, based on his experience - Kissick feels it will be a while before the f-a-a gives 

us it's final ruling on what went wrong in San Francisco. 

 

7/9/13  5am 

New this morning, a man and his son-in-law are dead following an oilfield-related accident in Barton 

County. It happened three miles north of Claflin.  The sheriff says Curtis Hoffman was working on a 

leaking valve in an underground saltwater disposal system.  He called his son-in-law Kebby Meyers for 

some extra parts.  But the men were soon overcome with hydrogen sulfide gas. Family members later found 



 

 

Meyers on the ground and called 9-1-1. Emergency crews found the room flooded with water.  Hazmat was 

called to the scene to clean it up.  The accident remains under investigation. 

 

7/12/13  5am 

  Three children are hurt in a house fire last night.  A 9 year old boy has critical burns.  We're told they were 

home alone playing with a lighter.  Two neighbors heard the smoke alarm and ran to the front door.  They 

couldn't get in...but could hear the children screaming for help.... So they went around back and got the kids 

out.  Firefighters got to the scene shortly after and the children were taken to the hospital.  The mother 

came home during the fire.  Neighbors say she drove her car through front yard and came out screaming for 

her children. 

 

7/13/13  10pm 

We're learning more about health issue at a Salina wedding.  The health department now says food 

poisoning made dozens of people sick. Tests found people who attended the wedding were exposed to the 

Norovirus.  About 40 people who attended the reception came down with stomach problems.  The health 

department now says it came from contaminated food prepared at Martinelli's Little Italy restaurant. 

Several violations were found during an inspection of the restaurant's kitchen. 

 

7/14/13  10pm 

The Harvey county Sherriff‟s office says it's just another crazy call.  Today, Deputies had to get a cow off 

the top of a trailer.  A ramp broke... And the cow walked up.  They posted this photo on their Facebook 

page.  They say the cow was not hurt. 

 

7/18/13  10pm 

Many cities and towns in Kansas *do* have bans on the dogs.  Each dot on this map represents one of those 

towns.  Other towns also have strict ordinances that describe a pit bull as a dangerous or vicious dog.  The 

breed was also a big topic for Maryland lawmakers this year.  They worked on undoing a court of appeals 

ruling that declared pit bulls s inherently dangerous...holding both their owners and landlords where the 

dogs lived responsible if the dog bites.  Animal activists found the pit bull ruling unfair for singling out a 

breed. Lawmakers did not undo the ruling and this week a federal court upheld the court of appeals ruling. 

 

7/19/13  5am 

Many Kansas cities and towns have bans on pit bulls.  Each dot on this map represents one of those towns.  

Other towns also have strict ordinances that describe a pit bull as a dangerous or vicious dog. 

 

7/21/13  10pm 

A viewer sent us this photo from Butler County along highway 2-54 today of an r-v in flames. This is what 

was left of it after crews were able to put out the fire.  The fire shut down a portion of highway near Santa 

Fe lake road.   One person was treated for smoke inhalation at the scene. 

 

7/23/13  6am 

Stay on top of the weather with the k-w-c-h and storm team 12 weather apps.  Check out our live 

interactive radar with the storm team 12 weather app.  And get weather updates with the k-w-c-h app.  You 

can also send us your storm shots.  Both are free and available for I-pad, I-phone and Android devices. 

 

7/25/13  5pm 

A new foodborne illness is spreading... Hitting nine states and making hundreds of people sick. The c-d-c 

has yet to pinpoint the source. But health officials say the outbreak is likely due to a food-borne parasite 

known as "cyclo-spora" which can be found on certain foods from overseas.  The good news is the illness is 

easily treatable with common antibiotics and preventable with common sense.  The bug hasn't popped up in 

Kansas yet... But illnesses have been reported as close as Nebraska. 

 

7/28/13  10pm 

A pilot is dead after crashing his plane in rural Russell county.  You're looking at a photo provided by the 

Russell county sheriff department tonight.  The single engine plane went down just north of Wilson lake 

just after 12 this afternoon.  The pilot...65 year old Rufus woods of Cimarron was pronounced dead at the 



 

 

scene.  Woods was the only one in the plane. The Kansas highway patrol and the federal aviation 

administration will have crews at the scene tomorrow to investigate the accident. 

 

7/29/13  5pm 

The two year old pulled out not breathing from a Wichita creek Friday is in good condition this afternoon.  

His family tells us he even said the word mom today.  The boy was walking with his grandpa Friday when 

he fell into the creek behind Eastgate shopping center.  A Wichita police officer pulled him out.     

 

8/1/13  6am 

A southwest Kansas beef company has its second recall of the summer.  50-thousand pounds of ground 

beef because of possible e coli contamination.  National beef in liberal says the beef was sold in stores and 

through distributors nationwide in 10 pound chubs.  It affects brands... National beef, nature source, and 

nature well.  It has the number est. "208 a" inside the USDA inspection mark.  The company says it's had 

no reports of illness linked to the beef.      . 

 

8/2/13  5am 

A terrible case of animal cruelty in rose hill.  A family wants to know who deliberately burned their dog 

with chemicals.  Pilar Pedraza has the story of "Lilly" a warning... Some of the video may be difficult to 

look at. 

 

8/3/13  10pm 

A teenager is recovering after being burned while starting a bonfire last night.  It happened near 45th street 

north and 1-43rd street east.  The Sedgwick county fire chief says the 14-year-old used gas to ignite the fire 

when vapors from the gasoline ignited instead.  He was taken to the hospital in critical condition. 

 

8/4/13  10pm 

One person was killed after an accident in Republic County today. The Kansas highway patrol says... the 

accident happened about six miles south of Belleville.  The driver of a truck was going south-bound... when 

he lost control on a gravel road.  The pick-up truck went into the ditch and rolled.  The driver was killed... 

he was the only person in the vehicle. 

 

8/6/13  12pm 

If you like to walk along the Lincoln Street Bridge in Wichita --   you may have to take a detour -- at least 

for a while.  City workers put up barricades near this portion of the walkway that boarder the river.  

Officials says pieces of the walkway gave way...due to the strong water.  Part of the sidewalk has fallen as 

well.  City officials say they will continue to monitor the area.  For now, they'll fill it in with sand and 

gravel. 

 

8/8/13  6pm 

We're following a developing story. The "west Nile virus" is confirmed in Kansas for the first time this 

year. In just the last hour, state health officials confirmed the virus was found in a person in Atchison 

County.  It was also found in a mosquito in *Sedgwick* county.  West Nile is commonly transmitted to 

people from mosquitoes.  Most people infected will have no symptoms.  The best way to stay safe is to use 

insect spray with deet. 

 

8/9/13  5am 

Kansas reports its first case of a person catching west Nile virus this year. The infection was in Atchison -- 

in the northeast part of the state. State health officials also say a mosquito sample from Sedgwick County 

tested positive for west Nile.  Last year... There were 57 cases of the virus in Kansas.  It's most common in 

the late summer and early fall months. 

 

8/11/13  10pm 

The search for a 14-year-old boy who disappeared... While swimming in the big ditch is over.  Emergency 

workers found his body around 10 this morning.  He was last seen in the river, near Zoo Boulevard and 

eye-235 Friday afternoon.  He was found just 200 yards from there.  His family was at church when they 

got the news.  Today... They shared their son's memory with Hannah Davis.  Steven burrow's family 



 

 

welcomed me into their home. We talked about Steven... His legacy... And how they are doing...but this 

was the first thing they had to say. Steven's parents call the men and women who searched for their son 

heroes.  Steven was swimming in "the big ditch" Friday when the current over-powered him. His friends 

watched as he went under in the flood waters. Steven's mom calls the last two night‟s torture. A little after 

10 Sunday morning, they got the call. Steven had been found. Steven's loved ones say he was a "bright 

light" who could always make them laugh. His mom hopes people will learn from her son's example.  

Police say.... The flood-waters in the big ditch began to recede this morning.  And that's what allowed 

spotters to see and recover Steven‟s body. 

 

8/14/13  12pm 

In crime watch, a man accused of infecting people with hepatitis c pleaded guilty to federal drug charges.  

David kwiht-kow-skee agreed to 14 drug theft and tampering charges in Kansas and New Hampshire.  

Kwiht-kow-skee is accused of stealing syringes and tainting them with his blood.  He *was a traveling 

technician and worked at the hays medical center from May to September in 2010.  Six patients tested 

positive for hep c .... More than 4-thousand were tested.  Kwiht-kow-skee will be sentenced December 

third. 

 

8/15/13  6pm 

Dozens of kids and teachers are sick...forcing an elementary school in McPherson to cancel classes for a 

day.  Samantha Anderson has the details from Saint Joseph elementary. Students were back in class 

Thursday.  School was supposed to start Wednesday - but about a third of St. Joseph staff and students 

were out with flu-like symptoms. Some parents also sick. The McPherson county health department is now 

looking into the matter. Officials believe it could have been a food-born illness possibly linked a back to 

school barbeque over the weekend. They say the investigation could take a few weeks.  Health department 

officials will now send an online questionnaire to school families. The school says everyone who was 

affected by the illness is doing better and back in class. School officials have been able to rule out one 

thing-- tests of the school's water show the water is not contaminated. 

 

8/18/13  10pm 

We hope to learn more tomorrow about a body that was found in a west Wichita pond.  Rescue crews 

pulled the body last night out of a pond at the central community church.  Police say that it appears the 32-

year-old man had been in the water for a couple of days.  His family reported him missing on Friday.  

Police have not said whether any foul play is suspected in the man's death. 

 

8/24/13  10pm 

A Kansas dad says in a matter of seconds a 15 dollar life vest proved to be priceless. The man was fishing 

with his son in Olathe, Kansas. His son fell in the water and dad dove in to save him.  But he wasn't 

wearing a life preserver, and the boat started spinning out of control.  Emergency crews happened to be 

training nearby, and were able to pull both from the water. Dad and son checked out ok by paramedics 

 

8/28/13  12pm 

Thousands of Americans are diagnosed with a common form of brain cancer.   Doctors expect half of those 

people to die within 15 months.  Tonight on eyewitness news at five.  Bigad Shaban talks to patients 

undergoing a new treatment that helps them live longer. 

 

8/29/13  6am 

Managers at the Ashley Lane apartments have returned security deposits and part of the august rent...to 

help some of the tenants.  A church across the street is also helping out.  Sharon Baptist church is getting 

clothes and other household items to victims. The church on South Oliver is accepting donations.   To learn 

how you can help head to kwch dot com. 

 

8/30/13  5am 

Firefighters say... The fire was caused by an extension cord used to power an a-c unit. That extension cord 

was plugged into a power strip.  Part of the extension cord was curled under the couch the boy was sleeping 

on.  The Wichita fire department says... You should *not* use an extension cord to power something so 

powerful.  This is the fourth fire-related death in Wichita this year. 



 

 

 

8/31/13  10pm 

Be careful if you're hitting the road tonight for some holiday weekend fun. The Sedgwick County sheriff's 

office is cracking down on drunk drivers.  They're conducting a sobriety checkpoint from 10:30 tonight 

until 2:30 in the morning.  Drivers will be stopped... And those suspected of being intoxicated will be given 

field sobriety tests. 

 

9/4/13  6am 

The university hasn't confirmed any details of Bowles' medical condition.  But two sources tell us a 

defibrillator was used.  It's a device commonly found in many schools and businesses... That helps restart 

the heart. The device, like this, can be found at many arenas, sports venues -- and some businesses.  When a 

patient needs it, first responders or someone who is trained can use it.  They are most often used in cases of 

cardiac arrest. Wichita cardiologist doctor Joseph Galichia says if used immediately it saves lives.  Dr. 

Galicia says if it turns out to be a congenital or physical problem with the heart...then an athlete's career 

may be over.  But...if it's an infection...the problem could be treated and go away. 

 

9/8/13  10pm 

More than a dozen kids are hurt when a ride loses power at a festival in Connecticut.  At least two children 

were seriously injured and taken to area hospitals.  Police when the ride lost power... The children on it to 

fell to the ground.  All the rides were shut down until they could be inspected.  Investigators are still 

looking into what caused the accident.  The owner of company that owns the swing ride said it was 

inspected by state officials Friday -- and was deemed safe. 

 

9/12/13  6am 

No one is hurt after the back of a home catches fire in Augusta.  Firefighters say someone was grilling at 

this house in the 19-hundred block of prairie lane when the fire broke out.  Crews say there was a faulty 

knob on the propane tank of the grill...that's what caused the fire.  Damage is estimated to be at least 50 

thousand dollars. 

 

9/13/13  5am 

  School districts across Kansas ban "electronic cigarettes." the center for disease control and prevention 

says rates doubled amongst teens between 2011 and 2012.  The Mulvane school district banned tobacco 

products in 19-99.  Last month, they added "e-cigarettes" to the list.   The "Kansas association of school 

boards" recommended the ban statewide.  Teachers in Mulvane say it just makes sense.  E-cigarettes are 

also *not* allowed on Wichita schools property.      

  

9/14/13  10pm 

Law enforcement risk *their* lives to save yours.  They also "protect and serve" our "four-legged friends".  

Animal rescue isn't easy...but it‟s part of the job.  Hannah Davis shows us a unique training opportunity for 

officers. New at 10, if you spent Saturday afternoon *inside* "the Wichita center for the arts" you'd see 

paintings, sculptures and photos.  Outside looked like a disaster. A group of about 20 firefighters, law 

enforcement officers and animal rescue professionals took part in a "large animal rescue class" on "the 

center's grounds.  But what good is a large animal rescue class without a large animal? Stormy made the 

180 mile trip from Kansas City to Wichita in this horse trailer Saturday morning.  Before things got 

started... Stormy needed a little nap. Rescue workers will practice on stormy... A life-sized horse 

mannequin... So they'll know what to do in the event of a real emergency. Stormy weighs around 5-hundred 

pounds, a fraction of a real horse.  Even so...this training wasn't easy. The day's class all lead up to the big 

rescue. And with one big pull... Stormy was out of harm‟s way.  In Wichita, Hannah Davis eyewitness 

news.  Grants from the a-s-p-c-a and the Kansas animal response team helped pay for today's class. 

 

9/16/13  6pm 

Emergency crews rush to a south Wichita neighborhood this morning - where a toddler nearly drowns in a 

small backyard pond.  Brian heap explains what we know. Wichita police say this appears to be an 

accident.  There's nothing to suggest any wrongdoing or negligence. Paramedics were called around 7:40 

Monday morning.  They immediately started c-p-r on the 17 month-old boy before rushing him to the 

hospital. After that police began talking with family members, putting all the information together.  They 



 

 

tell us the toddler was staying with his grandparents. It appears he somehow wandered away and fell into a 

small man-made pond in the backyard.  It's unclear how long he was in the water before the grandparents 

found him. Police describe it as an emotional scene. The child was taken to the intensive care unit at 

Wesley hospital.  Again, police are treating this as an accident.  In south Wichita, Brian Heap, eyewitness 

news.  Later this afternoon...police had more information - they say....they believe  the child was in the 

water less than five minutes.  They think he may have gotten out of the home through a doggie door. 

 

9/17/13  5pm 

 In the health watch, the Centers for Disease Control is taking more steps to warn people about drug-

resistant bacteria.  The agency is now categorizing antibiotic-resistant organisms by threat level.  The c-d-c 

is ranking the bacteria according to how many people get sick, the number of hospitalizations, and the 

number of deaths.  Drug resistant bacteria will now be classified as urgent, serious, and concerning. 

 

9/19/13  6am 

It's a story we've been following since May. Wiring has been pulled out of this area in downtown Salina. 

12-year-old Jayden Hicks was shocked during a rainstorm. Our news partners with the Salina journal 

report. The city manager is still waiting on an estimated cost of new wiring.  Hicks mother says her 

daughter is still in a rehab facility in Lincoln Nebraska and is still unconscious. 

 

9/20/13  5am 

Storms rolling through the area caused some problems last night.  This home in Andover was struck by 

lightning.  No one was hurt.  Firefighters say it caused about 25-thousand dollars in damage. 

 

9/21/13  10pm 

To Cowley County, now where one person is dead after being hit by a train, near the Winfield fairgrounds, 

Police got the call after 4 o'clock this morning...and found the victim dead near the tracks. They are still 

looking into what lead to the accident. 

 

9/23/13  5pm 

We're following a developing story from mid-continent airport, where a delta airlines flight made an 

emergency landing after reporting smoke in the cockpit.   Michael Schwanke joins us now with the details. 

 

9/24/13  6pm 

New information today... On what killed animals at the "emporia animal shelter" recently.  Veterinarians 

say... Early tests found... The illness was distemper.  More than 60 dogs died at the animal shelter since 

February.  Vets say... Distemper is an airborne virus ...and rare.  A simple vaccine can protect your dogs. 

  vaccinating your dog is a series of shots, less than 50 dollars altogether.  Dr. Hicks says... The shelter 

outbreak in emporia was likely the result of taking in too many ... Unvaccinated strays. 

 

9/26/13  6am 

A plane goes down in the southwestern Kansas.  It all happened just northwest of Ulysses around seven last 

night. The pilot of the crop duster was able to walk away uninjured.  The grant county sheriff says the plane 

was on fire but crews were able to get that out quickly. 

 

9/27/13  5am 

An Arkansas city beef plant is still not fully operational this morning. Creekstone farms isn't sure when it 

will start up again.  It comes after a fire Wednesday afternoon.  Conditions in the plant have made it 

difficult to investigate the fire.  One of the biggest concerns for firefighters--ammonia levels inside. 

 

9/30/13  5pm 

  Expect to see more officers in old town on the weekends, plus a police helicopter.  It's all part of a new 

security plan.  Anne Meyer is in old town, to explain – Anne.  This new plan also includes more club 

checks, where officers will randomly go into the bars in uniform.  And see that security camera up there - 

reserve officers are coming in to watch that video live at closing time. 

All of it is meant to help improve security in old town, and cut down on violence.  Police put the plan in 

place this past weekend, one week after a shooting killed one man and injured six others when the clubs 



 

 

were letting out.  Chief Norman Williams says he used a similar security plan last December - after a 

violent fight in the area.  People i talked to - like the added security.  The chief tells me the added security 

has already helped.  This past weekend, officers made 2 d-u-i arrests in old town, and booked 9 other 

people on various charges - including liquor law violations. The chief says he'll keep this new plan in place 

for at least the next 30 days. 

      

     



 

 

 

POLITICS 
 

7/26/13  5am 

Kansas attorney general Derek Schmidt asks Governor Sam Brownback to call a "special session."  He 

wants lawmakers to re-write the state's "hard 50" law.  The current law allows judges to sentence people to 

50 years before they can seek parole.  A u-s Supreme Court decision says *juries must have the final say on 

what triggers a mandatory minimum sentence. A special session could cost Kansas tax payers up to 40-

thousand dollars a day. Lawmakers' salaries make-up the bulk of the expense with 89-dollars a day. They 

also get 123-dollars to cover expenses each day they are in session. 

 

7/28/13  10pm 

For only the 22nd time, Kansas lawmakers will enter into a special session.  The announcement came from 

Governor Sam Brownback on Friday after a call to re-write the state's "hard 50" law.  The special session 

will cost the state anywhere from 35 to 40 thousand dollars per day. Factfinder 12 takes a look back at 

some past special sessions.  The first was in 1874...when the governor called a special session that lasted 

seven days.  The reason to deal with grasshopper plague destroying the crops. The longest special session 

came just 12 years later when lawmakers were called to resolve redistricting and deal with appropriations 

issues. That lasted 28 days.  You have to go back eight years ago for the last time a special session was 

called.  That 12 day session was in response to a Kansas Supreme Court order that legislators provide 

additional money to public schools.  The upcoming special session is scheduled to begin on September 

third.  For the latest from Topeka be sure to visit our special legislature section...at kwch dot com. 

 

7/30/13  12pm 

In Washington, Mideast officials and secretary of state John Kerry left the white house after a brief 

morning meeting with president Obama. Israeli and Palestinian negotiators will now get down to business 

with a series of talks. There are low expectations but both sides seem at least hopeful a deal can be reached.  

The last attempt at talks in 2010 failed after just one day.  This time negotiators agreed to work together for 

at least the next nine months. 

 

8/7/13  6am 

We're less than one month away from the state's first special session in eight years.  Governor Sam 

Brownback issued Tuesday a proclamation for the session.  Lawmakers meet again September third to re-

write the state's "hard 50" criminal sentencing law.  The proclamation called-on lawmakers to approve the 

bill by September fifth.  The "hard 50" statue allows... Judges to sentence convicted murders to serve at 

least 50 years in prison.  A u-s Supreme Court decision earlier this year raised questions about the law‟s 

constitutionality.  

 

8/19/13  6pm 

New at six....Governor Sam Brownback says, lawmakers must act soon to fix the state's hard 50 law. 

They'll work on it during a special session next month.  A recent Supreme Court decision struck down a 

similar law in another state.  The ruling said *juries, not *judges, must decide mandatory minimum 

sentences.  The governor was at an Augusta retirement home this afternoon - he presented an award to 

Lakepoint for excellence in offering different options for seniors.  

 

8/20/13  6am 

Governor Sam Brownback says changing the hard 50 law is something lawmakers have to  do -- now.  He 

says it can't wait until January.  Brownback thinks the new bill will easily pass.  The special session is 

scheduled to begin September third.  For the latest from Topeka head to kwch dot com and visit our 

legislature latest section. 

 

8/26/13  6pm 



 

 

  Lawmakers returned to Topeka for a special session scheduled for next week. The goal... To re-write the 

hard-50 sentence.  Already today, members of a select committee heard testimony on a draft from the state 

attorney general. 

 the law has to be re-written because of a recent u-s supreme court decision... Requiring juries to sentence 

someone to 50 years without parole.  Right now in Kansas, judges can make that decision. The state 

attorney general says...Kansas must act quickly.  The special session begins September third.  It's scheduled 

for three days... Each day could cost up to 40-thousand dollars. 

 

8/31/13  10pm 

  That was the big announcement from president today.  He believes the u-s should take military action 

against Syria...but he will seek congressional support before launching any attack.  The white house says 

the Syrian government used chemical weapons against its people, killing more than 14-hundred, including 

about 400 children. The president said he has spoken with congressional leaders and they have agreed to 

schedule a debate and vote as soon as members come back into session on September 9th.  Several Kansas 

lawmakers have said they will not support the president 

 

9/1/13  10pm 

Congress won't return to Capitol Hill for another week. Leaders have agreed to schedule a debate and vote 

on possible action when they return to Washington.  We spoke with Kansas congressman Mike Pompeo, 

who's on his way back to the capital.  He tells eyewitness news congress needs to act in the interests of 

America.  Pompeo is a member of the house intelligence committee.  Senator Jerry Moran released a 

statement saying "America cannot afford another conflict that taxes our resources without achieving goals 

that advance American interests... And i will not support authorizing military action against Syria at this 

time." 

 

9/2/13  12pm 

Continuing coverage of Syria, congress is still in recess.  But the white house is spending this Labor Day 

trying to convince is people that Syria should pay for the accused attack on civilians.  Ko im is at the white 

house with details. President Obama is seeking support from republican Senators john McCain and Lindsey 

Graham at the white house today for his plan to strike Syria.   The Obama administration says there is 

undeniable proof Syrian President Bashar al Assad used chemical weapons to kill hundreds in Damascus. 

Senator McCain is calling for an overall strategy in Syria and not just one missile strike, but he says it is 

critical for lawmakers to ultimately support the president. President Obama says he has the authority to 

strike Syria without congressional approval, but with little international support for military 

intervention…the president is asking lawmakers to vote on his plan. On Sunday...dozens of lawmakers 

attended a closed door briefing to get a look at the evidence against the Assad regime.   Some were not 

convinced. The senate foreign relations committee will hold a hearing on Syria tomorrow - secretary of 

defense chuck Hagel is scheduled to testify.  A vote authorizing military action in Syria is not expected 

until sometime next week.  Russia is urging the u-s not to strike Syria.  America's closest ally, Great Britain 

already voted down the use of military force. 

 

9/3/13  5pm 

Now the latest from the Kansas legislature, where lawmakers are in a special session, they're meeting to 

rewrite the state's "hard 50" sentencing law.  Roger Cornish joins us from the newsroom to explain why 

they're taking this step. The Kansas house judiciary committee voted this afternoon to change the current 

hard 50 law.  Governor Sam Brownback called the special session... After the u-s Supreme Court 

overturned a similar law in *another* state.  The current Kansas law allows a judge to impose a sentence of 

50 years without a chance of parole. However, the Supreme Court decision said *juries, not judges, must 

determine if the hard 50 is warranted. Since the ruling came down after the Kansas legislative session 

already ended... The governor called lawmakers back to re-write the law. The session is supposed to take 

about three days.   It's costing about 40 thousand dollars per day. 

 

9/4/13  6am 

the state's new "hard 50" bill gets through the house, now it's the senate's turn, senators will get a chance to 

review the bill and vote on it today.  It passed the house unanimously Tuesday.  The new hard 50 law 

would give juries -- not judges -- the power to sentence some convicted killers to 50 years without the 



 

 

possibility of parole. The bill would also apply to 45 cases in currently in trial or appeals process.  Kansas 

adopted the hard 50 sentence in 19-90 after the state abandoned the death penalty. 

 

9/6/13  5am 

World leaders will meet again today in the final day of the g-20 summit. They're in Russia where Syria has 

been a major topic of discussion. Many American lawmakers feel the same way. Susan McGinnis has the 

latest this morning. President Obama continues to meet with world leaders at the g-20 summit in  

Saint Petersburg Russia - trying to gain support for military action against Bashar Assad's regime. The 

president wants to use targeted strikes against Assad - and  is considering training Syrian rebels. But this 

new video could complicate that effort. The new york times says it shows rebels in April moments before 

they executed Syrian government soldiers. Retaliation is also a concern: the wall street journal reports the 

u-s intercepted an order from an Iranian official telling militants to attack American interests in Baghdad if 

a strike is launched in Syria. The white house wants the United Nations to punish the Assad regime. But 

Russia is blocking those efforts. The president is pushing congress to authorize the use of force.... But 

lawmakers are getting pushback from their constituents. Recent poll shows most Americans oppose 

military strikes in Syria. Many lawmakers are still not sure how they'll vote. Susan McGinnis, cbs news, 

New York.  If the president fails to win congressional support, he could decide to go ahead with military 

strikes anyway. 

 

9/7/13  10pm 

Anti-war demonstrators took to the streets today across the country protesting the president's plan to attack 

Syria.  The white house says Syrian president Bashar al-Assad killed more than one thousand civilians last 

month using chemical weapons.  Obama says if we don't act... Those weapons could potentially be aimed at 

the u-s. France already supports the president's decision for a military strike. Congress is expected to vote 

on a possible strike sometime next week. 

 

9/8/13  10pm 

To Washington now, Congress is back to work tomorrow.  At the top of the agenda, debate and votes on a 

resolution which would give president Obama the go-ahead to take military action in Syria.  The senate 

foreign relations committee has already passed a rewritten authorization measure, and the senate could vote 

on it as early as Thursday or Friday.  G-o-p leaders in the house say they will wait for the senate to act.  

The republican chairman of the house intelligence committee supports the president's call for military 

action in Syria... But says the administration has failed to make its case to congress and the American 

people.  President Obama hasn't said whether he would proceed with a strike should congress vote against 

his resolution.   He'll address the American people Tuesday. 

 

9/17/13  5pm 

The Kansas house minority leader is entering the governor's race.  Democrat Paul Davis made the 

announcement on his Facebook page this morning.   In the online video, Davis says he wants to focus on 

education; Davis has been in the Kansas house since 2003.  This is his first campaign for a statewide office. 

 

9/19/13  6am 

The next big election is over a year away, but people are already thinking about the next group of 

politicians to shape the face of Kansas.  Just this week... Democrat lawmaker Paul Davis announced his 

plan to run for governor... And challenge republican Sam Brownback.  But a *single* party battle, may 

once again be heating up in Kansas.  Samantha Anderson explains. Kansas is traditionally known as a red 

state, consistently voting republican.  But the *shades* of red in the party, are becoming much more 

distinct. The new group "traditional republicans for common sense" says it wants more funding for schools, 

a change in the tax system and more transparency in the selection of judges. Fort hays state Professor 

Chapman Rackaway says the split in the party isn't a new thing. He said that the Kansas g-o-p was able to 

work it out in the past... Or one group would side with the democrats and move on. But the political climate 

changed when Governor Sam Brownback came into office... And voters replaced moderate lawmakers, 

with more conservative ones.   We talked with Randy Duncan who's the Republican Party chairman of the 

first congressional district and he said he had just learned of the group and their views aren't in line with the 

mainstream Republican Party. 

 



 

 

 

 

9/23/13  5pm 

Old town saw a series of shootings this time last year - about one a weekend for a month. This weekend‟s 

shooting happened right here at Douglas and mead. That's a couple blocks away from the first of last year's 

shootings, which happened here at first and Mosley. Someone shot at car, but no one was hit. 

Shots were fired the following two weekends at second and Wabash, as well as Mosley and Douglas. Then 

on September 9th of last year, someone fired into the parking garage while police were inside.  No one was 

hurt, but the bullets did strike a couple of cars. A few weeks later the city passed an ordinance to try and 

put a stop to the violence.  Brian heap explains the changes the city made. In response to the violence of 

summer 2012...the Wichita city council passed an ordinance. It called for specific changes to help police 

control the mass exodus of customers leaving the bars at closing time.  It gave officers more authority to 

make people leave the area. The ordinance also called for improved lighting and landscaping changes to 

increase sight lines for officers. The law called for the installation of video cameras to act as eyes for 

police.  It also changed the food sales rules to deter young people, between 18-20 from hitting the scene.  

 

9/25/13  12pm 

A former state senator announces that she will be run for secretary of state in Kansas. Jean Schodorf 

switched party affiliation back in 2012 after she lost her senate seat to Michael O‟Donnell. She plans to 

officially file early next month. 

 

9/30/13  5pm 

At the center of the shutdown is the affordable care act.  Republicans want to keep it from taking effect.  So 

we wanted to know...who do Kansas blame for a shutdown? Roger Cornish explains. The affordable care 

act --that some people know as "Obamacare" ... Is a complicated issue -  and today our exclusive fact finder 

12 scientific survey found out...almost half of Kansans are not well informed about it. However the survey 

also found... 45 percent think it's worth shutting down the government...in order to delay the start of 

Obamacare.  43 percent disagree. And if the government shuts down, almost half - 46 percent - of 

Kansans...think president Obama would be more responsible for that - and now look at this -- when we 

break down those numbers. We also find that of those who would blame the president... 65 percent are 

uninsured.  Do you agree with these results?  Check out our entire fact-finder 12 survey...at kwch-dot-com. 



 

 

 

The Weekend Crew 

 

 

July 6th and 7th 

 

Shane interviewed Mel Miller Garrett from the Wichita Children‟s home.  

 

Katie Interviewed Mindy Tallent from the Kansas Oil Museum 

 

 

Jul. 13th and 14th  

 

Shane intereviewd Ross Viner from Drums Across Kansas 

 

Katie interviewed Molly Fox from Kidzcope 

 

 

July 20th and 21st 

 

Shane interviewed a representative from the Wichita Bridal Expo. 

 

Katie interviewed Craig Minten from Rusty Eck Ford.  

 

 

July 27th and 28th 

 

Shane interviewed Rachel from KU Med.  

 

Katie interviewed Victor Lopez from Steven Chrysler Jeep Dodge 

 

The crew did a crew tour at the Kansas Sports Hall of Fame. 

 

Aug. 3rd and 4th 

 

Katie interviewed the current Miss Kansas, Theresa Vail. 

 

Shane interviewed a representative from Harry Hynes Hospice Care. 

 

Aug. 10th and 11th 

 

Katie interviewed Molly Fox from Kidzcope about an upcoming race.  

 

Shane interviewed Kiana Knolland, the Boys and Girls club National Youth of the Year candidate and 

subsequent winner.  

 

The Crew did a tour of Gracemed health clinic.  

 

Aug. 17th and 18th 

 

Katie interviewed Max Runyon about a new WSU student idea called Marshallville.  

 

Shane interviewed Janet Cervantes about a local 5k.  

 

Aug. 24th and 25th 

 



 

 

Katie interviewed JV Johnston about a local half marathon.  

 

Shane interviewed Toni Ramirez from the Mayflower Clinic.  

 

Aug. 31 and Sept. 1 

 

Shane interviewed Bob Lutz about League 42 and their mission to bring baseball to inner city youth.  

 

Katie interviewed Craig MInten from Rusty Eck Ford.  

 

Shane and Katie interviewed Brett Harris and Sierra Scott.  

 

Sept. 7th and 8th 

 

Katie interviewed Michael Steinberg from Home Instead Senior Care.  

 

Shane interviewed Brian Walker about Hunger Action Day.  

 

Sept. 14th and 15th 

 

Shane interviewed Anne Newkold and Alicia Gordon from Stars for Our Troops.  

 

Katie interviewed Angela Cato from the Wichita Flight Festival.  

 

The Crew also did video tours with Caring Hands Humane Society and about Hunger Action Day.  

 

Sept. 21st and 22nd 

 

Shane interviewed a representative from the Big Bend Bike Rally. 

 

Katie interviewed Venus Lee from Gracemed Navigator.  

 

Sept. 28th and 29th 

 

Katie interviewed Emily Thengvall and Illex Gelpi about the Holiday Galleria.  

 

Shane interviewed Jason Ball from the Hutch Chamber of Commerce about a new industrial park.  

 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We‟ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Third Quarter 2013 

 
Tours 

KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME        NUMBER TYPE______________ 
July 2013 

7/7   11:30 a.m.  20  Kansas Kids @ Gear Up 

7/25   11:45 a.m.  20  Kansas Kids @ Gear Up 

7/31   4 p.m.   10  Annette Toranto 

 

August 2013 

8/6   5:45 p.m.  10  Erika Sanderson 

8/13   4:30 p.m.  10  Tour Group Winner 

 

September 2013 

None 



 

 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. airs public service announcements that address community issues 
free of charge for various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
PSA Title Length KWCH KBSD KBSH KBSL 

903 United Way :30 11 7 3 2 

904 Energy Efficiency :30 10 8 3 1 

905 Energy Efficiency :30 10 8 2 1 

906 Kids Oral Health :60 14 8 2 2 

907 Kids Oral Health :60 8 1 2 1 

908 Emer Preparedness :60 14 8 8 8 

909 Caregiver Asst :30 36 23 25 24 

910 Susan G Komen “Race for a Cure” :30 65 44 53 58 

911 College Access :60 6 8 7 12 

912 College Access :30 21 19 23 20 

913 KS Humane Soc Spay/ Neu :30 51 45 53 55 

914 Pet Adoption :30 20 9 9 11 

915 Pet Adoption :30 32 35 35 42 

916 Special Olympics :60 14 24 13 23 

917 Special Olympics :30 43 49 57 57 

918 AHA Real Women :30 32 47 55 48 

919 Dog Doogity/ Bag It UP :30 28 50 51 47 

920 NAB We are Broadcasters :60 8 25 20 23 

921 NAB We are Broadcasters :30 21 56 52 43 

922 Autism Awareness :60  8 7 7 

923 Autism Awareness :30 3 6 12 12 

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 6 21 21 27 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 23 51 50 44 

933 NAB with KWCH :30 16 64 57 56 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 6 24 19 27 

941 Children Advocacy “One with Courage” :30 13 52 44 42 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60 4 21 24 25 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30 9 54 49 42 

945 Beverage Institute “Don’t Text & Drive” :30 8 55 47 46 

946 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :60 4 21 26 25 

947 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :30 7 58 43 54 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 8 19 23 22 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 4 19 22 20 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30 4 33 24 33 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 4 16 16 15 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 10 49 48 61 

975 None PSA      

977 The ARC “Hages” :60  14 16 17 

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60  12 15 15 

986 KSHSAA/NFHS "Lifelong Lessons" :30 8 48 47 63 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60  10 13 13 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30  43 49 57 



 

 

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30 4 47 52 61 

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 4 44 53 64 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30  46 48 61 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60  10 14 12 

996 Diabetes :30 3 44 52 64 

 
 
 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Member AMS local chapter 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior High Youth Sunday School teacher 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker  

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children‟s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group 
 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, Account Executive 



 

 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, President 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

MUMC Administrative Chair 

Ford County 4-H Foundation 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Trustee and Chair, Marketing Committee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Vice Chairman 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259‟s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors 

Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors 

SER – Borad of Directors 

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener 

Fraternal Order of  Oddfellows – Lodge Member 

Miracles, Inc., Wichita - Volunteer 

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter 

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association‟s Go Red for Women 

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 



 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

 

Rodney Price, Meteorologist 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Volunteer - lunchroom Saint Thomas Aquinas School 

Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church  

Volunteer - Meals on Wheels/Gift bearers 

 



 

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

July 2013 

4 City of Derby 

 

Derby 4
th

 of July 

Celebration 

Thousands Kara Sewell 

6 Wild West Festival Hays Parade Thousands Heather Williams 

9 Cornerstone SDA 

Church/Wichita 

FLAG Camp 20 Pilar Pedraza 

12 Wheat Festival/Wellington Parade 60
th

 anniversary 10,000 Roger Cornish 

12 Kansas Wheat Festival Parade Thousands Roger Cornish 

20 After Harvest Festival 

Ellinwood 

Parade Thousands Mark Larson 

26 Go Red for Women Luncheon 100+ Jenn Bates, Katie Hatfield, Sia 

Nyorkor, Joan Barrett, Mark 

Larson, Erika Schlup, Stephanie 

Huff 

27 Nickerson Days Judge Parade Thousands Mark Larson, Kara Sewell, 

Brian Heap 

27 Dodge City Days Parade Thousands Michael Schwanke 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

August 2013 

2 Goodwill Blue Jean Bingo  Jenn Bates 

3 Kansas Sports Hall of Fame Poker Touniment  Brian Heap 

3 Extreme Bull Blowout Parade Thousands Melissa Scheffler 

3 Country Threshing Days Parade Hundreds Merril Teller 

10 Esbonfest Parade Hundreds Samantha Anderson 

10 Old Settlers Day Parade Thousands Roger Cornish, Kassidee Lank 

10 Herzgofest Parade Hundreds Heather Williams 

10 Esbon Fest 60th 50 Samantha  Anderson 

17 Cowtown Days Parade Thousands Ross Janssen 

24 Yoder Days Parade Hundreds Cindy Klose, Erika Schlup 

27 Kansas Section American 

Water Works 

Water Tasting  Pilar Pedraza 

31 Post Rock Festival Parade Thousands Merril Teller, Eron Rawson 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

September 2013 

5 Downtown Baptist Church Speaking  50 Michael Schwanke 

6-15 State Fair KWCH Booth/60th 

Anniversary 

thousands Melissa Scheffler, Michael 

Schwanke, Cindy Klose, Roger 

Cornish, Brian Heap, Kara 

Sewell, Marielkis Salazar, Anne 

Meyer, Hannah Davis, Jade 

DeGood, Sia Nyorkor, Jim 

Grawe, Lauren Seabrook, Pilar 

Pedraza, Ross Janssen, Rodney 

Price, Merril Teller, Mark 

Larson, Dean Jones, Jenn Bates, 

Grant Meech, Danilynn Wilnick, 

Heather Williams, Samantha 



 

 

Anderson 

12 United Way Campegin Kick Off 

Breakfast 

100+ Melissa Scheffler 

18 Walnut Valley Festival Emcee Thousands Kara Sewell, Brian Heap 

28 Komen Race for Cure thousands Roger Cornish, Cindy Klose, 

Jenn Bates, Melissa Scheffler, 

Mark Larson, Ross Janssen, 

Rodney Price, Lauren Seabrook, 

Brian Heap, Erika Schlup, 

Dominic Gauna, Stephanie Huff, 

Veronica Hill, Katie Hatfield, 

Shane Konicki, Shawn Hilferity, 

Brian Gregory, Caleb Wilson 

28 Andover Days Hot Dog Eatting Contest Hundreds Shane Konicki, Katie Hatfield, 

Jade DeGood 

28 Wichita Flight Fest Evening concert Hundreds Michael Schwanke 

 

28 Great Bend Bike Rally 60th Hundreds Samantha Anderson 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 



 

 

  

FACE THE NATION 
 

07/07/13 Guests: Deborah Hersman, National Transportation Safety Board (1); Clarissa Ward, 

CBS News Foreign Correspondent (2); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed 

Services Committee (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House 

Homeland Security Committee (4); Representative Xavier Becerra (D-CA), Chairman of 

the House Democratic Caucus (5); Janet Murguia, National Council of La Raza (6); Dan 

Stein, Federation for Immigration Reform (6); David Rohde, Thomson Reuters (7); 

Michael O‟Hanlon, The Brookings Institution (7); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (7); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (7); Harold Holzer, author, “The 

Civil War in 50 Objects” (8) 

Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 

1) Latest information regarding yesterday‟s crash at San Francisco International Airport 

of Asiana Air Flight 214 from Seoul, South Korea 

2) The current situation in Egypt 

3) Topics include: impact the sequester and resulting spending cuts have on the ability of 

Arizona firefighters to fight the massive forest fires plaguing the state; current situation in 

Egypt / possible impact on U.S. foreign policy / criticism of the Obama administration for 

its perceived passivity to the events; Senate Republican leadership‟s negative reaction to 

the Immigration Reform Bill and the possible influence that will have on Republicans in 

the House of Representatives; NSA leaker Edward Snowden‟s asylum assurances 

4) Representative McCaul‟s opinion regarding the Senate approved Immigration Reform 

Bill and how it compares to his own bipartisan immigration and border security bill 

5) Topics include: reaction to Representative McCaul‟s suggestion of a piecemeal 

approach, as opposed to a comprehensive approach, in addressing immigration reform / 

criticism against Senate Democrats for accepting the Republican amendment which 

added funding for increased border security / support for a pathway to citizenship for the 

eleven million people illegally in the United States and their inclusion into the healthcare 

system 

6) Topics include: opposing viewpoints regarding the Senate approved Immigration 

Reform Bill / the Republican amendment which added funding for increased border 

security 

7) Topics include: the current situation in Egypt /  criticism of the Obama administration 

for its perceived passivity to the events; speculation regarding how House Republicans 

will react to the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill; the Obama administration‟s 

reaction to the crisis in Syria and Egypt; recent change to the health care law affecting 

businesses with more than fifty employees 

8) Topics include: the legacy of the Civil War Battle of Gettysburg / the identity and 

significance of a charred bible, one of the fifty objects identified in Professor Holzer‟s 

book on the Civil War 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

07/14/13 Guests: Daryl Parks, attorney for the Trayvon Martin Family (1); Benjamin Jealous, 

President, NAACP (2); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (2); Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Israel (3); Representative Mike Kelly (R-PA) (4); 

Representative Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL) (4); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Senate 

Majority Whip (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (6); John Harris, Politico (6); 

David Sanger, The New York Times (6); Bobby Ghosh, TIME magazine (6) 

Guest Correspondent: Mark Strassmann, CBS News Correspondent (1) 

1) An interview with Daryl Parks regarding last night‟s not guilty 

verdict for George Zimmerman, who was on trial for the shooting death 

of Trayvon Martin. Topics include: portrayal of Trayvon Martin by the 

Zimmerman defense team / racial profiling / race in America / racial 

makeup of the jury / vow to continue the fight for justice 

2) Topics include: reaction to the verdict in the Zimmerman trial / NAACP‟s request of 

the U.S. Department of Justice for further investigation and possible criminal charges / 

possibility of racial motivation in the shooting / Trayvon‟s legacy in the Civil Rights 

Movement / race in America 

3) Topics include: Iran‟s progress in building an intercontinental nuclear weapon / 

America‟s role in averting a crisis with Iran; current political turmoil in Egypt; reaction to 

a report that Israel recently carried out an attack in Syria 

4) Topics include: rejection by the House of Representatives of the Senate approved 

Immigration Reform Bill / opposition in the House of Representatives to a path to 

citizenship for the eleven million people illegally in the United States; the farm bill 

passed by the House of Representatives which grants federal subsidies to farmers, but did 

not include funding for food stamps 

5) Topics include: reaction to the farm bill passed by the House of Representatives and 

their rejection of the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill; support for the Obama 

administration‟s position on Iran 

6) Topics include:  the verdict in the Zimmerman trial / call for further investigation and 

possible federal charges; reaction to the farm bill passed by the House of Representatives 

and their rejection of the Senate approved Immigration Reform Bill / potential political 

fallout for the Republican Party; reasons behind Prime Minister Netanyahu‟s position that 

the United States needs to take a harder line with Iran 

 

07/21/13 Guests: Representative John Boehner (R-OH), Speaker of the House of Representatives 

(1); Governor Rick Snyder (R-MI) (2); Susan Page, USA Today (3); John Dickerson, 

CBS News Political Director (3); Gwen Ifill, Moderator, “Washington Week”, “PBS 

NewsHour” (3); Michael Scherer, TIME magazine (3); David Ignatius, The Washington 

Post (3); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street Journal (3) 

1) Topics include: his commitment to continue to attempt to derail the health care plan; 

immigration reform; how Speaker Boehner views his position and authority as Speaker of 

the House; relationship with President Obama; the economy; current atmosphere is 

Washington / Speaker Boehner‟s assessment of his own job performance / viewpoint that 

fixing the fiscal situation should be the number one priority 

2) Topics include: recent bankruptcy filing by the City of Detroit, Michigan and what that 

decision means for its residents, municipal employees and services / desire to establish a 

partnership “with all levels of government and stay focused on services to citizens”, as 

opposed to relying on a federal bailout 

3) Topics include: comments made by Speaker Boehner during his interview; reaction to 

President Obama‟s statements regarding the Trayvon Martin case / role of race in Mr. 

Obama‟s presidency; President Obama‟s health care plan; Secretary of State John Kerry‟s 

announcement of possible talks between Israel and the Palestinians / current situation in 

Syria 

4) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the forty-four year anniversary (July 20, 2013) of 

American Neil Armstrong becoming the first man to walk on the moon 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

07/28/13 Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Representative Mike 

Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Intelligence Committee (2); Senator Mark Udall (D-

CO), U.S. Senate Committee on Intelligence (3); Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair (5); David 

Gergen, Harvard University (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (5); Bob 

Nightengale, USA TODAY Sports (6); Bill Rhoden, The New York Times (6) 

Guest Correspondent: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (4) 

1) The current situation in Egypt, after violent confrontations between the Egyptian 

military and supporters of former president Mohammed Morsi. 

2) Topics include: America‟s role in calming the growing violence and unrest in Egypt / 

the civil war in Syria; the National Security Agency controversy / potential repercussions 

should the NSA surveillance program be curtailed 

3) Topics include: the National Security Agency controversy / support for “throttling 

back” Section 215 of the Patriot Act, which allows the government to collect unlimited 

private data from the public 

4) A report from Pyongyang, North Korea as the country celebrated the sixty year 

anniversary of the end of the Korean conflict. 

5) Topics include: scandal involving New York City mayoral candidate Anthony Weiner; 

President Obama‟s decision to re-focus his efforts on the economy, particularly job 

creation / the acrimonious political atmosphere in Washington; immigration reform 

6) Topics include: Ryan Braun‟s suspension for the remainder of the baseball season due 

to steroid use / possible additional upcoming player suspensions over steroid use 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

07/07/13 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Night At The Movies” 

 

07/14/13 “Angel of Death” - an interview / profile of Charles Cullen, who is currently serving a 

life sentence without parole in a New Jersey State Prison for confessing to as many as 

forty murders while he was a practicing nurse for sixteen years in seven different 

hospitals. Cullen was a critical care nurse and gave unsuspecting patients lethal doses of 

powerful drugs, notably digoxin. This is the first interview 60 MINUTES has conducted 

with a serial killer. Also includes interviews with Charles Graeber, who wrote “The Good 

Nurse” about Cullen; Dr. Steven Marcus, Dir. NJ Poison Control Center; Tim Braun and 

Daniel Baldwin, Somerset County Detectives; Amy Ridgway, friend and fellow nurse. 

(C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 04/28/13) 

“The Race To Save The Tortoise” - a report on efforts to save endangered turtles and 

tortoises, threatened with extinction because of human predators and a booming illegal 

animal trade.  Includes an interview with activist Eric Goode about his own efforts in 

Madagascar; and with Richard Lewis, of the British conservation group, The Dureell 

Wildlife Trust.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andrew Metz) (OAD: 12/09/12) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

07/21/13 “Sniffing For Bombs” - a report on the highly-trained dogs, who accompany soldiers 

both domestically and abroad for anti-terror operations to assist in finding hidden bombs, 

most recently in Iraq and Afghanistan. Most of the dogs are from one breed: Belgian 

Malinois.  Includes interviews with Sergeant First Class Chris Corbin; Mike Ritland, 

owner of Trikos International and fmr. Navy SEAL; and Duane Curran, U.S. Special 

Operations. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Reuben Heyman-Kantor) (OAD: 

04/21/13) 

“The Lost Boys” - a second follow-up on the continuing odyssey of several of “The Lost 

Boys” -- Sudanese young men, orphaned as a result of a civil war twenty-five years ago 

that destroyed their homes and families. Through a U.S. State Department-sponsored 

program, three thousand of them were brought from Africa and resettled across the 

United States in 2001. Includes interviews with refugees Joseph Taban Rufino and 

Abraham Yel Nhial, and with Sasha Chanoff, an American teacher from Boston. The 

07/21/13 rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment: 60 

MINUTES‟ viewers donated enough money for Joseph to fly to South Sudan to see his 

mother in person, and is expected to travel in a couple months. (See also: “The Lost 

Boys”, OAD: 05/15/01 on 60 MINUTES II; and “The Lost Boys” – Pt. I & II, OAD: 

01/02/02 on 60 MINUTES II, which is a follow-up to the first “The Lost Boys” segment) 

(C: Bob Simon – P: Draggan Mihailovich) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 

03/31/13) 

Update: “Joy In The Congo” (OAD: 04/08/12) 

 

07/28/13 “The American Nuns” - a report on the tension between many American Roman 

Catholic nuns and Vatican authorities who have reprimanded their leaders for what the 

Vatican regards as deviations from church orthodoxy, leaving many to question if change 

will occur with newly anointed Pope Francis. Includes interviews with: Sister Pat Farrell, 

OSF, president, Leadership Conference of Women Religious (LCWR); J. Peter Sartain, 

Archbishop of Seattle; Sister Judy Park, worker in a Brooklyn, NY soup kitchen; Sister 

Simone Campbell, executive director of Network, a Catholic social justice lobby, and 

leader of the “Nuns on the Bus” campaign, a Catholic social justice advocacy group. (C: 

Bob Simon - P: Andrew Metz, Tanya Simon) (OAD: 03/17/13) 

“Bill Gates 2.0" - an interview / profile of Bill Gates, Microsoft founder, innovator, 

billionaire and humanitarian through the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in Seattle, 

on his goals in life -- to make the world a better place by eradicating deadly diseases such 

as malaria, tuberculosis and HIV -- and using technology to solve age-old problems. 

Gates describes how a lengthy Leonardo Da Vinci manuscript, of painstakingly detailed 

ideas, inspires him. Also includes an interview with Bill‟s wife, Melinda and comments 

by his father, Bill Gates, Sr. (C: Charlie Rose - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (See also: “Bill 

Gates”, OAD: 11/09/99 on 60 MINUTES II; “Out Of Control”, OAD: 04/11/04; and 

“Giving Away A Fortune”, OAD: 10/03/10) (OAD: 05/12/13) 

“The Baby Lab” - a report on how studies at Yale University are finding that babies as 

young as a few months old seem to have a sense of morality. The studies are also 

exploring the origins of bias. Includes interviews with: Karen Wynn, director, Infant 

Cognition Center, Yale University; Paul Bloom, professor of psychology, Yale 

University.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 11/18/12) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS 
 

07/06/13 48 HOURS: “Shattered Dreams” - A report about David Ditto, a husband accused of 

killing his wife, Katrina Ditto and possibly drugging his children. In March 2011, David 

Ditto called 911 to say his wife had fallen down a flight of stairs in their Mira Mesa, 

California home and slammed her head on a tile floor. First responders were suspicious 

of  Ditto‟s version of what happened because of the extent of Katrina‟s injuries and the 

positioning of the body. Ditto said he tried to administer CPR, which they also doubted. 

Katrina Ditto died two days later. The Medical Examiner ruled that Katrina was beaten 

and strangled; Ditto was charged with murder. Investigators discovered that the image of 

the couple‟s seemingly perfect marriage was a facade. Katrina met David while he was 

on a vacation in Mexico in 1993, married him and moved to the U.S. knowing little 

English. They had two children. She had written letters to her mother in Mexico, 

detailing the fact that  David was very controlling and she often wondered why she had 

married him. She had recently tried to break free, getting a job and having control of her 

own money for the first time in her life. Investigators also questioned why the teenage 

children, asleep in the home that night, never woke up, given the number of people in the 

house that night.  They suspected the children had been drugged. David Ditto took the 

stand during the trial, giving emotional testimony; however, he was found guilty. 

Onscreen text graphic: David Ditto will be eligible for parole in 2037. He will be 70 

years old. To this day, Ditto insists he‟s innocent and has hired a new defense attorney to 

file an appeal. Four months before Katrina Ditto‟s death, David took out a life insurance 

policy for his family in the event of his wife‟s death, he would have collected $150,000. 

He never did. Onscreen text graphic for the 07/06/13 rebroadcast: Four months before 

Katrina died, David Ditto took out a family life insurance policy. He never got to collect 

it. David Ditto insists he‟s innocent and is appealing his conviction. David Ditto will be 

eligible for parole in 2037. He will be seventy years old.  Interviewed: David Ditto; Pat 

Doughty and Maggie Cascio, Ditto‟s mother and sister; Silvia Benitez, Katrina Ditto‟s 

mother; Lisa Chandler, first responder; Jonathan Mota, co-worker of Katria Ditto; 

Claudine Ruiz, San Diego prosecutor; JC Smith, San Diego homicide detective; Dr. 

Othon Mena, San Diego City Medical Examiner; Keith Rutman, Ditto‟s defense attorney; 

jurors Francine Foman-Maisel, Christine Ellis, Patricia Woelk. (C: Maureen Maher - P: 

Deborah Grau, Gayane Keshishyan, Alec Sirken) (OAD: 01/05/13) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

07/13/13 48 HOURS: “Chasing the Barefoot Bandit” (9:00-10:00p) - A report on Colton 

Harris-Moore, also known as the “Barefoot Bandit,” because of his habit of committing 

crimes barefoot and leaving chalk outlines of his feet; and whose criminal exploits 

included stealing planes, guns, yachts, and even escaping to foreign countries. His 

exploits reminded many of legendary outlaws like Jesse James, and as news of his crimes 

spread beyond the Pacific Northwest, his popularity grew, even spawning Facebook fan 

pages. Born on Camano Island, Washington, Harris-Moore was an unpopular teen, 

physically neglected and mentally abused by his mother, Pam Kohler. He wanted to 

become a pilot, but instead turned to a life of crime at age 10, stealing laptops, cell 

phones, and jewelry. He was arrested and sent to a halfway house, but escaped custody 

and continued breaking into vacation homes and leaving his mark. He even ordered a 

DVD on learning to fly a plane with a stolen credit card. In 2008, he stole his first plane, 

crashing it 250 miles away from where he stole it, and simply walked away. He then 

worked in Las Vegas, then went to Canada and stole guns. In 2009, he stole his second 

plane, and the legend of Colton Harris-Moore was born. After stealing his third plane, the 

Department of Homeland Security joined in the hunt; but he still avoided capture. In 

2010, he stole an airplane in Bloomington, Indiana and flew it to Abaco Island in the 

Bahamas, where he continued to commit break-ins. While 48 HOURS was on his trail in 

the Bahamas, he allegedly stole a yacht and escaped to the nearby Bahamian island of 

Eleuthera. He was spotted by some local teens who, knowing about the $10,000 reward 

offered for his capture, chased him by boat. Police joined in the hunt, and Harris-Moore 

was finally captured. Deported from the Bahamas, he is was returned to the U.S., where 

he was indicted on federal charges for stealing two planes, guns, a boat and flying 

without a license. He faces ten years behind bars. Onscreen graphics: Colton Harris-

Moore will be arraigned Thursday in federal court.  He faces additional charges in several 

states.  Colton and his mother have not seen each other since his arrest.  She‟s had offers 

to buy Colton‟s story and has hired a well-known entertainment lawyer.  Interviewed: 

Ashley Martin, childhood friend of Colton; Jessica Wesson, classmate; Paul Ciolino, 48 

HOURS investigator; Bob Friel, Harris-Moore biographer; Jacquie Staggs, friend of 

Colton‟s mother; Harley Davidson Ironwing, burglary accomplice; Colleen Armstrong, 

editor of the local newspaper on Orcas Island; Kyle Ater, owner of the Orcas 

Homegrown Market, allegedly burglarized by Colton; Suzanne Vidal, local realtor; 

Marion Rathbone, operator of Vern‟s restaurant; Bob Rivers, Seattle radio personality 

and owner of the first stolen plane; Hi Stickney, Kelly Kneifl, Kristen Jones, Gary Martin 

Sawyer, victims of Colton‟s; James Coakley, club owner; Kenny Strachan, security 

guard; Jordan Sackett, American tourist.   Update for the 06-18-11 Rebroadcast: On June 

17, 2011 Colton Harris Moore plead guilty to seven federal criminal charges in U.S. 

District Court in Seattle and could face up to 6 ½ years in prison.  Onscreen graphics: 

Colton Harris-Moore will be sentenced on the federal charges in October.  Interviewed: 

Jenny Durkan, U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Washington; John Henry 

Browne, Colton‟s attorney; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS investigator. Addendum for the 

07/13/13 rebroadcast: Colton has been behind bars for nearly three years. A manager at 

Boeing has become a mentor, encouraging him to pursue his dreams of one day working 

in aviation.  Addendum includes a brief interview with Jonathan Standridge, Boeing 

executive; and an onscreen text graphic: Colton Harris-Moore could be released from 

prison as early as December, 2016.  He will be twenty-five years old.  (C: Peter Van Sant 

- P: Paul LaRosa, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 11/13/10; 1st rebroadcast: 06/18/11 - includes an 

update.) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

07/13/13 48 HOURS: “Crazy Love” (10:00-11:00p) - A report on the investigation into the 2009 

murder of millionaire Ben Novack, Jr. in Rye Brook, New York. Novack was the son of 

Bernice and Benjamin Novack, Sr., who once owned the famed Miami hotspot, The 

Fontainebleau Hotel, where the rich and famous came to stay in the 1960s. When the 

family lost their fortune and the hotel in the 70's, Benji was inspired to start his own 

business planning conferences for corporate clients, which earned him millions. Friends 

described him as a brat who ruled his empire by fear and who had a lot of enemies. Police 

suspected his wife Narcy, but did not have enough evidence to charge her; then they 

received a letter, in Spanish, which stated that Narcy Novack and her brother Cristobal 

Veliz were responsible for the crime. Police believed that Veliz had hired two men, 

Alejandro Garcia and Joel Gonzalez to kill Benji Novack. After arresting the two, 

Gonzalez implicated Novack and Veliz, along with Garcia. They were arrested on murder 

charges. A year later, reporter Julie Brown began looking into the circumstances of  

Bernice Novack‟s death, said to be from a fall. Convinced she had discovered a murder, 

she took her findings to the Fort Lauderdale police department. And as investigators were 

making a deal with Alejandro Garcia to testify against Narcy and Cristobal, he revealed 

he had also been hired to attack Bernice. Novack and Veliz were once again charged with 

murder. The motive: Narcy Novack knew Benji was having an affair and the pre-nuptial 

agreement only guaranteed her $65,000 in the event of a divorce. She had to kill Benji 

and his mother to get all the money. On screen text graphic: Narcy Novack and her 

brother Cristobal Veliz were sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. 

Detective Alison Carpentier retired from Westchester County Police after the arrests. Ben 

Novack‟s fortune is still tied up in a Florida probate court. Revised onscreen text 

graphic for the 07/13/13 rebroadcast: Narcy Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz 

were sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. They plan to appeal 

their convictions. Detective Alison Carpentier retired from Westchester County Police 

after their arrests. Ben Novack‟s fortune is still tied up in a Florida probate court. 

Interviewed: Joe Mathews, Miami Beach homicide detective; Westchester County (NY) 

Detective Alison Carpentier; Michael Allen, director of tourism, Miami, FL; reporter 

Julie Brown; Charlie Serayder, former Miami, FL police officer and a friend of Ben 

Novack; Det. Sgt. Terry Wilson, Rye Brooke, NY Police; Ben Novack‟s aunt Maxine 

Fiel; Novack‟s girlfriend Rebecca Bliss; Cristobal Veliz. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck 

Stevenson, Dena Goldstein) (OAD: 01/26/13) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

07/20/13 48 HOURS: “Secrets, Lies and Alibis” (9:00-10:00p) - On August 22, 2004, John and 

Susan Sutton had a family get together in their Coral Gables, Florida home, that included 

their son Christopher, his girlfriend Juliette Driscoll, and Teddy Montoto, John‟s law 

partner and friend.  Afterwards, when Teddy had left and John and Juliette had gone to a 

movie, John and Susan retired to separate bedrooms -- Susan often slept in the second 

room because John snored. Sometime later in the evening, a gunman entered their 

bedrooms and shot both of them several times.  Susan was killed, but John survived.  

Nothing was taken from the house – not money, nor jewelry. There was no doubt that this 

was a premeditated effort to make sure that they were dead. Police interrogation of Teddy 

Montoto revealed that he had been having an affair with Susan, but further investigation 

eliminated him as a suspect.  Interviews with some of John‟s closest friends suggested 

that the Suttons‟ son, Christopher, should be investigated as a suspect.  He had been sent 

to a behavioral program, Paradise Cove, on the Polynesian islands of Samoa, when he 

was 16.  He claims he was abused there and tried to tell his parents about it, but they 

didn‟t believe him, and he was kept there until he was 19.  He became the prime suspect.  

After checking his cell phone records, authorities noticed more than 300 calls to his 

friend Garrett Kopp, who had been arrested less than 24 hours after the Suttons shooting 

for attacking someone else with a gun.  That turned out to be the same gun that was used 

to shoot the Suttons.  Kopp told police that he was hired by his friend Christopher Sutton 

to kill his parents.  Christopher‟s then-fiancée Juliette Driscoll told the police that 

Christopher had a deep-seated resentment towards his parents for sending him to Samoa.  

She said he often spoke of how great their lives would be if his parents were dead.  

Garrett Kopp and Juliette Driscoll testified against Christopher in court. Christopher 

claimed that Kopp had gone to the Suttons‟ house to steal marijuana and that Driscoll 

testified against him because she had been threatened by police.  After a day and a half of 

deliberations, the jury found Christopher Sutton guilty of first-degree murder as charged.  

He was sentenced to life in prison with no possibility of parole.  Onscreen graphics: 

Christopher Sutton is planning to appeal his conviction.  Hit man Garrett Kopp is 

scheduled to be released in 2035.  John Sutton vows he will fight to keep Kopp and his 

son Christopher behind bars. Onscreen text graphic for the 07/20/13 rebroadcast: 

Christopher Sutton‟s appeal was denied. Hit man Garrett Kopp is scheduled to be 

released on 2035. John Sutton vows he will fight to keep Kopp and his son Christopher 

behind bars. Interviewed: John Sutton; Melissa Sutton, Christopher‟s sister; Mary Marier, 

Susan Sutton‟s sister; Rosanna Cordero, Miami-Dade Detective; Larry Belyeu, lead 

Detective; Christopher Sutton; Erik Polk, friend of Christopher; Randy Rogers, who was 

at Paradise Cove with Christopher; Juliette Driscoll, Christopher‟s fiancée; Kathleen 

Hoague and Carin Kahgan, prosecutors; Bruce Fleisher, Christopher‟s attorney; Mitchell 

Kopp, Garrett‟s father.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky) (See also: "Tough Love", 

OAD: 10/15/98; rebroadcast on 09/09/99 as "Breaking Point")  (OAD: 11/20/10; 1st 

Rebroadcast: 07/16/11) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

07/20/13 48 HOURS: "Long Island Serial Killer" (10:00-11:00p) - a second followup report to 

“Long Island Serial Killer” (OAD: 07/12/11; 1st rebroadcast: 12/17/11) on the 

disappearance of professional escort Shannan Gilbert, near Gilgo Beach, New York.  The 

search for Shannan led to the discovery of a total of ten bodies in the scrub brush of Gilgo 

Beach, Long Island, New York, leading police to suspect the work of a serial killer. In 

this report, Suffolk County Police Commissioner Richard Dormer appears in his first 

one-on-one interview with Correspondent Erin Moriarty since remains identified as 

Shannan‟s were found this week.  The other identified bodies included: Melissa 

Barthelemy, Amber Costello, Megan Waterman, and Maureen Brainard-Barnes, all who 

had been working as escorts, advertising their services on Craigslist.  After police found 

and identified the previous four women, they discovered more bodies and body parts 

along the beach.  Possible suspects include: Joseph Brewer, who hired Shannan; Michael 

Pak, Shannan‟s driver, who took her to Brewer‟s house; and Peter Hackett, a retired 

emergency services doctor who called Shannan‟s mother a few days after she went 

missing. Interviewed: Sherre and Sarra Gilbert, Shannan‟s sisters; Suffolk County Police 

Commissioner Richard Dormer (new and original footage); Attorney Robin Sax who was 

hired by the Gilbert family to help with the investigation of Shannan‟s disappearance; 

Gus Colletti, whose house Shannan ran to for help, resident of Oak Beach and neighbor 

of Joseph Brewer; Lynn Barthelemy, Melissa‟s mother; Steven Cohen, the Barthelemy 

family attorney; Vernon Geberth, retired New York City homicide commander; Dave 

Schaller, Amber Costello‟s roommate; Lorraine Ela, Megan Waterman‟s mother; and 

Melissa Cann, Maureen Brainard-Barnes‟ sister.  (Andrew Strickler, a crime reporter with 

Long Island‟s Newsday, who had appeared in the original 07/12/11 broadcast, did not 

appear in the 12/17/11 rebroadcast or the 06/23/12 rebroadcast.)  Onscreen graphics: 

Suffolk County Crime Stoppers is offering a cash reward of up to $25,000 for 

information leading to an arrest in the Long Island Serial Killer case. The 06-23-12 

followup includes: an interview with John Ray, attorney for the Gilbert family. 

Authorities still believe Shannan was not a victim of foul play. Ray put the police‟s 

theory to the test by traveling into the marsh at the same time of year and day on what 

police believe was Shannan‟s path. Ray highlights houses nearby where Shannan most 

likely would have traveled to, the harshness of the marsh indicating Shannan would not 

have taken off her clothes, and shallow waters where her body was found making it 

unlikely for her to have drowned. Ray and his team did this to further defend his theory 

that Shannan was murdered in connection with the serial killer and believes her remains 

were dumped 100 ft. off of Ocean Parkway. The 07/20/13 second followup includes: 

Interviews with Dominick Varrone, former Suffolk Country chief of detectives who 

speaks for the first time on network television, and with journalist Bob Kolker, who has 

written a new book about the Long Island cases called, “Lost Girls: An Unsolved 

American Mystery”. Previous interviews with Robin Sax and Vernon Geberth were not 

included in this rebroadcast. Onscreen text graphic for 07/20/13: Suffolk County Crime 

Stoppers is offering a case reward of up to $25,000 for information leading to an arrest in 

the Long Island Serial Killer case. Please call 1-800-220-TIPS (8477). (C: Erin Moriarty 

- P: Liza Finley) (Producers for the 07/20/13 rebroadcast: Clare Friedland, Liza Finley) 

(OAD: 06/23/12) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

07/27/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Black Wave” (8:00-9:00p) - In June 2005, John and 

Jean Silverwood of San Diego, California, along with their four children, were sailing 

around the world in their 55-foot catamaran when they struck a hidden reef.  A massive 

wave then forced the 2,500 pound mast to fall on John Silverwood, pinning him to the 

deck and cutting right through his leg.  Through the resourcefulness of his son, Ben, and 

his wife, Jean, John‟s blood loss was stopped, and the family was moved to a coral ledge 

about a hundred feet away from the boat.  The signal from their emergency beacon, held 

by son Jack, enabled the Coast Guard Station in Alameda, California, to pinpoint their 

location - approximately 350 nautical miles west of Tahiti Papeete. They were finally 

rescued and John was transported to the hospital in Tahiti.  Although his leg had to be 

amputated, John‟s life was saved.  Includes individual narrations by Jean and John 

Silverwood and their children: Ben, Amelia, Camille and Jack; Ernie Delli Gatti of Coast 

Guard Search and Rescue. Onscreen text graphic for the 07/27/13 rebroadcast: The 

Silverwoods have written a book about their experiences called “Black Wave”. John 

Silverwood has bought another sailboat. He plans to sail from California to Hawaii with 

his son Jack. Jean and the rest of the family will stay ashore for that one. (Producers: 

Chuck Stevenson, Chris Young, Gregory F. McLaughlin, Doreen Schechter, Joan 

Adelman)  (OAD: 02/28/09; 1st Rebroadcast: 05/29/10) 

 

BROOKLYN DA 
 

07/06/13 BROOKLYN DA - the sixth and final broadcast of a documentary series focusing on an 

eclectic group of men and women in the Kings County (Brooklyn, NY) District 

Attorney‟s Office and their lives inside and outside of the courtroom. Tonight‟s topics 

include: (1) “Wrongfully Convicted” - a look at the unit established to investigate 

possible/potential mistakes by the criminal justice system and correct injustices that may 

have occurred, focusing on the murder case against David Ranta -- who was ultimately 

released.  Narrators / profiled: Taylor Koss, 1st Deputy Bureau Chief, Conviction 

Integrity Unit; John O‟Mara, Deputy District Attorney, Conviction Integrity Unit.  Also 

includes comments by Detective Investigator Patrick Lanigan.  Segment Producer: Chris 

O‟Connell.  (2) “Elevator Crush” - the conclusion of the case of the Christmas day 

elevator disaster that almost killed and maimed a woman at a Brooklyn hospital. 

Narrator/profiled: Lawrence Oh, Assistant District Attorney, Bureau Chief, Rackets 

Division. Segment producer: Lisa Freed.  (3) “Animal Abuse” - the process of a building 

a case against a Brooklyn man who had several dogs that were allegedly tortured and 

trained for illegal fighting.  Narrator / profiled: Dianne Malone, Deputy District Attorney, 

Chief of the Animal Abuse Unit.  Segment Producer: Ruth Chenetz. 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 
 

07/07/13 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Night At The Movies” (7:00-8:00p) 

“Hugh Jackman” - an interview / profile of Australian actor Hugh Jackman, known for 

his “X-Men” role as Wolverine, and who is now playing the role of Jean Valjean in the 

film adaptation of the musical “Les Miserables”. Also includes comments by actress 

Deborra Lee Furness, Jackman‟s wife.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 

12/09/12) 

“Lincoln” - an exploration of the character of Abraham Lincoln, the president and the 

man, as seen through the eyes of three members of the team that made the Oscar-

nominated film “Lincoln”: director Steven Spielberg, actor Daniel Day Lewis, and 

historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, on whose book the movie was based.  (C: Lesley Stahl - 

P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 02/10/13) 

“James Bond” - a report on the James Bond movie franchise, on the occasion of Agent 

007's fiftieth anniversary on screen.  Includes an interview with Barbara Broccoli and 

Michael Wilson, the daughter and stepson of the late Albert “Cubby” Broccoli, producer 

of the first Bond film. They inherited control of the franchise from their father. Also 

includes an interview with actor Daniel Craig, the current (and sixth) actor to play Bond; 

a tour of the Bond props archive, with comments from its curator, Meg Simmonds; and 

comments by Joss Skatto, firearm instructor.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Tanya Simon) 

(OAD: 10/14/12) 
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FACE THE NATION 
 

08/04/13 Guests: Bob Orr, CBS News Homeland Security Correspondent (1); Clarissa Ward, CBS 

News Foreign Correspondent (2); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, 

House Homeland Security Committee (3); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY), Senate 

Judiciary Committee (4); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, Committee on 

Budget (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (6); David Sanger, The New York 

Times (6); Dan Balz, The Washington Post , author, “Collision 2012: Obama vs. Romney 

and the Future of Elections in America” (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (6); Barton Gellman, TIME magazine, Senior Fellow, The Century Foundation, 

The Washington Post (6) 

1) A report on the terror alert warning of a possible al Qaeda attack throughout the 

Middle East and North Africa, resulting in the closure of twenty-two American 

diplomatic posts 

2) A report on the current situation in Cairo, Egypt 

3) Topics include: reaction to the terror alert warning of a possible al Qaeda attack / 

support for President Obama‟s decision to close American diplomatic posts / reasons 

why this threat is being given credibility 

4) Topics include: possible impact this terror threat will have on debate regarding the 

National Security Agency (NSA) / reaction and speculation as to why Russian 

President Vladimir Putin granted asylum to NSA leaker Edward Snowden / advice 

for President Obama on dealing diplomatically with President Putin 

5) Topics include: agreement with Senator Schumer‟s advice for President Obama 

regarding President Putin / impact of the terror alert on Representative Ryan‟s 

opinion of the NSA surveillance program and thoughts on how to reauthorize and 

reform the program; goal of House Republicans to repeal and replace Obamacare; 

how to tackle immigration reform and what it should encompass 

6) Topics include: possible impact this terror threat will have on debate regarding the 

National Security Agency (NSA) / reaction to President Putin‟s decision to grant 

asylum to Mr. Snowden / Senator Schumer‟s advice to President Obama regarding 

President Putin / Mr. Snowden‟s life in Russia; Mr. Balz‟s new book on last year‟s 

presidential campaign / thoughts on Mitt Romney as a candidate / problems within 

the Republican Party; call from some Republicans to shut down the government if 

they can‟t get the Obama administration to agree not to fund Obamacare / House 

Republicans‟ inability to pass immigration reform; possible impact of the sequester 

on the ability of the United States to handle potential conflicts with Iran and North 

Korea 

 

08/11/13 Guests: retired General Michael Hayden, former Director, National Security Agency 

(NSA), former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (1); Representative Peter 

King  (R-NY), Homeland Security Committee, Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence (2); Eric Schmitt, The New York Times (3); Rajiv Chandrasekaran, The 

Washington Post (3); Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent 

(3); Len Downie, former Editor, The Washington Post (4); Bill Keller, former Editor, The 

New York Times (4); John Harris, Editor-in-Chief, Politico (4) 

1) Topics include: reaction to President Obama‟s news conference on Friday, where he 

addressed the National Security Agency (NSA) spy program / proposed changes to 

the FISA court / lack of public understanding of what the NSA actually does / 

opinion of NSA leaker Edward Snowden / relationship between Congress and the 

NSA 

2) Topics include: reaction to President Obama‟s statements regarding the NSA / 

support for the NSA spy program / proposed changes to the FISA court; support for 

President Obama‟s decision to close twenty-two American diplomatic posts based 

upon the most recent threat from al Qaeda / reasons why the threat was viewed as 

highly credible 



 

 

3) Topics include: reopening of the diplomatic posts / speculation as to why this 

particular threat from al Qaeda was taken so seriously; Secretary of State John 

Kerry‟s attempts to restart peace talks between the Israelis and Palestinians; 

diplomatic relations between Russia and the United States; current situation in Syria 

and Iraq 

4) Topics include: the sale of The Washington Post / the future of newspapers 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

08/18/13 Guests: Charlie D‟Agata, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-

SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Jackie Speier (D-CA), House 

Armed Services Committee (3); Ray Kelly, New York City Police Commissioner (4); 

Representative Bobby Scott (D-VA), House Judiciary Committee (5); Representative 

Bob Goddlatte (R-VA), Chairman, House Judiciary Committee (5); Bobby Ghosh, TIME 

magazine (6);  Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (6); Kevin Madden, CNN 

Political Commentator, Republican Strategist (6) 

1) Topics include: a report on the current situation in Cairo, Egypt 

2) Topics include: current situation in Egypt / thoughts on how the United States could 

assist diplomatically in the current conflict / Senator Graham‟s recent trip to Egypt 

with Senator John McCain, where they both spoke with Egyptian General Abdel 

Fatah al-Sissi; recently issued proposals from the Pentagon for changing the way the 

military deals with sexual assaults 

3) Topics include: recently issued proposals for changing the way the military deals 

with sexual assaults / Representative Speier‟s work with New York Senator Kirsten 

Gillibrand on similar reforms; last week‟s report in The Washington Post detailing 

more violations by the National Security Agency (NSA) / NSA leaker Edward 

Snowden 

4) Topics include: last week‟s ruling by a federal judge that New York City Police 

Department‟s “stop and frisk” policy violated the constitutional rights of minorities; 

rumor that Commissioner Kelly is being considered as a replacement for Homeland 

Security Chief Janet Napolitano 

5) Topics include: New York City Police Department‟s “stop and frisk” policy; the 

NSA surveillance program; possibility of an immigration reform bill 

6) Topics include: current situation in Egypt; immigration reform / need of the 

Republican Party to appeal to Hispanic voters; conflicts surrounding the NSA 

surveillance program; possible frontrunners in the next presidential election 

 

08/25/13 Guests: retired General Colin Powell, Former Secretary of State, President George W. 

Bush Administration (1); Representative John Lewis (D-GA) (2); Senator Jack Reed (D-

RI), Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), 

Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (4); Margaret Brennan, CBS News 

State Department Correspondent (5); David Rohde, Thomson Reuters (5); Marian Wright 

Edelman, Founder and President, Children‟s Defense Fund (CDF) (6); Benjamin Jealous, 

President, NAACP (6); Taylor Branch, author, “The King Years: Historic Moments in 

the Civil Rights Movement” (6) 

1) Topics include: the 50
th

 anniversary of the “March on Washington”; recent Supreme 

Court decision voiding part of the Voting Rights Act; the Trayvon Martin case / 

President Obama‟s recent remarks addressing race; current situations in Egypt and 

Syria 

2) Topics include: Mr. Lewis‟ participation in the June 1963 meeting with President 

John F. Kennedy, informing him of the plans to march on Washington, D.C. / insight 

into the speeches by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Mr. Lewis during the March on 

Washington / organization and participation in the 1965 march on Selma, Alabama / 

praise for President Lyndon Johnson and his introduction – eight days after the 

march on Selma -- of the Voting Rights Act / recent Supreme Court decision voiding 

part of the Voting Rights Act / speculation as to what Dr. King would think of 

America now 

3) Topics include: suspected chemical weapons attack in Syria / Syrian government‟s 

decision to allow U.N. inspectors in to the country / opinion on what President 

Obama‟s response to the crisis in Syria should be / call for an international response 

to the crisis, hopefully one including Russia 



 

 

4) Topics include: opinion on what President Obama‟s response to the crisis in Syria 

should be / possibility of an attack by cruise missiles / call for an international 

response to the crisis, hopefully one including Russia 

5) Topics include: latest developments on the current situation in Syria / possibility of 

U.S. military action using long-range missile strikes / Russia‟s support for Syrian 

President Bashar al-Assad 

6) Topics include: the 50
th

 anniversary of the March on Washington / Dr. King‟s legacy 

/ speculation as to what Dr. King would think of America now / current state of race 

relations in America 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

 

08/04/13 “Counter-Insurgency Cops” - a report on how the counter-insurgency tactics used 

overseas in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan to offset terrorist organizations like al Qaeda 

or the Taliban are helping law enforcement officers take back the streets of Springfield, 

Massachusetts, from criminal gangs. Includes interviews with Mike Cutone, MA state 

trooper and former Green Beret; John Barbieri, Springfield, MA deputy police chief; and 

Maj. Kit Parker, professor at Harvard; and comments by Teddy Cupack, resident in the 

North End.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andrew Metz) (OAD: 05/05/13) 

“Africa Mercy” - a report on the Africa Mercy, the world‟s largest civilian hospital ship, 

which takes volunteer medical staff to the ports of some of the poorest countries on earth, 

along the arc of the West African coast, where they restore sight to people blinded by 

cataracts, remove disfiguring facial tumors, and correct cleft palates. This rebroadcast 

includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment. Includes interviews with: Gary 

Parker, a maxillofacial surgeon; Ali Chandra, a nurse; Don Stephens, a Texas 

philanthropist and founder of the charity he calls „Mercy Ships‟; Susan Parker, wife of 

Gary Parker.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) (OAD: 

02/17/13) 

“Marfa, Texas” - a profile of the quirky West Texas town of Marfa, where the cattle 

ranching culture is now co-existing with a new culture of young artists and sculptors. 

Includes comments by various Marfa, TX residents; and interviews with Mayor Dan 

Dunlap; Chip Love, town banker; Joe Cabezuela, Hispanic community leader; and Boyd 

Elder, custodian for the art installation “Prada Marfa”. (C: Morley Safer - P: David 

Browning, Jonathan Schienberg) (OAD: 04/14/13) 

 

 

08/11/13 “Lethal Medicine” - an investigation into how tainted pain medication that caused 

fungal meningitis came to be produced and distributed by New England Compounding 

Center (NECC), a compounding pharmacy in Framingham, Massachusetts owned by the 

family of Barry Cadden. The steroid drug, methylprednisolone acetate, has so far killed 

forty-eight Americans and sickened hundreds more. Includes interviews with: Joe 

Connolly, an NECC technician; David Kessler, Fmr. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) Commissioner; Dr. Margaret Hamburg, current FDA Commissioner; former 

NECC salesman -- name undisclosed. Also includes comments by several victims of the 

drug: George Cary, Julie Otto, and Willard Mazure. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Rey, 

Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Radutzky) (OAD: 03/10/13) 

“China’s Real Estate Mogul” - an interview / profile with Zhang Xin of China, the fifth 

richest self-made billionaire woman in the world. Zhang Xin works with her husband Pan 

Shiyi and is a developer for SOHO China, with her success stemming from a narrow 

focus: only office buildings in Beijing and Shanghai. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-

On) (OAD: 03/03/13) 

“China’s Real Estate Bubble” - an examination of the precarious state of the Chinese 

residential real estate industry, where overbuilding and massive investment by the 

emerging middle class have resulted in a housing bubble that may be about to burst. 

Includes interviews with Gillem Tulloch, Hong Kong-based financial analyst; Wang Shi, 

CEO of Vanke real estate; Anne Stevenson-Yang, managing principal, J Capital 

Research. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 03/03/13) 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

 

08/18/13 “Morten Storm” - an interview / profile of former Danish spy Morten Storm, who 

claims to have played a crucial role in the controversial CIA drone strike in Yemen last 

year that killed Anwar al Awlaki, the American-born Muslim cleric and Al-Qaeda leader 

high on the list of wanted terrorists.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Howard L. Rosenberg) (OAD: 

12/30/12) 

“Robin Hood” - an interview / profile of Wall Street hedge fund manager Paul Tudor 

Jones, founder of The Robin Hood Foundation, a charity that has given over $1.25 billion 

to New York City‟s neediest, becoming the city‟s largest private backer of charter 

schools, job training and food programs. Tudor Jones was inspired to start a charity after 

seeing philanthropist Gene Lang on 60 MINUTES. This rebroadcast includes a brief 

update at the conclusion of the segment stating how much The Robin Hood Foundation 

raised at this year‟s gala. Also includes interviews with Sister Mary Alice Hannan, 

director of Part of the Solution (POTS); Jabali Sawicki, principal of the Excellence Boys 

Charter School. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) (See also: 

“Lang‟s Gang” (OAD: 02/23/86); and “I Have A Dream” (OAD: 05/23/04), a followup to 

“Lang‟s Gang”) (OAD: 05/05/13) 

“Free Diving” - a report on the increasingly popular extreme sport called free diving, in 

which divers, on one breath, and without swim fins, descend hundreds of feet down into 

the sea, and then return to the surface -- still on that same one breath. Includes interviews 

with: William Trubridge, free diver; Tanya Streeter, free diver.  (C: Bob Simon - P: 

Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) See also: “The Deepest Dive”, OAD: 03/06/13 on 

60 MINUTES SPORTS (on SHOWTIME) (OAD: 01/13/13) 

Update: “Wright Is Wrong?” (OAD: 12/27/87) 

 

 

08/25/13 “40 Million Mistakes” - a report on the incidence of errors in consumers‟ credit reports, 

as issued by Equifax, Experian and TransUnion -- the three major credit reporting 

agencies -- and the difficulties encountered when people attempt to have these mistakes 

expunged. This rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment 

stating that Jon Leibowitz stepped down in February as the FTC chairman. Includes 

interviews with: Jon Leibowitz, Federal Trade Commission (FTC) chairman; Mike 

DeWine, Ohio Attorney General; Judy Thomas, inaccurate report victim; former 

Experian employees Enzo Valdivia, Carolina Herrera, Rodolfo Carrasco; Sylvia 

Goldsmith and Len Bennett, inaccurate report victims.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: James 

Jacoby, Michael Karzis) (OAD: 02/10/13) 

“Face in the Crowd” - a report on computer facial recognition technology -- how it is 

changing the marketing landscape and assisting the FBI to keep track of criminals while 

simultaneously taking away your privacy on the Internet. Includes interviews with 

Carnegie Mellon professors Marios Savvides and Alessandro Acquisti; scientist Joseph 

Atick; David McMullen, CEO of redpepper, a national marketing firm, who created 

FaceDeals and FBI Assistant Director David Cuthbertson. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar 

Bar-On) (OAD: 05/19/13) 

“The Nile Crocodile” - a report on Africa‟s Nile crocodile. Includes an underwater dive 

in Botswana‟s Okavango Delta with wildlife filmmakers Brad Bestelink and his wife, 

Andy Crawford. The crocodiles are experienced up close in their natural habitat. Also 

includes an interview with Dr. Adam Britton, Australian zoologist. (C: Anderson Cooper 

- P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) (OAD: 03/24/13) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS 
 

08/03/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Railroad Killer” (9:00-10:00p) - A report on the 

August 29, 1997 attack on two University of Kentucky students as they walked along the 

railroad tracks in Lexington, Kentucky.  Chris Maier was killed by his attacker who then 

proceeded to stab, beat, and rape Holly Dunn, who miraculously survived her injuries.  

Fourteen months after Holly‟s attack, Dr. Claudia Benton was murdered inside her 

Houston, Texas area home, located near railroad tracks.  Lexington Detective Craig 

Sorrell received a call from ViCAP, a national crime registry database, linking the 

crimes.  Through fingerprint analysis, they identified Rafael Resendez-Ramirez as the 

suspect.  After his arrest, he was ultimately identified as Angel Maturino Resendiz.  His 

trial started in May of 2000 in Houston; he was found guilty of capital murder.  Holly 

testified in the penalty phase of the trial and identified Resendiz in court.  The jury 

decided he was a future danger to society and the judge sentenced him to death.  He was 

executed in June of 2006.  Holly chose not to attend the execution.  She has dedicated her 

life to helping other victims and founded Holly‟s House, a child and adult advocacy 

center in Evansville, Indiana.  Onscreen graphics: By the time of his execution, Resendiz 

was linked to at least fifteen murders in six states.  Authorities learned he killed a teenage 

couple in Florida, just months before he attacked Chris and Holly. Onscreen text 

graphic for the 08/03/13 rebroadcast: By the time of his execution, Resendez was 

linked to at least fifteen murders in six states. In July 2012, Holly and her husband 

welcomed a baby boy. William Christopher is his name, in honor of Chris Maier. 

Narrated by: Holly Dunn; Heather Dunn Niemeier, Holly‟s sister; Chad Goetz, who 

called 911 to help Holly; Detective Craig Sorrell, Lexington Police Department; Drew 

Carter, Texas Ranger; Devon Anderson, Harris County Prosecutor. (P: Lourdes Aguiar) 

(OAD: 12/11/10; 1st rebroadcast: 09/09/11) 

 

08/03/13 48 HOURS: “Desperate Measures” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about a wealthy married 

couple, Dennis and Merna Koula, who were found shot dead in their Wisconsin home, 

and the questions that arose surrounding the circumstances of their May 2010 murder. 

Though elderly, both continued to work, Dennis at a pharmacy and Merna as a teacher, 

even after Dennis sold his car dealership and the chain of pharmacies he owned. Eric 

Koula and his sister, Cindy Cowell, each with families of their own, were close to their 

parents. Both received money from their wealthy father: Eric received hundreds of 

thousands of dollars to start a career as a day trader, but Cindy received less compared to 

her brother. At first, police believed that the couple was targeted for assassination. Days 

later, police received their first clue: neighbor Steve Burgess, the president of a local 

bank, had received death threats. The police initially suspected a case of mistaken 

identity when, after checking an Internet map site, the Koulas‟ house was identified as the 

Burgess residence.  A timeline was established, and a time of death was determined from 

the last keystroke Merna Koula made on her computer. Police kept this information a 

secret. The lead regarding possible mistaken identity turned into a dead end and attention 

turned to the Koula children. Cindy Cowell and her husband had alibis. Then Eric Koula 

claimed to have received a shocking note in the mail saying “fixed you”. Following 

protocol, police examined bank records and discovered that Eric Koula had received a 

check from his father and had cashed it after their deaths. Investigators started to take a 

closer look at Eric‟s entire story. They discovered that Eric was in financial trouble. 

Helen Van Roo, a co-worker of Dennis, told police that Dennis had told her that he was 

going to stop giving his children money. Eric Koula became the target of the 

investigation and was eventually arrested and charged with two counts of first-degree 

intentional homicide. In June 2012, the trial began. Eric Koula was found guilty of 

murdering his parents and the additional charge of forging his father‟s name on a check. 

Onscreen Text Graphic: Eric Koula received nothing from his parents‟ estate. His 

children have filed suit to claim a portion of the money that should have been their 

father‟s. Onscreen text graphic for the 08/03/13 rebroadcast: Eric Koula received 

nothing from his parents‟ estate. However, his two children are splitting his seven 



 

 

hundred and forty thousand dollars part of the inheritance. Interviewed: Eric Koula and 

Cindy Cowell, the Koula children; John Christophersen, former special agent, Wisconsin 

Department of Justice; Christine Koula, Eric‟s wife and Dexter Koula, Eric‟s son; Helen 

Van Roo, Dennis Koula‟s co-worker; Tim Gruenke, prosecutor; Gary Freyberg, co-

prosecutor; Jim Koby, lead defense attorney; Keith Belzer, defense attorney.  (C: Peter 

Van Sant - P: Susan Mallie) (OAD: 02/09/13) 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

 

 

08/10/13 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Hunting Humans” (9:00-10:00p) - On July 29, 2007 

Shea McDonough of Chelmsford, Massachusetts, returned home and left the back door 

open for her brother, not knowing he was spending the night at a friend‟s house.  Hours 

later, her parents were startled by a sound coming from her room.  They thought Shea 

was having a bad dream.  When her father Kevin went to her room to check on her, he 

saw a large masked man standing over her with a knife at her throat.  He jumped on top 

of him and they struggled and tumbled to the floor.  His wife Jeannie came to the room 

and tried to grab the blade of the knife with her bare hand.  Kevin told Shea to call 911.  

When the police arrived they were able to apprehend the intruder, Adam Leroy Lane, a 

trucker from North Carolina.  A search of his truck revealed more weapons and a DVD 

about a serial killer, entitled “Hunting Humans”.  Police put out an APB to other police 

departments on the East Coast to see if there were similar incidents.  Seventeen days 

before the attack on the McDonough family, a Pennsylvania woman, Darlene Ewalt, was 

murdered while talking on the phone on her front porch.  Her husband Todd would 

become the prime suspect.  One day before the attack on the McDonough family, Monica 

Massaro of Bloomsbury, New Jersey was murdered in her home, which was in the 

vicinity of a truck stop.  Detective Sergeant Geoff Noble had seen the APB about Lane 

and contacted the police in Chelmsford.  They told him they had found a receipt in 

Lane‟s truck from Bloomsbury, New Jersey.  When Noble arrived in Chelmsford, he and 

his team inquired about the whereabouts of Lane‟s truck and were told that the rented 

truck had been returned to its owner, who threw Lane‟s possessions into a dumpster.  

They retrieved his personal property and sent it back to their forensic lab in New Jersey.  

Before they returned home, they questioned Lane, who realized they knew he had killed 

Monica Massaro so he eventually confessed to stabbing her.  Several weeks after his 

knives were submitted to the forensic lab in New Jersey, the results showed that they 

contained DNA from Monica Massaro and Darlene Ewalt.  This information exonerated 

Todd Ewalt.  Lane reached a plea bargain in the McDonough case and was sentenced to 

25-30 years in a Massachusetts state prison.  For the murder of Monica Massaro, he was 

sentenced to serve 50 years in a New Jersey state prison.  As part of another guilty plea 

deal, Lane was sentenced to life in prison for killing Darlene Ewalt.  The McDonough 

family attended all of the sentencing hearings to support the other families.  Jeannie 

McDonough wanted to know what would make someone like Lane start killing people 

and decided to write a book about it.  Onscreen graphics: Adam Leroy Lane was 

convicted of assaulting another woman in Pennsylvania.  He will spend the rest of his life 

in prison.  Jeannie finished her book, “Caught in the Act”. Onscreen text graphic for 

the 08/10/13 rebroadcast: Adam Lane has been linked to two more attacks on women, 

one in Pennsylvania and one in New York. Both victims survived. New Jersey victim 

Monica Massaro‟s birthday is tomorrow. She would have been 45. Narrated by: Shea, 

Jeannie and Kevin McDonough; Detective George Tyros of the Chelmsford Police 

Department; Todd Ewalt; Ed Marsico, Jr., District Attorney from Pennsylvania; Nicole 

Pogasic, Todd and Darlene Ewalt‟s daughter; Kerry Ahern, Assistant District Attorney 

from Massachusetts; Detective Sergeant Geoff Noble of the New Jersey State Police 

Department.  (P: Chris Young, Anthony Venditti) (Updated producer names for the 

08/10/13 rebroadcast: Chris Young Ritzen, Anthony Venditti) (OAD: 02/26/11; 1st 

Rebroadcast: 12/03/11) 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

 

08/10/13 48 HOURS: “The Perfect Family” (10:00-11:00p) - Bernie Pyne returned home one 

day in May 2011 with his young daughter to find his wife Ruth in the garage, brutally 

beaten and stabbed to death. To outsiders, the Pyne‟s appeared to be an all-American 

family. Bernie Pyne was a successful auto engineer who, with his wife, had raised a 

seemingly happy family in Highland Township, a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. They had 

two children, the oldest, Jeffrey, was his high school‟s valedictorian and on his way to 

college. After Ruth was murdered, police learned the Pyne‟s were not as perfect as 

portrayed. The investigation immediately turned to those who lived with Ruth, and they 

learned Ruth had some psychiatric issues, including arguments and confrontations about 

taking her medications. Investigators also learned Ruth and Bernie‟s marriage was 

fractured, and Bernie had had an affair. They also found Ruth‟s relationship with their 

son, Jeffrey, was strained. Ruth‟s sister Linda Jarvie thought Bernie was responsible for 

the murder, and given his affair, Bernie understood the suspicions, but he had an ironclad 

alibi backed by his boss and four witnesses, ruling him out as a suspect. Five months into 

the investigation, Jeffrey Pyne was charged with his mother‟s murder. Police had 

circumstantial evidence against Jeffrey -- blisters on his hands, lies about gardening at his 

neighbor‟s home and his detached demeanor when authorities told him what had 

happened to his mother. In addition, there was no sign of Ruth being sexually assaulted 

and no sign of a break-in. Before the case went to the jury, Prosecutor John Skrzynski 

asked the judge for another option for the jurors; a charge of second-degree murder, 

rather than the original charge of first-degree murder. Skrzynski believed it would make 

it easier for the jury to convict him. Jeffrey‟s defense attorney, James Champion, argued 

against it, but the judge granted the motion. After three days of jury deliberations the 

verdict was announced, and Jeffrey Pyne was found guilty of second-degree murder. On 

Screen Text Graphics: Jeffrey Pyne will be sentenced on January 29th. Under Michigan 

law, he could receive as much as life in prison with parole or as little as a year.  

Onscreen text graphic for the 08/10/13 rebroadcast: Bernie Pyne and his daughter 

Julia regularly make the five hour round trip to visit Jeffrey in prison; A new attorney is 

working on Jeffrey‟s appeal. The plan is to file before the end of the year.  Interviewed: 

Greg Glover, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Dave Hendrick, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; 

Bernie Pyne, father of defendant; Linda Jarvie, Ruth Pyne‟s sister; James Champion, 

defense attorney. (C: Tracy Smith - P: Liza Finley, Marc B. Goldbaum, Ruth Chenetz) 

(OAD: 01/12/13) 

 

 

08/17/13 48 HOURS: “Memory of Murder” (9:00-10:00p) - In November 2004, Bethlehem, 

New York couple Peter and Joan Porco were brutally attacked in their bed with an ax. 

Peter died at the scene. Joan survived and, although initially unable to speak because of 

her wounds, she nodded “yes” when a detective on the scene asked her if her son 

Christopher was their attacker. Afterwards, when she had recovered from the attack, Joan 

said she doesn‟t recall that nod and that Christopher is innocent. 48 HOURS follows the 

police investigation into the case, leading to Christopher Porco‟s trial and conviction. 

Includes interviews with: Mike McDermott, chief prosecutor, Albany County; Chris 

Bowdish, detective; Christopher Porco; David Rossi, prosecutor; Laurie Shanks, lawyer; 

Terry Kindlon, lawyer; Dr. Mary Dombovy, neurologist. Onscreen text graphic for the 

08/17/13 rebroadcast: Christopher Porco is serving a sentence of fifty years to life in 

prison. Joan Porco frequently speaks to Christopher by phone and visits often. (C: Peter 

Van Sant - P: Patti Aronofsky, Katherine Davis) (OAD: 11/04/06; 1st rebroadcast: 

06/26/07 - Includes an update. 2nd rebroadcast: 03/28/09 - includes a new, brief graphic 

update.) 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

08/17/13 48 HOURS: “Everything to Lose” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the murder of Dana 

Clair Edwards and the story of Edwards‟ mother, Deborah Edwards, who believing the 

alleged killer, Dana‟s ex-boyfriend, Jon Thomas Ford (also referred to as Thomas Ford) 

was actually guilty, tormented him with notes and emails marking anniversaries, 

birthdays and holidays; each note including a reference to her daughter. Dana Clair 

Edwards was found dead in her home in San Antonio, Texas just after New Year‟s 2009. 

She was last seen alive leaving a New Year‟s Eve party just after midnight. Police 

believed the killer had also murdered her beloved rescue dog, Grit, and dumped his 

lifeless body two miles from the crime scene. Police interviewed friends and 

acquaintances, including John Thomas Ford. Though no longer a couple, they each 

attended the same New Year‟s Eve party. Prosecutors soon believed that he was their 

main suspect, but the investigation dragged on and Ford remained a free man. Deborah 

Edwards became frustrated with the pace of the investigation and started writing to Ford. 

She sent the notes for months. Finally, a year after the murder, a break occurred in the 

case and Ford was arrested on murder charges. There were many mistakes made in the 

investigation, including lost surveillance footage and evidence, but prosecutors believed 

they could get a conviction despite Ford having hired a famed defense attorney: Dick 

Deguerin. In fact, one of the prosecutors was a former student of Deguerin.  The trial 

commenced and prosecutors were at first worried, but they used cell phone records to 

map his movements and dispute his alibi. He was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: 

Thomas Ford is appealing his conviction. He will be eligible for parole in twenty years. 

The remains of Dana Clair and Grit were laid to rest one month after the conclusion of 

the trial.  Onscreen text graphic for the 08/17/13 rebroadcast: Thomas Ford has until 

August 27th to appeal his conviction. The remains of Dana Clair and Grit were laid to 

rest one month after the conclusion of the trial. Interviewed: Darrell J. Edwards and 

Deborah Edwards (parents of Dana Clair Edwards); Tammy Treascher, Darrel J. Edwards 

girlfriend; Cornelia Sawatzky, close friend of Edwards; William McManus, Police Chief; 

Catherine Babbitt, prosecutor; Kirsta Melton and Kathy Cunningham, co-prosecution 

counsels; Not interviewed: Dick Deguerin. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Chris O‟Connell) 

(OAD: 12/08/12) 

 

08/24/13  PREEMPTION 

 

08/31/13 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Every Picture Tells a Story” (9:00-10:00p) - On February 

15, 2009, Cathy McNaughton was stabbed to death in her home in Sharpsburg, Georgia.  

The day had started with her husband Alec serving her breakfast in bed.  He said he then 

went to visit his mother in Sandy Springs, Georgia, about an hour away.  When he 

returned home, he says he found his wife in a pool of blood.  As the victim‟s husband, he 

was a suspect, but he had an alibi.  Another suspect was Cathy‟s former husband, Gary 

Mendenhall, who had been in town that day.  He also had an alibi.  Alec claimed to be at 

his mother‟s house until the evening.  He said that he had called Cathy at 2:30PM from 

his mother‟s house, but records showed the call originated from a cell phone tower only 

two miles from his house in Sharpsburg.  He also claimed that he made a 911 call while 

kneeling down next to Cathy‟s body, but he had no blood on him.  Alec‟s friends and 

family members started calling police to say they were afraid of him and that he was 

abusive.  Alec‟s first wife, Linda, said he had beaten her and that is why they were 

divorced.  Police discovered a secret file about Alec that Cathy kept in the closet.  There 

were disposable cameras with pictures of a bruised and battered Cathy.  Alec was 

arrested, but the prosecutor could not show these pictures to the jury until they found the 

photographer. Their investigation led them to Sandra Harmon, who had been a counselor 

at Delta Airlines where Cathy had worked.  Cathy told her that Alec had attacked and 

beaten her the day before, and she asked Sandra to take pictures of her injuries.  

Prosecutors were now able to present these pictures as evidence.  Another previous wife 

said that Alec had pulled a shotgun on their daughter and threatened to kill their daughter, 



 

 

her and himself.  During the trial Alec took the stand and denied everything his accusers 

said about him.  The jury found him guilty of murder and he was stunned by the verdict.  

Onscreen text graphic: Alec McNaughton was sentenced to life in prison.  McNaughton 

is now represented by a public defender and is planning an appeal. Onscreen text 

graphic for the 08/31/13 rebroadcast: Alec McNaughton was sentenced to life in 

prison. In 2012 the Georgia Supreme Court denied McNaughton‟s appeal. Interviewed: 

Criminal investigator Jason Fetner; Michelle and Heather Mendenhall, Cathy‟s 

daughters; Alec McNaughton; Prosecutor Kevin McMurry; Linda McNaughton, Alec‟s 

ex-wife; Sandra Harmon, counselor who took the pictures of Cathy; Michael Kam, Alec‟s 

defense attorney.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Paul LaRosa, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 

01/29/11; 1st Rebroadcast: 08/06/11) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

08/31/13 48 HOURS: “Collision Course” (10:00-11:00p) - Brittney Brashers, a 21-year-old Air 

Force member, died while driving home with her ex-boyfriend, Robbie Walters in 

November, 2009. On the surface, her death seemed like an accident; however, Robbie 

had walked away from the car crash unscathed, which posed questions to authorities. The 

Denver, Colorado Police and Detective Troy Bisgard were convinced they had a 

homicide on their hands and that Robbie was responsible-- but they had no way to prove 

it. All along, Robbie maintained he was a passenger in the car and told police he didn‟t 

know what happened since he was falling asleep because the two of them had been 

drinking. Medical Examiner John Carver noticed that Brittney‟s injuries did not seem to 

come from the car accident when he saw bruising around her temple and upper right 

cheek. Instead, Carver thought Brittney was hit on her right side and strangled... but he 

came up short with evidence to prove this was a homicide. A breakthrough in the case 

occurred when Robbie‟s wife Elena took a call from Det. Bisgard. Throughout his 

relationship with Brittney and after Brittney died, Robbie Walters had been married.  

After Brittney died, and knowing all about their affair, Elena took Robbie back. Elena 

told Det. Bisgard that she had recorded Robbie confessing to murdering Elena more than 

a dozen times. Three days after speaking with Elena, Det. Bisgard flew to California 

where the couple lived and arrested Robbie, charging him with first-degree murder. 

While awaiting trial, Robbie enlisted a fellow inmate to help him arrange to have Elena 

killed, but the inmate turned out to be a witness for the prosecution.  Robbie was charged 

with soliciting Elena‟s murder. At the trial the jury took two days to deliberate and found 

Robbie guilty of murder. Jurors acquitted Robbie of conspiring to murder Elena. Robbie 

was sentenced to life without parole. Onscreen text graphic: Elena Walters now lives in 

an undisclosed location under a new name. Interviewed: Steve Sanchez, 911 caller; Barry 

Brashers, Brittney‟s dad; John Brashers, Brittney‟s brother; Robbie Walters, Brittney‟s 

ex-boyfriend; Detective Troy Bisgard; Ret. Master Sgt. Art Figeroa, Brittney‟s boss; 

Tiffany Peeples, Brittney‟s best friend; Brittany Austin-Goyne, Brittney‟s teammate; Dr. 

John Carver, Medical Examiner; Elena Walters, Robbie‟s wife; Phil Geigle and Helen 

Morgan, Prosecutors; Jonathyn Priest, State Expert.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Gail Abbott 

Zimmerman, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 10/13/12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

 

09/01/13 Guests: John Kerry, Secretary of State (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed 

Services Committee (2); Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA), Senate Armed Services Committee, 

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (3); Senator Saxby Chambliss (R-GA), Senate 

Select Committee on Intelligence (3); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (4) 

  Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 

1) Topics include: President Obama‟s decision to seek Congressional approval for a 

limited military campaign in Syria due to the Assad regime‟s supposed use of chemical 

weapons / reaction of the Syrian opposition to the delay in American military action / 

President Obama‟s intent to not have American boots on the ground in Syria 

2) Topics include: support for American military action in Syria / prior criticism of 

President Obama‟s handling of the crisis / reaction to President Obama‟s decision to seek 

Congressional approval for military action in Syria / differences between Senator 

McCain‟s plan for military action versus that of President Obama / Senator McCain‟s 

upcoming meeting with Senator Lindsey Graham and President Obama regarding Syria / 

call to oust Syrian President Bashar al-Assad from power 

3) Topics include: President Obama‟s decision to seek Congressional approval for a 

limited military campaign in Syria / need to educate the American public and explain the 

motives and the likely outcome of an engagement in Syria / opinion of Senator Chambliss 

that President Obama‟s handling of the Syrian crisis has revealed certain weaknesses to 

both America‟s allies and adversaries 

4) A report from Syria on the Syrian opposition‟s reaction to President Obama‟s intention 

to seek Congressional approval for a limited military reaction to the Assad regime 

 

 

09/08/13 Guests: Charlie Rose, co-host, CBS This Morning (1); Denis McDonough, White House 

Chief of Staff (2); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Intelligence 

Committee (3); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (4); Clarissa Ward, CBS 

News Foreign Correspondent (4); Representative Justin Amash (R-MI) (5); 

Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD) (5); Bill Kristol, The Weekly Standard (6); 

Bob Woodward, The Washington Post, author, “The Price of Politics” (6); Danielle 

Pletka, American Enterprise Institute (6); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (6); 

David Sanger, The New York Times (6) 

  1) a preview of Mr. Rose‟s interview with Syrian President Bashar al-Assad 

2) Topics include: excerpts of Mr. Rose‟s interview with President al-Assad / President 

Obama‟s upcoming address to the American people regarding Syria / confidence that 

Congress will vote to hold the Assad regime accountable for its supposed use of chemical 

weapons 

3) Topics include: criticism of the Obama administration for its handling of the crisis in 

Syria / President Obama‟s poor relationship with Congress / opinion that Congress should 

vote to hold the Assad regime accountable / lack of public support for any American 

military action in Syria 

  4) separate reports on (a) the current situation in Damascus; and (b) with the rebel forces 

inside Syria 

5) Topics include: overwhelming disapproval from constituents regarding any military 

action in Syria / the Obama administration‟s handling of the crisis in Syria / potential 

impact on the international credibility of the United States should Congress vote against 

military action in Syria  

6) Topics include: upcoming vote seeking Congressional approval for a limited military 

campaign in Syria / President Obama‟s poor relationship with Congress / reaction from 

members in Congress to President Obama‟s proposal regarding Syria / potential impact 

on the international credibility of the United States should Congress vote against military 

action 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

09/15/13 Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (1); Elizabeth 

Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (2); Senator Carl Levin (D-MI), Chairman, Senate 

Armed Services Committee (3); Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), Senate Committee on 

Foreign Relations (3); Madeleine Albright, former Secretary of State (4); John Miller, 

CBS News Senior Correspondent (5); David Gergen, Harvard University (6); Michael 

Gerson, The Washington Post (6); Susan Page, USA Today (6); Peggy Noonan, The Wall 

Street Journal (6) 

  1) reaction in Israel to the U.S. - Russian agreement on Syria‟s chemical weapons 

  2) reaction in Syria to the U.S. - Russian agreement on Syria‟s chemical weapons 

3) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria 

/ Russia‟s relationship with Syria / United States support for the Syrian rebels / role al 

Qaeda is playing with the Syrian opposition / Senator Levin‟s opinion of President 

Obama‟s handling of the crisis in Syria 

4) Topics include: opinion of Russian President Vladimir Putin and the joint agreement to 

remove chemical weapons from Syria / belief that President Obama needs to keep the use 

of force as a viable option / opinion of President Obama‟s handling of the crisis in Syria / 

America‟s long-term goal in Syria 

5) a preview of Mr. Miller‟s upcoming 60 MINUTES interview with Mike Morell, retired 

deputy director of the Central Intelligence Agency 

6) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria 

/ lack of public support for any American military action in Syria / President Obama‟s 

handling of the crisis / keeping  the use of force as a viable option in Syria / potential 

impact that the handling of the Syrian crisis will have on other diplomatic endeavors, 

such as Iran / Russia‟s relationship with Syria; other issues facing the Obama 

administration, such as the debt crisis, immigration reform, and the implementation of the 

Affordable Care Act („Obamacare‟) 

 

 

09/22/13 Guests: Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator 

Tom Coburn (R-OK), U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental 

Affairs, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (2); Representative Matt Salmon (R-

AZ), House Committee on Foreign Affairs (3); Henry Kissinger, former Secretary of 

State (4); Nancy Gibbs, Managing Editor, TIME magazine (5); John Dickerson, CBS 

News Political Director (5); David Sanger, The New York Times (5); Bobby Ghosh, 

International Editor, TIME magazine (5) 

1) Topics include: budget passed by the House of Representatives that funds the 

government, but only if funding for the Affordable Care Act („Obamacare‟) is cut off / 

opposition to a government shutdown / importance of getting the financial house of the 

United States in order; gun control movement in light of the recent shootings at the 

Washington Navy Yard 

2) Topics include: budget passed by the House of Representatives that funds the 

government, but only if funding for „Obamacare‟ is cut off / opposition to the Affordable 

Care Act; gun control movement in light of the recent shootings at the Washington Navy 

Yard 

3) Topics include: reasons why Representative Salmon voted for the budget passed by the 

House of Representatives / goal of House Republicans not to shut down the government, 

but „Obamacare‟; gun control movement in light of the recent shootings at the 

Washington Navy Yard 

4) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria 

/ speculation as to why Russia is working with the United States on Syria; upcoming visit 

of Iran‟s new President Hassan Rouhani to the United Nations / importance of Iran 

remaining nuclear-free; America‟s place in the world 



 

 

5) Topics include: the U.S. - Russian agreement to remove chemical weapons from Syria; 

possibility of a meeting between Iranian President Rouhani and President Obama / 

President Rouhani‟s declaration that Iran will remain free of nuclear weapons; upcoming 

New York magazine piece on Hillary Clinton; possibility of a government shut down; 

America‟s place in the world 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

09/29/13 Guests: Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (1); Senator 

Richard Durbin (D-IL), Senate Committee on Foreign Relations (2); Representative 

Marsha Blackburn (R-TN), House of Representatives Committee on the Budget (3); 

Representative Chris Van Hollen (D-MD), House of Representatives Committee on the 

Budget (3); Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski, former National Security Advisor to President 

Jimmy Carter, Center for Strategic and International Studies (4); Clarissa Ward, CBS 

News Foreign Correspondent (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); Margaret 

Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (5); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street 

Journal (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5) 

1) Topics include: most recent budget vote by the House of Representatives to postpone 

the implementation of the Affordable Care Act („Obamacare‟) for a year before they will 

agree to fund the government / impending government shutdown / reasons behind 

Republican opposition to the Affordable Care Act 

2) Topics include: impact of a government shutdown / Senate Republicans refusal to 

agree to a conference committee with Senate Democrats on the budget / Affordable Care 

Act / budget impasse 

3) Topics include: Affordable Care Act / criticism of the Obama administration by 

Representative Blackburn / opinion of Representative Van Hollen that Republicans only 

want to repeal „Obamacare‟, not modify it / expected rejection by the Senate to the 

budget approved by the House of Representatives 

4) Topics include: new diplomacy between the United States and Iran / Iran‟s new 

President Hassan Rouhani / Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu‟s reaction to the new 

diplomacy between the U.S. and Iran / advice to President Obama regarding possible 

negotiations over the future of Iran‟s nuclear program 

5) Topics include: new diplomacy between the United States and Iran / possible 

negotiations over the future of Iran‟s nuclear program; recently passed U.N. resolution on 

Syria; possibility of a government shutdown / inability of House Speaker John Boehner 

to lead his Republican members / global perception of the current Congressional turmoil / 

economic impact of a government shutdown 

 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

 

09/01/13 “Costa Concordia” - a report on the progress and challenges of the planned maritime 

salvage operation to re-float and tow away the luxury liner Costa Concordia, which hit a 

huge rock and capsized off the Italian coast eleven months ago. Includes interviews with: 

senior salvage master Nick Sloane of Titan Salvage, an American company; project 

director Sergio Girotto of Micoperi, an Italian engineering firm; Duane “Monster” 

Morsner, diving team overseer. This rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion 

of the segment. An attempt will be made to raise the ship later this month. (C: Lesley 

Stahl - P: Richard Bonin, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 12/16/12) 

“Teacher to the World” - an interview with educator Sal Khan, who uses his website, 

“Khan Academy,” to reach over four million students across the world each month with 

his video lectures on various school subjects -- online tutorials which feature just his 

voice and the diagrams he draws.  Also includes comments by: Courtney Cadwell, 

teacher, Egan Junior High School, Los Altos, California: Laurine Forget, student, Egan 

Junior High School; Alex Hernandez, student, East Side Prep, East Palo Alto, California; 

Shantanu Sinha, Chief Operating Officer, Khan Academy; Eric Schmidt, chairman, 

Google. (C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 03/11/12) 

“The Innovator” - an interview / profile of Jack Dorsey, creator of the popular social 

medium, Twitter. He discusses his separation and reunion with Twitter and introduces his 



 

 

latest innovation, Square, a company which taps into the mobile payment industry. (C: 

Lara Logan - P: Tom Anderson) (OAD: 03/17/13) 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

 

09/08/13 “March of the Machines” - a report on technological advances in automation, especially 

in robotics, that are both revolutionizing the workplace and eliminating more jobs than 

these advances create.  Includes interviews with: Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, 

professors, MIT; Bruce Welty, CEO, Quiet Logistics; Rodney Brooks, founder, iRobot; 

John Dulchinos, CEO, Adept Technology. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, 

Maria Gavrilovic) (OAD: 01/13/13) 

“The 9/11 Museum” - a report on the progress and challenges of the National September 

11 Memorial Museum, and a detailed look at what the public can expect to see about a 

year from now when the doors open at the site of the terrorist attack from that day, seven 

stories below ground where the World Trade Center once stood, now known as Ground 

Zero in New York City. Includes interviews with Alice Greenwald, museum director; Joe 

Daniels, museum president; museum board members Paula Grant Berry, Monica Iken, 

Anthoula Katsimatide and Tom Roger. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 

04/21/13) 

“Michael Jackson” - a report on singer Michael Jackson and how his estate is making 

more money after his death than he did while he was alive. Includes interviews with John 

Branca, an executor of Michael Jackson‟s estate; Zack O‟Malley Greenburg, editor at 

Forbes Magazine; Karen Langford, archivist for the Jackson estate and comments by Guy 

Laliberte, CEO of Cirque du Soleil. (C: Lara Logan - P: John Hamlin) (OAD: 05/19/13) 

 

 

09/15/13 “Syria” - in separate interviews, the presidents of Syria and the United States discuss the 

ongoing negotiations about removing and destroying Syria‟s chemical weapons in the 

aftermath of the August 21
st
 chemical weapons attack in the Syrian civil war. In his only 

American interview, President Bashar al-Assad spoke to Charlie Rose in Damascus on 

Sunday, September 8, during which he both denied responsibility for the attack, as well 

as the existence of chemical weapons in Syria, but seemed open to a diplomatic solution. 

A day later, as the situation was beginning to change, and Russia was leading 

negotiations, President Obama spoke to Scott Pelley at the White House.  (C: Scott 

Pelley, Charlie Rose – P: Paul Needham, Nicole Young) 

“The Briefer” – an interview with Mike Morell, the recently retired deputy director of 

the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), who was responsible for briefing President 

Obama on the situation in Syria, as well as other complex security issues. In his first 

television interview, Morell discusses what needs to be done to prevent Syria from 

becoming a safe haven for terrorist groups, such as al Qaeda; and why the war in Syria 

should matter to Americans. (C: John Miller - P: Ira Rosen, Gabrielle Schonder) 

“Rocky Mountain High” - a report on Colorado‟s state-legalized cultivation and sale of 

medical marijuana, a thriving industry -- and an activity still illegal under federal law.  

Includes interviews with: Matt Cook, former Colorado narcotics officer, now a consultant 

to the medical marijuana industry; Ean Seeb, owner of Denver Relief, a medical 

marijuana dispensary; Kristi Kelly, investor in a dispensary; Tripp Keber, CEO of Dixie 

Elixirs, which makes cannabis-laced edibles; Sam Kamin, law professor, University of 

Denver; Stan Garnett, Boulder County district attorney; James Cole, U.S. Deputy 

Attorney General.(C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine) (OAD: 10/21/12) 

 

 

09/22/13  PREEMPTION 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

 

09/29/13  46
TH

 SEASON PREMIERE 

“The Secretary of State” – in a wide-ranging interview conducted during this week‟s 

annual United Nations General Assembly, Secretary of State John Kerry discusses a deal 

negotiated with the help of the Russians, which prevented a potential U.S. air strike, for 

the surrender of Syria‟s chemical weapons. Additionally, Iran‟s new President Hassan 

Rouhani said last week he would open his nuclear program to U.N. inspection, if the U.N. 

will lift crippling economic sanctions, leading for the first time since the 1979 Iran-

Hostage Crisis, to high level negotiations between and the United States. (C: Scott Pelley 

- P: Henry Schuster) 

“Imminent Danger” – an examination of America‟s mental health system, which many 

experts believe is failing those with severe mental illnesses. In the last seven years, the 

shooters in about half of the twenty-three mass shooting incidents in the U.S. --  Virginia 

Tech, Aurora, Colorado, and the recent Washington Navy Yard shooting --  have turned 

out to be severely mentally ill -- not in control of their faculties and not receiving 

treatment -- and the majority suffered from schizophrenia.   Includes interviews with: Dr. 

E. Fuller Torrey, psychiatrist; Dr. Jeffrey Lieberman, Pres. of American Psychiatric 

Association; Mike Robertson, schizophrenic and his mother, Linda Doran; Sandra 

Luckow, documentary filmmaker; Tom Dart, Cook County Sheriff, Chicago; Elli 

Montgomery, social worker at Cook County Jail. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Coleman Cowan, 

Graham Messick) 

“Killing Jesus” – an interview with Fox News Channel host of “The O‟Reilly Factor”, 

and best-selling author Bill O‟Reilly. His first two books, “Killing Lincoln” and “Killing 

Kennedy”, co-authored with Martin Dugard have sold over five million copies. His third 

book, “Killing Jesus” -- also a collaboration with Dugard -- while not a religious book, 

might prove to be his most controversial title yet. Includes an excerpt from “O‟Reilly”(C: 

Mike Wallace - P: John Hamlin; OAD: 09/26/04) (C: Norah O‟Donnell – P: Robert G. 

Anderson) 

 

 

48 HOURS 
 

 

09/07/13 48 HOURS: “The Usual Suspect” (9:00-10:00p) - a report about the death of Tina 

Caronna, a Memphis, Tennessee woman with a doting husband and a garage full of cars 

who disappeared in 2008 and after two days, was found dead in the back seat of her 

Chevrolet Avalanche. The initial suspicion was carjacking; the only thing certain was 

homicide. Tina and her husband Joe led a charmed life: both with successful finance 

careers and a lifestyle that included cars, cruises and casinos. Joe accompanied Tina 

everywhere; but that meant less time for Tina with her mother and the two became 

estranged. Law enforcement officials thought the crime scene had been staged; Jerry 

Hathaway, Joe‟s friend and alibi, began to suspect that too. His suspicions were raised 

when he learned that the Avalanche was found on a dead-end street not far from where 

the couple‟s automobile storage unit was located and he also noticed one too many cars 

parked at the Caronna‟s house. As the investigation continued, financial fraud and a 

secret affair on Joe‟s part were discovered. Investigators asked Joe‟s mistress, Becky 

Black, to wear a wire when meeting with Joe, but doubted that the affair was the motive 

for the crime. They learned about a home the Caronna‟s were planning to buy. 

Prosecutors believed that Caronna did not want Tina or the bank looking into his 

finances: his business was a house of cards and he was scamming people, including Tina 

and his closest friends. Joe disappeared, eventually surrendered and was charged with 

first-degree murder. Four years later, the trial commenced: Joe Caronna was found guilty 

and sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: This week, Joe Caronna pleaded 

guilty to four of the 57 federal charges of fraud, embezzlement and money laundering. 



 

 

Caronna could face an additional 50 years for the federal charges added to his murder 

conviction. On-screen text graphic for the 09/07/13 rebroadcast: In late February, Joe 

Caronna pleaded guilty to four of the fifty-seven federal charges against him... 

embezzlement, money-laundering and two counts of fraud. That added seven years to his 

life sentence for murder. Interviewed: Shelby County prosecutor Tom Henderson; 

prosecution team members Karen Cook and Danielle McCollum; Tina Caronna‟s son 

Todd Gray and her mother Clara Murphy; friends of the couple: Cathy and Matt Struna, 

Gary and Pat Hathaway; Joe‟s mistress Becky Black; Joe‟s friend Patricia Turner; jury 

members Jeanna, Ron and Amy (no last names available). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Sara 

Ely Hulse, Ruth Chenetz, Charlotte A. Fuller) (OAD: 03/02/13) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

09/07/13 48 HOURS: “Death Wish” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on questions surrounding the July 

2009 death of Jeffrey Locker, whose body was found slumped over the steering wheel of 

his car in Harlem, New York. Initially, it appeared that Locker had simply been in the 

wrong place at the wrong time; however, when authorities tracked Locker‟s ATM card to 

Kenneth Minor and questioned him, Minor said Locker had begged Minor to kill him. 48 

HOURS MYSTERY interviewed Minor in depth and he described how Locker was 

circling around a block in Harlem and approached Minor about how to find a gun. Then, 

Locker told Minor that he wanted him to shoot him. Minor asked for $60, went to buy 

drugs, and later called Locker and told him he couldn‟t find a gun. Minor questioned 

Locker as to why he needed Minor to kill him and Locker explained that he wanted his 

family to collect millions from his life insurance policies and if he committed suicide, 

there was no payment on the policy. Furthermore he told Minor how he was caught in a 

Ponzi scheme and had several lawsuits against him. Minor was promised money from 

Locker if he helped to kill him, and Locker gave him his ATM card and PIN. As they sat 

in Locker‟s car, Minor was asked to get a knife out of the glove compartment, and Locker 

asked him to hold it at the steering wheel, and Locker lunged at the knife numerous 

times, killing himself. To help prove Minor‟s story, his defense lawyer found another 

man, Melvin Fleming, who said Locker had approached him days prior, with the same 

request. Instead, Fleming decided to con Locker and did not help him. During Minor‟s 

trial, the defense argued that this was a case of assisted suicide. Evidence revealed during 

the trial highlighted Locker‟s severe financial troubles, pending lawsuits, and most 

notably, a multimillion-dollar life insurance policy that Locker had purchased months 

before his death. The prosecution challenged the assisted suicide claim and argued that 

Minor was simply a cold-blooded killer. After hours of deliberation, Minor was found 

guilty of murder and sentenced to 20 years to life. On-Screen text graphics: Locker‟s 

widow is suing to get $4 million worth of life insurance from a policy he bought a month-

and-a-half before his death. As for the other $8 million in policies, the insurance 

companies refuse to say whether they paid the family. On-screen text graphic for the 

09/07/13 rebroadcast:  Jeffrey Locker‟s widow lost her suit to get the four million in life 

insurance he bought a month and a half before his death. As for the other eight million in 

policies, the insurance companies refuse to say whether they paid the family.  Kenneth 

Minor is appealing his conviction. Interviewed: Robert Stewart, NYPD detective; Laura 

Italiano, New York Post reporter; Steve D‟Annunzio, Locker‟s friend; Robert Miller, 

insurance executive; Al Brodbeck, who hired Locker as a business coach; Kevin Flynn 

and Jeff Hershman, detectives; Kenneth Minor, murder suspect; Dan Gotlin, Minor‟s 

defense lawyer; Melvin Fleming, Harlem resident; Murray Weiss, police reporter and 

CBS News Consultant; Peter Casolaro, prosecutor; Michael Barry, investigator; Cyril 

Wecht, forensic scientist; Kirt Markle, jury member. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Patti 

Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore) (OAD: 04/28/12) 

 

09/14/13 48 HOURS: “Cold as Ice” - a report on a 55-year-old cold case, in which a childhood 

memory of a friend‟s murder was the key to solving the case of the death of 7-year-old 

Maria Ridulph, from Sycamore, Illinois. In 1957, while playing in the snow with Maria 

Ridulph, eight-year-old Kathy Chapman went home for mittens. When she returned, 

Maria was nowhere to be found. Both girls had been talking to a man who called himself 

“Johnny”; a frantic search failed to locate Maria. The FBI took over the case but when 

her body was found five months later, the Illinois State Police took over the case, but it 

went cold.  Almost fifty years later, Jeanne Tessier‟s mother, a Sycamore neighbor, made 

a shocking deathbed confession: her son, John Tessier, was Maria‟s killer and she urged 

her daughter to contact the authorities. Jeanne Tessier contacted the FBI and the 

Sycamore Police. Her brother appeared to have had an alibi and had passed a polygraph 

test. Both agencies chose not to investigate. Ten years later, Jeanne contacted the Illinois 

State Police. During the course of the investigation, long buried sexual secrets of the 

Tessier family came to light. Maria‟s playmate, now a 61-year-old grandmother, 



 

 

identified a photo of John Tessier as “Johnny”, who is now a 72-year-old former 

policeman from Seattle, Washington, and now known as Jack McCullough. He was 

arrested and charged with murder. There was little or no physical evidence in the crime; 

prosecutors chose to charge McCullough with a different crime: the rape of his sister, 

fifty-five years ago. They felt they had a better chance of conviction. But the prosecutor 

had promised Jeanne Tessier that he would never pursue a rape trial without her consent. 

With no physical evidence to back up her story, Jeanne Tessier felt betrayed by 

prosecutor Clay Campbell and feared her word would not be enough for a conviction. 

McCullough was found not guilty. Five months later, the murder trial commenced. Jack 

McCullough felt confident he would be acquitted in this mostly circumstantial case too. 

When both sides rested, the judge delivered his decision: guilty. McCullough was 

sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: Clay Campbell won the case, but in 

November 2012, he lost his bid for re-election.  Interviewed: Maria Ridulph‟s childhood 

friend Kathy Chapman; Maria Ridulph‟s brother Chuck Ridulph; Patrick Solar, retired 

Sycamore Police Lieutenant; the sisters of suspect John Tessier/Ray McCullough: Jeanne 

Tessier and Jan Tessier; Special Agent Brion Hanley; suspect Jack McCullough (a.k.a. 

John Tessier); Prosecutor Clay Campbell; Seattle cold-case detectives Mike Ciesynski 

and Cloyd Steiger; McCullough‟s step-daughter Janey O‟Connor; Tacoma 

bartender/former 14-year-old runaway Michelle Weinman; defense investigator Crystal 

Harrole. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 

03/09/13) 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

09/21/13 48 HOURS: “Honor and Dishonor” - a report on Sgt. Brent Burke, who was court-

martialled for the 2007 murders of Tracy Burke, his estranged wife and his former 

mother-in-law, Karen Comer.  Four civilian trials, with no physical evidence, had already 

led to three mistrials and a hung jury; but the military decided to move forward with 

action under the uniform code of military justice. Tracy Burke and Karen Comer were 

discovered shot to death in Comer‟s Rineyville, Kentucky home.  When it was 

discovered that Tracy was in the process of going through a divorce, Sgt. Brent Burke 

was taken into custody and booked for murder. There was little physical evidence and no 

murder weapon, but during an interview, Eion Burke, a young child of four, said that Sgt. 

Burke was the killer. When charges were dropped and he was released from jail, 

Kentucky State Police spoke to the Army and they came to the same conclusion: a case 

for murder, this time to be tried by the Army‟s Judge Advocate Generals Corps (JAG) 

because Burke on active duty at Fort Campbell when the crimes were committed. He 

would face a court martial trial which is very different from a civilian court trial -- there 

is always a verdict and never a hung jury.  The trial commenced and the JAG prosecution 

team was able to present physical evidence -- a tiny piece of glass taken off of Burke‟s 

coat, which was similar to the shattered glass door at the crime scene.  The panel decided 

that Sgt. Burke was guilty and that he would serve a life sentence without parole. He 

would also be dishonorably discharged and stripped of his rank. Onscreen text graphic 

for the original and 09/21/13 rebroadcast:  Tracy Burke‟s children visit each other 

regularly. According to military law, Brent Burke will get an automatic appeal. 

Interviewed: JAG prosecution team members: Lt. Colonel Matthew Calarco, Major 

Sondra Smith, Captain Janae Lepir; U.S. Army Defense Attorney Nathan Brown; JAG 

attorney Major Rebecca Kliem; Kentucky State Police Detective Larry Walker; Kentucky 

State Police Investigator Mark Gillingham; Tracy Burke‟s father and step-mother David 

and Gractia Wilburn; Tracy Burke‟s sister-in-law Hillary Wilburn; defense attorneys 

Chris Davenport and David Broderick; Brent Burke‟s parents Stan and Irene Burke; 

Master Sergeant Michelle Kerstetter, Karen Comer‟s daughter.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - 

P: Marcelena Spencer; Updated producers for the 09/21/13 rebroadcast: Marcelena 

Spencer, Michelle Feuer) (OAD: 02/16/13) 

 

09/28/13 48 HOURS: “The Sweetheart Murders” - a followup to “The Sweetheart Murders” 

(OAD: 01/27/07), the story of sweethearts Sabrina Gonsalves and John Riggins, who in 



 

 

1980, were brutally murdered in Davis, California. Initially, police suspected Gerald 

Gallego, but he was in jail at the time of the murders. In 1989, police arrested Gallego‟s 

half-brother David Hunt, David‟s wife Sue-Ellen, Richard Thompson, and Doug Lainer -- 

calling them The Hunt Group -- and charged them with a copycat murder, designed to 

call into question Gallego‟s guilt in other crimes. DNA proved their innocence and the 

charges were dropped, however questions remained. In 2002, using advanced DNA 

technology -- not available at the time of the murders -- police matched samples stored in 

a FBI database to Richard Hirschfield, a convicted rapist, who was released from prison 

in 1980. Police interviewed Hirschfield‟s brother, Joe, who committed suicide the day 

after the interview. Based on information in his suicide note, police assumed that Joe 

helped his brother. Richard Hirschfield was charged in the case. In 2012, 10 years after 

the DNA hit, and almost 32 years after the murders, the capital murder trial began. Time 

had taken its toll: 63-years-old and confined to wheelchair, Hirschfield was no longer the 

menacing figure he once was. David Hunt, suffering from cancer, hopes to live to hear 

his name cleared, and the Gonsalves and Riggins families hope to put an end to their 

suffering.  The jury deliberated and Hirschfeld was found guilty and sentenced to death. 

On-screen text graphic: Richard Hirschfield is appealing his conviction. David Hunt did 

not live to see his name cleared. He died during the trial. Interviewed: Detective Carol 

Daly and Investigator Ron Garverick, both from the Sacramento County Sheriff‟s 

Department; family members Andrea Gonsalves-Rosenstein (sister); Dr. Richard Riggins 

and his wife, Kate Riggins (parents); Hunt Group suspects David Hunt and Doug Lanier; 

prosecutor Dawn Bladet; lead defense attorney Linda Parisi. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Clare 

Friedland) 
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